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Preface 

“Games are won by players who focus on the playing field – not by those whose eyes are glued to 
the scoreboard.”- Warren Buffet 

Investment in equity market has witnessed unmatched growth worldwide especially in the last two 
decades. Growth in stock market has been parallel to the growth of the economy. Investment is the 
sacrifice of certain present value for the uncertain future reward. It entails arriving numerous 
decisions such as type, mix, amount, timing and grade. An investment decision is a trade between 
risk and return. All investment choices are made at points in accordance with the personal 
investment ends and in consideration of an uncertain future. Besides all other financial instruments, 
equity share has given sustainable profit. There are various alternative avenues of investment 
available for the investor for investing his savings according to his preferences. 

The present book is written with the objective to understand the growth of Indian Capital Market. It 
helps to understand the socio-economic background of respondent investor. The book gives a clear 
view to the existing investment pattern of respondents and their satisfaction with it. It explains the 
factor that influences the investors towards investment in the capital market. 

The book comprises of 7 chapters. First chapter provides brief history of Indian Capital Market, 
provides a comprehensive view to Equity Market, present scenario of Indian Equity Market. 
Chapter two describes the literature review to investor behavior. The focus of chapter 3 is on Role 
of Capital formation in Economic Development, Savings in India and Impact of reforms in equity 
market. Chapter 4 deals with elements, participants, in capital market. Chapter 5 explains the 
objectives of the book. Chapter 6 explains the data analysis and interpretation using various 
statistical tools.  

Chapter 7 gives us the findings, conclusion and suggestions.  

Happy Reading & Profitable Investing………… 

 

 

Author    
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Introduction 
Money is an inevitable part of life. People toil to earn money to purchase a house, to educate their children, 
and to lead a happy life. So, saving is necessary to survive. To save means to put aside a portion of income, 
deferring its consumption until a future date. Saving means the total accumulated amount of income that is 
not spent on consumption. In economics, savings is defined as ‘the difference between the income and the 
expenditure’. These savings may be increased in the form of fixed deposits, purchase of shares, post office 
savings, mutual funds, etc.  Attractive saving devices are very much necessary to increase and channel the 
savings in the developing countries. India is taking much effort in inculcating the saving habit among the 
people. 

It is observed that capital market is one of the area where common people are now started investing. Capital 
markets are financial markets for the buying and selling of long-term debt or equity linked with shares. 
These markets channel the wealth of savers to those who can put it to long-term productive use, such as 
companies or governments making long-term investments.1 Capital markets are defined as ‘markets in which 
money is provided for periods longer than a year’.2 The important aim of capital markets lies in between the 
primary markets and the secondary markets. In primary markets, new stock / shares or bond are issued or 
sold to investors. The main entities seeking to raise long-term funds from the primary capital markets are 
Public sector undertakings or Government offices (which may be municipal, local or national) and business 
enterprises (Private or Non Government Industries). Governments tend to issue only bonds, whereas 
companies often issue either equity or bonds. In the secondary markets, existing securities are sold and 
bought among investors or traders, usually on stock exchanges or over the counter market. BSE and NSE are 
the well known stock exchanges of India. The existence of secondary markets increases the willingness of 
investors in primary markets, as they know they are likely to be able to swiftly cash out their investments if 
the need arises.3 

The funds flow from Foreign Institutional Investors has enhanced the growth of capital market. It has been 
receiving global attention, especially from sound investors, due to the improving macroeconomic 
fundamentals. The presence of a great pool of skilled labour and the rapid integration with the world 
economy has increased India’s global competitiveness. No wonder, the global ratings agencies Moody’s and 
Fitch have awarded India with investment grade ratings, indicating comparatively lower sovereign risks. 

Despite of the key issues such as inflation and high interest rates in the year 2012, it drew a record $20 
billion investment by the FII’s in the Indian capital markets. India's growth rate in the stock market has been 
slowing, but it is growing in other ways at the second fastest pace in the world4. 

The Indian capital market is the back bone of our economy. It is necessary to boost the capital market by 
involving maximum number of investors’. The Investors invest in the capital market through various 
instruments available and according to the risk appetite of the individual. It has been seen that most of the 
investors are investing in a low risk profile investment. The diversification of the financial services sector 
has provided the individual investor with a wide range of opportunities to invest. The individual’s decision to 
invest in the financial/capital market is greatly influenced by the variety of benefits each individual wants 
from owning a particular stock. Besides these investor’s practices, preferences, risk perceptions, intentions, 
pattern of investment, their awareness level, factors affecting their investment behavior and problems faced 
by them need to be analyzed in order to understand the individual investor behavior and their participation in 
the capital market. 

                                                             
1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capital_market 
2 Sullivan, Arthur; Steven M. Sheffrin (2003), Economics: Principles in action, Upper Saddle River,: 
Pearson Prentice Hall. pp.283. ISBN 0-13-063085-3. 
3 Michael, McLindon (1996), Privatization and Capital Market Development: Strategies to Promote 
Economic Growth, 
4 R. Y. Narayanan, http://www.thehindubusinessline.com/markets/stock-markets/indian-capital-markets-
may-extend-bull-run-axis-securities-official/article4238045.ece 
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1.1 History of Indian Capital market 
India’s capital markets have experienced sweeping changes since the beginning of the last decade. Its market 
infrastructure has advanced while corporate governance has progressed faster than in many other emerging 
market economies. But in contrast to several developed countries and Asian economies, India’s capital 
markets are still shallow, implying that further .reforms are needed to make India a world-class financial 
centre5. It simply means there is potential for further growth. 

I Capital markets development supported by steady infrastructure reforms 
It could be seen that India’s financial market began its transformation path in the early 1990s. The banking 
sector witnessed sweeping changes, including the elimination of interest rate controls, reductions in reserve 
and liquidity requirements and an overhaul in priority sector lending6. Persistent efforts by the Reserve Bank 
of India (RBI) to put in place effective supervision and prudential norms since then have lifted the country 
closer to global standards. Around the same time, India’s capital markets also began to stage extensive 
changes. The Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) was established in 1992 with a mandate to 
protect investors and usher improvements into the microstructure of capital markets, while the repeal of the 
Controller of Capital Issues (CCI) in the same year removed the administrative controls over the pricing of 
new equity issues. India’s financial markets also began to embrace technology. The competitions in the 
markets increased with the establishment of the National Stock Exchange (NSE) in 1994, and lead it to a 
significant rise in the volume of transactions and to the emergence of new important instruments in financial 
intermediation. 

A.  Innovations have strengthened market infrastructure 
The Market infrastructure has strengthened markedly heralded by steady reforms. The government bonds 
and equity markets have moved to T+1 and T+2 rolling settlement cycles in recent years7, which 
significantly compressed the transfer of cash and securities to the relevant counterparties, thereby reducing 
settlement risks. 

B. Good corporate governance, but overall legal framework needs improving 
The continuing efforts by the SEBI to upgrade the corporate governance framework have positioned India at 
an above-average level against other emerging market economies, according to the Institute of International 
Finance (IIF), the global association of financial institutions8. Since March 2006, listed companies have been 
required to submit quarterly compliance reports to the SEBI, facilitating the valuation of companies and 
bringing it in line with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. 

II A sizeable but largely skewed capital market 
For over a century, India’s capital markets, which consist primarily of debt and equity markets, have 
increasingly played a significant role in mobilizing funds to meet public and private entities’ financing 
requirements. The advent of exchange-traded derivative instruments in 2000, such as options and futures, has 
enabled investors to better hedge their positions and reduce risks. 

In total, India’s debt and equity markets were equivalent to 130% of GDP at the end of 2005. This is an 
impressive stride, coming from just 75% in 1995, suggesting issuers’ growing confidence in market based 
financing. However, the size of the country’s capital markets relative to the United States’, Malaysia’s and 
South Korea’s remains low, implying a strong catch-up process for India. 

A.  Debt markets shaped by the public sector 
India’s debt markets are divided into two segments. The government bond segment is the larger and more 
active of the two, with issuers comprising the central government – accounting for 90% of the total and state 
governments. The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has maintained its role as the government’s debt manager 
and regulator of government-issued papers. 
                                                             
5 “Deutsche Bank Research” 
6 Asian Development Bank Institute (2003). 
7 National Stock Exchange Fact Book (2006). 
8 Institute of International Finance (2006). 
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The corporate bond market represents the other segment, with Public Sector Undertakings (PSU), corporate, 
financial institutions and banks being the primary players. PSU bonds by far outweigh the size of private 
corporate bonds, reflecting a number of factors, foremost of which are the lists of regulatory requirements for 
private issues. Regulatory oversight of the segment falls under the purview of the Securities and Exchange 
Board of India (SEBI). Each issuer has a range of instruments available in the market. Since institutional 
investors, especially banks, have remained the primary participants in fixed income securities, India’s bond 
markets have predominantly been wholesale. 

B.  Vibrant equity markets 
The development of India’s equity capital markets has taken a more progressive trajectory than the bond 
market, largely reflecting the government’s laissez faire approach in the segment. At 90% of GDP9, its size is 
comparable to that of other emerging countries, although is still small relative to many developed markets. 
Of India’s 23 stock exchanges, equity trading is most active in the National Stock Exchange (NSE) and the 
Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE). Since the NSE’s inception in 1994, it has caught up with the BSE in terms 
of capitalization but exceeded it in turnover. The BSE boasts of over 4,000 listed companies, surpassing 
stock exchanges in the US. This explains its slightly higher market capitalization over the NSE, although its 
lower turnover implies that inefficiencies remain due to the high proportion of untraded companies. Its share 
of total equity turnover is just 33% compared to 66% of its rival, the NSE. The increase in the limit for 
foreign direct investment in the stock exchanges to 49% announced early this year is expected to lend more 
dynamism to the equity capital markets. The investment limit for a single investor was set at 5%. 

It did not take long after the new limit was announced that the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), Goldman 
Sachs, General Atlantic and Softbank Asian Infrastructure Fund all acquired a 5% stake in the National 
Stock Exchange (NSE). Increased foreign presence is expected to help the NSE to inch forward to the global 
markets, generate a wider customer and investor base and offer more innovative products. The Bombay 
Stock Exchange is also courting strategic investors. If it succeeds, this should help speed up the process of 
consolidating the thousands of inactive listed companies on the board. Moreover, the move will enhance its 
competitive strength against the NSE, which has diminished over the past decade. 

C.  Financial derivatives march ahead 
While some form of financial derivatives trading in India dates back to the 1870s, exchange traded derivative 
instruments started only in 2000. Then, stock index futures, with the Sensex 30 and the S&P CNX Nifty 
indices as the underlying, began trading at the BSE and NSE. Since their inception, the basket of instruments 
has expanded and now features individual stock futures, and options for stock index and individual stocks. 

III.  Right mix of investors, but participation is still low 
A vibrant secondary market is characterized by the active participation of retail and institutional investors, 
underpinned by their long term investment goals, with adjustments made in accordance with their short-term 
liquidity needs and in response to the business cycle. 

With a population of over 1 billion, India offers a large pool of potential investors. Indian households are by 
far the largest saver in the economy, constituting nearly 80% of the economy’s aggregate saving Insurance 
companies, pension funds, and mutual funds and foreign institutional investors (FIIs) form India’s 
institutional investor base. Combined, their assets account for about 25% of GDP. This represents a 
significant increase compared to the mid-1990s, prior to the opening up of many of the sectors, such as the 
insurance industry, to competition. But, to put it in perspective, the combined size of the Indian institutional 
investors sector amounts to less than half of US mutual fund assets alone. 

It would be seen that, Indian investors tend to be conservative in their investment decisions, with a general 
preference for safe returns and capital preservation. It would be further seen that large domestic institutional 
investors such as pension funds and insurance companies, their investment style has largely been the result of 
regulation. 

 

                                                             
9 Based on the capitalization of the Bombay Stock Exchange as of December 2006. 
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A.  Indian household investments: low risk, low return 
The lion’s share of households’ total financial savings, roughly 50%, is placed in bank deposit accounts. The 
rest of the pie is spread over small savings accounts10, at just over 10%, and a combined 25% in insurance 
and pension funds, and in view of these institutions’ conservative approach to investing; they report to appeal 
very strongly to households for investments. 

B.  Institutional investors: Easing regulations will unlock capital market growth 
It would be observed that nearly 25% of households’ total financial savings are allocated in Insurance and 
Pension funds, and it could be seen that it is dominated by the government-owned Life Insurance Company 
of India (LIC) and the Employees Pension Fund (EPF). As would be seen, the LIC continues to hold a major 
player of the industry, accounting for nearly 75% of the business, despite the opening up of the industry to 
private competition in 1999. Similarly, although mutual funds have been permitted to offer pension plans, a 
majority of the public retirement scheme remains under the control of the EPF. The guaranteed rate of return 
of 9% the offer is a strong incentive for investors to place their financial savings with the institution. Overall, 
just roughly 10% of the labour force is enrolled in a pension scheme. The rest of the workers rely on their 
families for support at old age or on their accumulated savings. 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 
Investing in various types of assets is an interesting activity that attracts people from all walks of life. Equity 
culture plays an important role in the process of development of equity market in a country. It is the 
employment of funds in the equities with the aim of earning income or capital appreciation11 . Today, the 
financial services sector has become highly diversified offering the individual investor with a wide range of 
opportunities to invest. The investment strategies of one investor are quite different from that of other. In 
view of this it could be said that the motivation of an investor to invest is complex and depends upon a 
number of factors as stated earlier. 

As would be seen the process of financial reforms implemented in the country has created remarkable 
changes in various aspects of its financial system and stock market, in particular has undergone radical 
transformation both in terms of size and sophistication and is now comparable to the developed markets with 
respect to turn over, market capitalization and efficiency. 

Whether equity culture boosts economic growth by providing important services to the economy is still a 
dubious issue. Empirical studies have showed that large stock markets can lower the cost of mobilizing 
savings and thereby facilitate investment in the most productive technologies. It is also showed that stock 
market liquidity is important for economic growth. Since many profitable investments require a long-term 
commitment of capital, savers find it difficult to part with their savings for long period. Liquid stock markets 
ease this tension by providing an asset to savers that they can quickly and inexpensively sell. Further, 
international risk sharing through internationally integrated stock markets improves resource allocation and 
can accelerate the rate of economic growth. 

In India also there are conflicting views about the importance given to stock markets in various reform 
programmes implemented since 1991. Stock market reforms were looked at by many a policy maker as 
‘dynamic distortions’ intended to develop a particular segment of the financial system, which allegedly 
resulted in de-emphasis on commercial banks and distortion in the interest rate structure (Majumdar, 2002). 
Equity culture is essential to relieve firms from the burden of debt-based capital structure and to provide 
investors with alternative venues to park their funds and diversify the risk of investment. 

Thus, it would be seen that irrespective of this theoretical divergence, it is widely presumed that stock market 
has played a crucial role in the process of economic growth of the country in the last decade. However, the 
nexus between equity culture development and economic growth has not been empirically studied in a 
comprehensive manner in India. Preliminary studies in this regard concluded that stock market’s role is 

                                                             
10 Small savings accounts are direct claims against the government. 
11 Dr. Mandeep Kaur, Tina Vohra (2012), “Understanding Individual Investor’s Behavior: A Review of 
Empirical Evidences”, Pacific Business Review International, Volume 5, Issue 6 (December 2012) 
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limited to financial intermediation with little effect on aggregate saving rate, corporate investment and output 
growth rates. The link between macro economy and spread of equity culture in India is also not very 
conclusive. Rigorous empirical studies using more recent data and advanced techniques are required for 
making any meaningful conclusions. 

The researcher has made an attempt to study the spread of equity culture in Maharashtra. Specifically the 
study attempts to find out the opinion of investor’s on equity investment and factors encouraging them to 
invest in the capital market. The study addresses the impact of stock market development in the saving and 
risk hedging patterns of retail investors. The researcher aims to study the growth of Indian capital market 
with special reference to equity market. 

The study is confined to the stock exchange market in the state of Maharashtra. But due to time and money 
constraints, the survey questionnaires have been distributed to the investors in the selected cities of 
Maharashtra through brokers and sub brokers of the broking houses. Personal discussion and interviews of 
some respondents were taken up by this researcher as and when they were available and at the convenience 
of the respondents personally by taking pre-intimation. In this process personal interview of about 100 
respondents was taken up. Rest of the questionnaire were received through post and personally collected 
with the help of MBA students who were trained by me for this purpose. 

1.3 Significance of the Study 
The purpose for the study is to collect adequate information from the shareholders. The researcher feels that 
this information would help her to interpret and focus on the needs and demands of the stakeholders.  The 
need for the study arises from the presence of following points at large. 

 The capital market plays a very crucial role in the economic development of a country by pooling the 
savings of the people and making them available to the enterprising investors. Sixty percent of household 
savings in India are invested in financial assets out of this only 10% are channeled towards investment in 
industrial securities as against 25% in USA and Japan 

 The equity market is an important segment of capital market in India accounting for nearly half of the 
capital issues. The equity market is considered to be a barometer of the health of the economy and as 
such, the development of equity culture is crucial for industrial development of the country. 

 The investor base in India is a fraction of its potential even after the introduction of capital market 
reforms. With a middle class of around 250 millions, India has only about 15 million equity investors. 
Many loopholes in the working of Indian Stock Exchanges have been reported which are likely to 
dampen the enthusiasm of investors. 

 Some of the guidelines issued by SEBI are reported to be working against the interests of small investors. 
The development of equity culture is very much essential from the point of view of investors, companies 
and the economy as a whole. 

 The equity culture right now is most prevalent in western region and in metropolitan areas. The researcher 
is interested in knowing the reasons for non spread of equity culture in other parts of the country and steps 
to be taken for. 

 The research studies on this topic are very few and their scope is very much limited. Further no study of 
the nature has been conducted in regions of Maharashtra. The study would also provide practical 
recommendations for future planning. 

1.4. Defining Equity Market 
The Indian Equity Market is more popularly known as the Indian Stock Market. The Indian equity market 
has become the third biggest after China and Hong Kong in the Asian region. According to the latest report 
by ADB, it has a market capitalization of nearly $600 billion. As of March 2009, the market capitalization 
was around $598.3 billion (Rs 30.13 lakh crore) which is one-tenth of the combined valuation of the Asia 
region. The market was slow since early 2007 and continued till the first quarter of 2009. A stock exchange 
has been defined by the Securities Contract (Regulation) Act, 1956 as an organization, association or body of 
individuals established for regulating, and controlling of securities. 
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The Indian equity market depends on three factors 
 Funding into equity from all over the world 

 Corporate houses performance 

 Monsoons 

The stock market in India does business with two types of fund namely private equity fund and venture 
capital fund. It also deals in transactions which are based on the two major indices - Bombay Stock 
Exchange (BSE) and National Stock Exchange of India Ltd. (NSE). 

The market also includes the debt market which is controlled by wholesale dealers, primary dealers and 
banks. The equity indexes are allied to countries beyond the border as common calamities affect markets. 
E.g. Indian and Bangladesh stock markets are affected by monsoons. 

The equity market is also affected through trade integration policy. The country has advanced both in foreign 
institutional investment (FII) and trade integration since 1995. This is a very attractive field for making profit 
for medium and long term investors, short-term swing and position traders and very intraday traders. 

The Indian market has 22 stock exchanges. The larger companies are enlisted with BSE and NSE. The 
smaller and medium companies are listed with OTCEI (Over The counter Exchange of India). The functions 
of the Equity Market in India are supervised by SEBI (Securities Exchange Board of India). 

1.4.1 HISTORY OF INDIAN EQUITY MARKET 
The history of the Indian equity market goes back to the 18th century when securities of the East India 
Company were traded. Till the end of the 19th century, the trading of securities was unorganized and the 
main trading centers were Calcutta (now Kolkata) and Bombay (now Mumbai). 

Trade activities prospered with an increase in share price in India with Bombay becoming the main source of 
cotton supply during the American Civil War (1860-61). In 1865, there was drop in share prices. The 
stockbroker association established the Native Shares and Stock Brokers Association in 1875 to organize 
their activities. In 1927, the BSE recognized this association, under the Bombay Securities Contracts Control 
Act, 1925. 

The Indian Equity Market was not well organized or developed before independence. After independence, 
new issues were supervised. The timing, floatation costs, pricing, interest rates were strictly controlled by the 
Controller of Capital Issue (CII). For four and half decades, companies were demoralized and not motivated 
from going public due to the rigid rules of the Government. 

In the 1950s, there was uncontrollable speculation and the market was known as 'Satta Bazaar'. Speculators 
aimed at companies like Tata Steel, Kohinoor Mills, Century Textiles, Bombay Dyeing and National Rayon. 
The Securities Contracts (Regulation) Act, 1956 was enacted by the Government of India. Financial 
institutions and state financial corporation were developed through an established network. 

In the 60s, the market was bearish due to massive wars and drought. Forward trading transactions and 
'Contracts for Clearing' or 'badla' were banned by the Government. With financial institutions such as LIC, 
GIC, some revival in the markets could be seen. 

Then in 1964, UTI, the first mutual fund of India was formed. In the 70's, the trading of 'badla' resumed in a 
different form of 'hand delivery contract'. But the Government of India passed the Dividend Restriction 
Ordinance on 6th July, 1974. According to the ordinance, the dividend was fixed to 12% of Face Value or 
1/3 rd of the profit under Section 369 of The Companies Act, 1956 whichever is lower. 

This resulted in a drop by 20% in market capitalization at BSE (Bombay Stock Exchange) overnight. The 
stock market was closed for nearly a fortnight. Numerous multinational companies were pulled out of India 
as they had to dissolve their majority stocks in India ventures for the Indian public under FERA, 1973. 

The 80's saw a growth in the Indian Equity Market. With liberalized policies of the government, it became 
lucrative for investors. The market saw an increase of stock exchanges, there was a surge in market 
capitalization rate and the paid up capital of the listed companies. 
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The 90s was the most crucial in the stock market's history. Indians became aware of 'liberalization' and 
'globalization'. In May 1992, the Capital Issues (Control) Act, 1947 was abolished. SEBI which was the 
Indian Capital Market's regulator was given the power and overlook new trading policies, entry of private 
sector mutual funds and private sector banks, free prices, new stock exchanges, foreign institutional 
investors, and market boom and bust. 

In 1990, there was a major capital market scam where bankers and brokers were involved. With this, many 
investors left the market. Later there was a securities scam in 1991-92 which revealed the inefficiencies and 
inadequacies of the Indian financial system and called for reforms in the Indian Equity Market. 

Two new stock exchanges, NSE (National Stock Exchange of India) established in 1994 and OTCEI (Over 
the Counter Exchange of India) established in 1992 gave BSE a nationwide competition. In 1995-96, an 
amendment was made to the Securities Contracts (Regulation) Act, 1956 for introducing options trading. In 
April 1995, the National Securities Clearing Corporation (NSCC) and in November 1996, the National 
Securities Depository Limited (NSDL) were set up for demutualised trading, clearing and settlement. 
Information Technology scrips were the major players in the late 90s with companies like Wipro, Satyam & 
Infosys. 

In the 21st century, there was the Ketan Parekh Scam. From 1st July 2001, 'Badla' was discontinued and 
there was introduction of rolling settlement in all scrips. In February 2000, permission was given for internet 
trading and from June, 2000, futures trading started. 

1.5 Equity Market – The Global View 
The size of the world stock market was estimated at about $36.6 trillion at the beginning of October 200812. 
The largest stock market in the United States, by market capitalization, is the New York Stock Exchange 
(NYSE). In Canada, the largest stock market is the Toronto Stock Exchange. Major European examples of 
stock exchanges includes the Amsterdam Stock Exchange, London Stock Exchange, Paris Bourse, and the 
Deutsche Börse (Frankfurt Stock Exchange). In Africa, examples include Nigerian Stock Exchange, JSE 
Limited, etc. Asian examples include the Singapore Exchange, the Tokyo Stock Exchange, the Hong Kong 
Stock Exchange, the Shanghai Stock Exchange, and the Bombay Stock Exchange. In Latin America, there 
are such exchanges as the BM&F Bovespa and the BMV. Australia has a national stock exchange, the 
Australian Securities Exchange, due to the size of its population. 

Market participants include individual retail investors, institutional investors such as mutual funds, banks, 
insurance companies and hedge funds, and also publicly traded corporations trading in their own shares. 

The purpose of a stock exchange is to facilitate the exchange of securities between buyers and sellers, thus 
providing a marketplace (virtual or real). The exchanges provide real-time trading information on the listed 
securities, facilitating price discovery. 

The New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) is a physical exchange, also referred to as a listed exchange – only 
stocks listed with the exchange may be traded, with a hybrid market for placing orders both electronically 
and manually on the trading floor. The NASDAQ is a virtual listed exchange, where all of the trading is done 
over a computer network. The process is similar to the New York Stock Exchange. However, buyers and 
sellers are electronically matched. 

Table No. 1.1 United States S&P stock market returns (assumes 2% annual dividend) 
Years to December 31, 2012 Average Annual Return % Average Compounded Annual Return % 

1 15.5 15.5 
3 10.9 11.6 
5 4.3 10.1 
10 8.8 7.3 

                                                             
12 "World Equity Market Declines: -$25.9 Trillion". Seeking Alpha. http://seekingalpha.com/article/99256-
world-equity-market-declines-25-9-trillion. Retrieved 2011-05-31. 
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15 6.5 5.9 
20 10.0 6.4 
30 11.6 7.3 
40 10.1 8.0 
50 10.0 8.1 
60 10.5 8.2 

Source: Secondary Data13 

 
Figure-1.1: United States S&P stock market returns 

Table No. 1.2  Retail Participation in Select Countries 
Country Year % of Population 
Australia 2008 41 

Hong Kong 2008 21 
UK 2008 18 

China 2007 10.5 
India 2010 1.3 

Taiwan 2008 39.5 
Korea 2009 9.6 

US 2009 27.7 
Source: Money Life Foundation. 

 
                                                             
13 "No. HS-38. Stock Prices and Yields: 1900 to 2002" (PDF). http://www.census.gov/statab/hist/HS-38.pdf. 
Retrieved 2011-05-31. 
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In India, participation of retail investors in capital markets is comparatively low. Retail investors find the 
stock market activities too complex and difficult to comprehend. The above table no. 1.2 of cross-country 
comparison reveals that Indian investors, despite being one of the highest savers in the world, do not evince 
interest in stock market investments. 

Global integration—the widening and intensifying of links—between high-income and developing countries 
has accelerated over the years. Over the past few years, the financial markets have become increasingly 
global. The Indian market has gained from foreign inflows through the investment of Foreign Institutional 
Investors (FIIs). Following the implementation of reforms in the securities industry in the past few years, 
Indian stock markets have stood out in the world ranking. India posted a turnover ratio of 75.6 percent, 
which was comparable to that of the other developed markets. As per Standard and Poor’s Fact Book 2011, 
India ranked 7th in terms of market capitalization (11th in 2009), 10th in terms of total value traded in stock 
exchanges, and 22nd in terms of turnover ratio, as of December 2010. 

The stock markets worldwide have grown in size as well as depth over the years. The turnover of all the 
markets taken together has reduced from US $ 80.42 trillion in 2009 to US $ 63.98 trillion in 2010. 

From the above stated facts and circumstances it could be concluded that the US alone accounted for about 
47.6 percent of the worldwide turnover in 2010. Despite having a large number of companies listed on its 
exchanges, India accounted for a meager 1.65 percent of the total world turnover in 2010. The market 
capitalization of all the listed companies taken together across all the markets stood at US $ 54.54 trillion in 
2010 (US $ 48.71 trillion in 2009). The share of the US in worldwide market capitalization increased from 
30.95 percent at the end of 2009 to 31.42 percent at the end of 2010, while the Indian listed companies 
accounted for 2.96 percent of the total market capitalization at the end of 201014. 

1.6 Present Scenario of Indian Equity Market 
The securities market has essentially three categories of participants—the issuer of the securities, the 
investors in the securities, and the intermediaries. The issuers are the borrowers or deficit savers, who issue 
securities to raise funds. 

The investors, who are surplus savers, deploy their savings by subscribing to these securities. The 
intermediaries are the agents who match the needs of the users and the suppliers of funds for a commission. 
These intermediaries function to help both the issuers and the investors to achieve their respective goals. 
There is a large variety and number of intermediaries providing various services in the Indian securities 
market. This process of mobilizing the resources is carried out under the supervision and overview of the 
regulators. The regulators develop fair market practices and regulate the conduct of the issuers of securities 
and the intermediaries. They are also in charge of protecting the interests of the investors. The regulator 
ensures a high service standard from the intermediaries, as well as the supply of quality securities and non-
manipulated demand for them in the market. 

The current condition of Indian markets has drastically improved. There is absolute transparency and instant 
transactions take place. All Indian Stock markets are now computerized and  has become a common 
phenomenon. Indian stock markets have also developed a dynamic nature and can change from a bullish 
temperament to a bearish slide. Any small bit of information or even a rumor from any part of the country 
can affect the market and is a fairly accurate indicator of the prevalent atmosphere in the region or country. 
People from across the country and globe get in touch with minute wise readings on the stock market and 
gain a lot of trading aptitude after daily seeing BSE Stock Gainers or BSE top losers list which does a 
world of good to their investment portfolio. 

1.7 Equity Culture 
Equity culture plays an important role in the process of development of equity market in a country. “Equity 
culture brings about economic integration by participation in ventures, enhances the knowledge of business 
and economy and make owners less and less risk averse which is the core of a market economy15” 

                                                             
14 www.nseindia.com 
15 http://assamnet.org/pipermail/assam_assamnet.org/2006-october/009 
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In order to promote equity culture in India “SEBI has to balance the needs of the retail investors and also the 
need to encourage people to invest in the equity market. Both have to be balanced. In order to strengthen 
equity culture in India it is necessary that people should invest on a long term basis. Because if people invest 
on short term basis and there are lot of buying and selling activities, it results in to paying more brokerage 
rather than earning for themselves more benefits. This tendency needs to be curbed. Pensions are an 
important area where reforms are necessary to promote equity culture. The World over equity market has 
been developed on the backing of pension reforms, which is missing in India. Large pension funds forms 
across the world are coming to invest in India, where Indian pension funds are not invested in securities 
market. 

SEBI has taken several steps to develop equity culture in India such as appointing entirely new set of agents / 
brokers like retired bankers, school teachers and retired government servant to sell mutual funds. 
Requirements have been simplified and to protect interest of retail investors they are not allowed to sell 
complex products. Thus attempts are made to balance equity culture and the safeguarding of investors 
interest. Any investor willing to invest in mutual fund has no bank account in his village than SEBI allows 
him to invest in cash up to Rs 20,000. To protect interest of investor SEBI insists in having more disclosures, 
disclosures through advertisement. In primary market only six centers used to have maximum numbers of 
applications from real investment but now SEBI has allowed and facilitated that application can be obtained 
and filed from 1000 centers, Earlier when Initial public offer (IPO) was good enough, there were reports of 
grey market for application alone, and people had to pay money for applications. To avoid such practices 
SEBI’s latest move was that “You can go to any broker, you can download the application form fill up the 
application form directly on in paper form” Another reform measure includes expansion of Application 
supported by Blocked amount (ASBA) facility. Because earlier when a retail investor used to apply in an 
IPO, he used to sign a cheque and the money was debited from his account and used to suffer loss of interest 
for 3-5 weeks because there was no guarantee that the shares will be allotted for the entire amount debited 
from his account, the remaining money was credited back after one to weeks Thus the investor had to suffer 
loss of interest for about 4 to 6 weeks. So SEBI Introduced the ASBA scheme to protect interests of small 
investors even in the allocation process for retail investors nobody was earlier sure that he will get a 
confirmed allotment in an IPO. Because a lottery method was used for so many applications and lots, Now 
SEBI has increased the lot size and insists on confirmed allotment16. 

Although the first trade on Indian market happened in 1875, in true sense Indian market may be said to be 20 
Years old, after the securities and exchange body of India, armed with powers to clean up the market, still 
growth of equity as an asset class and number of investors compared with the number of population of India 
has been extremely low. People prefer gold which gave negative returns for a very long period form 1986-
2000 is still considered as a safe investment option. Even real estate with negative returns between 1997- 
2003 has faith of public as safe investment. Majority of Indians believe that investing in stock is like 
speculating and gambling so they neglect stocks; what even has been done to dispel these fears and beliefs 
and spreading awareness about the good tidings that money put in shares can bring is not sufficient The main 
reason for this state of affairs is that the distinction needs to be done between investor protection and 
investors education has not received proper attention. SEBI has insisted more on investor protection 
smoothens the system and make market a much safer and transparent place but stakeholders have to 
emphasize investor education for attaining rapid development of capital market in India. “The market 
regulator and stock exchanges should take steps to spread awareness about equity investment in tier II and 
tier III towns. Once the people in these towns know what the risks and rewards are in making long term 
investments in equity, will see further spread of the equity culture only then the benefits of the India growth 
story will pass in the more people, They will make the growth story complete17” 

1.8 Summary 
This study is confined to the area of stock exchange in Maharashtra for a period of 2005 to 2010. However, 
in order to make the study relevant to the present day scenario some secondary data of the recent period has 
                                                             
16 http://businesstoday.intoday.in/story/sebiformore.reforms for protection 
17 http:/www.mydigitalfc.com/2012/market-articledatedec05,2012,2205 
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been considered. This chapter is introductory and highlights various characters to have knowledge of Indian 
Financial Market in general and stock market in particular. In a nutshell researcher presents summary of the 
details printed as earlier. 

The Term capital market refers to all the facilities and the institutional arrangements for borrowing and 
lending long term capital. In other words it is the centre arrangement that provides facilities for buying and 
selling of long term financial instruments such as shares and debentures. Capital market may be defined as 
the mechanism which coordinates the demand and supply forces of long-capital. It deals in shares, 
debentures and bonds of corporations and securities of the government. The term” Equity Culture” refers to 
the practice of buying equity shares either in primary market or in secondary market. 

The Indian Stock Markets can be a very rewarding avenue of investment but the constant changes and the 
inherent dynamic nature of the markets can wipe out funds or savings within a minute. Thus, the key words 
for every retail investor are to be constantly alert and very observant. 

India’s regulators have been active in seeking ways to develop the country’s capital markets, and an equity 
culture management is starting to set in. The main challenge ahead is to strengthen the political will to 
further ease regulations in the capital markets and the limits prescribed to market participants. 

India’s economy is expected to benefit enormously from the process of gradual capital market liberalization. 
Empirical evidence has shown that emerging market economies that have heralded changes in their financial 
markets experienced higher growth and investment 18. 

India is no exception, with per-capita GDP and domestic investment rising post-liberalization. Economies 
which pursued deeper financial market reforms, and whose per-capita incomes were roughly similar to 
India’s prior to their liberalization periods, not surprisingly experienced even greater rewards. Drawing from 
these countries’ experiences, India’s growth potential can experience a sustained pick-up if it stays on the 
path of reforming its capital markets.– 

The deregulation and market liberalization measures and the increasing activities of multinational companies 
have accelerated the growth of Indian stock market. Thus, given the newfound interest in the Indian stock 
markets during liberalization period, it is interesting to know integration of Indian stock markets. The 
financial markets, especially the stock markets, for developing and developed markets have now become 
increasingly integrated despite the uniqueness of the specific market and country profile. In view of these 
other points discussed this researcher can put that has happened specifically due to financial liberalization 
adopted by most of the countries around the world, technological advancement in communications and 
trading systems, introduction of innovative financial products and creating more opportunities for 
international portfolio investments. This has intensified the curiosity in exploring international market 
linkages. 

                                                             
18 Bekaert, Geert et al (2003). 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 
A Literature Review19 is "a systematic, explicit, and reproducible method for identifying, evaluating, 
and synthesizing the existing body of completed and recorded work produced by researchers, scholars, 
and practitioners." 
A literature review is an evaluative report of information found in the literature related to our selected area of 
study.  The review describe, summarizes, evaluate and clarify the literature.  It gives a theoretical base for 
the research and help the researcher determine the nature of research. Works which are irrelevant are 
discarded and those which are peripheral are looked at critically20. 

Literature survey helps one to follow course of action and provides guidelines to the researcher for 
considering parameters and methodology for the research. Hence in this chapter researcher tries to take up 
views expressed by earlier researcher and experts on various aspects of the study. 

2.2 THE INDIAN CAPITAL MARKET 
Capital market is a market for long-term debt and equity shares. In this market, the capital funds comprising 
of both equity and debt are issued and traded. This also includes private placement sources of debt and equity 
as well as organized markets like stock exchanges. Capital market includes financial instruments with more 
than one year maturity. 

There are many books available on the Indian Capital market. Simha21 and his colleagues in 1979 have 
written on the early works on functioning of stock markets and financial institutions. Bhole wrote a 
comprehensive book on the growth and changes in the structure of Indian capital markets and financial 
institutions. The book was subsequently updated and revised in 199222. Also several books have been written 
on security analysis and investment in Indian stock markets by Bhalla (1983)23; Jain (1983)24, Sahni (1986)25, 
Singh (1986)26; Chandra (1990a)27, Raghunathan (1991)28, Avadhani (1992)29; and Barua et al (1992)30. 
These books are primarily written for initiating lay investors to techniques for security analysis and 

                                                             
19 From Conducting Research Literature Reviews: From Internet to Paper, by Arlene Fink, 2nd ed. Sage 
Publications: Thousand Oaks, 2005 
20 .(http://www.utoronto.ca/writing/litrev.html) 
21Simha S L N, Hemalatha D & Balakrishnan S (1979), Investment Management, Institute of Financial 
Management and Research, Madras. 
22 Bhole L M(1982), Financial Markets and Institutions : Growth Structure and Innovations, Tata McGraw 
Hill, New Delhi, p. 360, I edition. 
23 Bhalla U K (1983), Investment Management : Security Analysis and Portfolio Management, S. Chand, 
New Delhi, p. 391. 
24 Jain P K(1983), Financial Institutions of India: A Study of UTI, Triveni Publications, New Delhi. 
25Sahni S K (1986), Stock Exchanges in India: Practices, Problems, Prospects, North Publishing 
Corporation, New Delhi, p 344. 
26Singh Preeti(1986), Investment Management : Security Analysis and Portfolio Management, Himalaya 
Publishing, Bombay, p. 579 
27 ChandraPrasanna(1990a), Investment Game: How to Win, Tata McGraw-Hill, New Delhi (1990), p. 230. 
28 Raghunathan V (1991), Stock Exchanges and Investments: Straight Answers to 100 Nagging Questions, 
Tata McGraw Hill, New Delhi, p. 176. 
29 Raghunathan V (1991), Stock Exchanges and Investments: Straight Answers to 100 Nagging Questions, 
Tata McGraw Hill, New Delhi, p. 176. 
30 Barua S K, Raghunathan V & Varma J R (1992), Portfolio Management, Tata McGraw-Hill, New Delhi, 
p. 256. 
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management of investment portfolios. The books by Basu & Dalal (1993)31, Barua & Varma (1993a)32 and 
Ramachandran (1993)33 have critically examined various facets of the great securities scam of 1992. 

There are several studies related to Indian Capital market, for example, Kothari (1986)34, Lal (1990)35, 
Francis (1991a)36, Ramesh Gupta (1991a,c, 1992a)37, Sinha (1993)38 and many more comment upon the 
Indian capital market in general and trading systems in the stock exchanges in particular and suggest that the 
systems therein are rather antiquated and inefficient, and suffer from major weaknesses and malpractices. 
According to most of these studies, significant reforms are required if the stock exchanges are to be geared 
up to the envisaged growth in the Indian capital market. 

L.C. Gupta (1992) and Sinha (1993) comment upon the Indian capital market in general and trading systems 
in the stock exchanges in particular and suggest that the systems therein are rather antiquated 

and inefficient, and suffer from major weaknesses and malpractices. According to most of these studies, 
significant reforms are required if the stock exchanges are to be geared up to the envisaged growth in the 
Indian capital market.39 

In his book, L.C. Gupta (1992) concludes that, a) Indian stock market is highly speculative; b) Indian 
investors are dissatisfied with the service provided to them by the brokers; c) margins levied by the stock 
exchanges are inadequate and d) liquidity in a large number of stocks in the Indian markets is very low. 
While evidently a pains taking work, the conclusions except `c' above seem to be built on wrong or 
questionable arguments.40 

John Y. Campbell (1996) in his study found that stock indicator of the market is commonly used as leading 
indicator of the state of the economy. He suggested that the aggregate stock markets equal the total national 

                                                             
31 Basu Debasish & Dalal Sucheta (1993), Scam: Who Won, Who Lost, Who Got Away, UBS Publishers & 
Distributors, New Delhi, p. 294. 
32 Barua S K & Varma J R (1993), "Securities Scam: Genesis, Mechanics and Impact", Vikalpa, Vol. 18, No. 
1 (Jan-Mar), p. 3-12. 
33Ramachandran K S (1993), Scanning the Scam: How and Why of the Securities Scandal, NEO Publishing 
Company, New Delhi, p. 199. 
34 Kothari Rajesh(1986), "Profile of Recent Developments in Indian Capital Market", Prashanika, HCM-
RIPA, Vol. XV, No. 4 (Oct-Dec). 
35Lal T (1990), "Primary Capital Market : Some Reflections", Yojana, Vol. 34, June 16-30, p. 9-12. 
36 Francis C K (1991a), "Towards a Healthy Capital Market", Yojana, Vol. 35, Mar.1-15, p. 11-13. 
37 Gupta Ramesh(1991a), "Revamping Stock Exchange Operations - Some Suggestions", Working Paper No. 
922, (Jan-Mar), Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad. 

Gupta Ramesh(1991c), "Regulation of Securities Market in India: Some Issues ", Chartered Secretary, Vol. 
21, No. 6 (Jun). 

Gupta Ramesh(1992a), "Development of the Capital Market in India: A Regulatory Perspective", Working 
Paper No. 997, (Jan-Mar), Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad. 
38 Sinha Sidharth (1993), "The Badla Market and Futures and Options", Unpublished Paper, Indian Institute 
of Management, Ahmedabad (pending presentation in CBOT Fifth Annual Asia-Pacific Futures Research 
Symposium, March 14/15, 1994, Taipei). 
39 Sinha Sidharth (1993), "The Badla Market and Futures and Options", Unpublished Paper, Indian Institute 
of Management, Ahmedabad (pending presentation in CBOT Fifth Annual Asia-Pacific Futures Research 
Symposium, March 14/15, 1994, Taipei). 
40 Gupta L C (1992), Stock Exchange Trading in India : Agenda for Reform, Society for Capital Market 
Research and Development, Delhi, p. 123. 
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wealth. He concluded in his paper that stock market does forecast medium term growth rates of corporate 
dividend41. 

The study findings by Varma, J. R. (2001)42 draws a critical review of financial sector reforms in some key 
areas of Indian Financial sector. In the early years of the reforms, the Indian capital market continued to 
display the growth and vibrancy that have been present since the mid-1980s. However this soon disappeared 
out and the capital market ended a decade of reforms at a lower level on most dimensions. In retrospect, it is 
evident that the eight years beginning 1984 was the golden age of the Indian capital market. 

In the paper related to the derivative markets, Andreas A Jobst (2008)43 focuses on the recent development of 
equity derivative markets. The development of derivative markets in emerging economies plays a special 
role as more institutional money is managed on a global mandate with more and more capital being 
dedicated to market equity. The study highlights the supervision of emerging derivative markets on the 
expedient and tractable resolution of challenges arising from consistent risk management. Further it brings 
out a legal & regulatory framework based on a set of coherent principles for capital market for development. 

In a study Jaydeep Biswas (2006)44 conducted Indian Stock Market comparison and evaluated the impact of 
financial liberalization on the growth, development and efficiency of the stock market visa-vis other selected 
Asian Markets. In the post liberalization period, Indian Stock Market expanded significantly in terms of 
quality. Trading has become more concentrated in some sectors and companies and higher Volume volatility 
in the market, without corresponding high return, gives warning about greater risk and more instability for 
investors. 

Gulser Meric etal (2011)45 studied co-movement of Indian stock markets with other stock markets and 
concluded that the co-movement patterns of Indian stock market with the US, UK, German, Japanese, 
Australia, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia, New Zealand, Shangai, Singapore, South Korean and Taiwanese 
markets, indicates that there is a considerable time varying volatility in the correlation of the Indian stock 
market with other stock markets. The trend analysis suggest that correlation between the Indian stock market 
and the other national stock markets increased substantially and the benefits of global portfolio 
diversification decreased considerably from pre crises to post crises period i.e  2009-10. 

Thus from the review of literature in this regards it could be concluded that as far as Indian capital market is 
concerned there is a need of significant reforms for strengthening stock exchange in India. Stock Exchange 
markets do forecast medium term growth rate of corporate dividend. 

2.3 LITERATURE RELATED TO INVESTORS BEHAVIORS 
Tversky A and Kaheneman D (1974)46 in their study found that the decision making process is not strictly 
rational one, where all relevant information is collected and evaluated objectively but the decision maker 
makes mental shortcuts is the process of decision making. 

                                                             
41Campbell J. Y., (1996), “Consumption and the stock market: Interpreting International Experience”, NBER 
working paper series 5610, June 1996. 
42 Varma, J. R. (2001), “Indian Financial Sector after a decade of reforms”, IIMA working paper, 2001-09-
05, September 2001. 
43 Andreas A. Jobst (2008), “The development of equity derivative markets, An examination of current 
standards & challenges in emerging Asia Markets,  Vol 3, Issue 2, pp 163-180. 
44 Jaydeep Biswas (2006):”Indian Stock market in Comparison” Economic and Political weekly. 
45 Gulser Meric , Niranjan Pati and Ilhan Meric (2011), “ Co-Movements of the Indian Stock Market with 
other stock Markets: Implications for portfolio Diversification”, Indian Journal of Finance, Vol 5, No. 10, 
October 2011, PP 13 – 19. 
46 Tversky A and Kahneman D (1974):” Judgment under uncertainty: heuristics and biases”, Science Volume 
185 pp 1124-1131. 
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The investment decision making process of individuals has been explored through experiments by Barua and 
Srinivasan (1987a, 1991)47. In their article titled ‘Investigation of Decision Criteria for Investment in Risky 
Assets’, they conclude that the risk perception of individuals are significantly influenced by the skewness of 
the return distribution. This implies that while taking investment decisions, investors are concerned about the 
possibility of maximum losses in addition to the variability of returns. Thus the mean variance framework 
does not fully explain the investment decision making process of individuals. 

Robert J. Shiller (1987)48 found out from the survey that institutional investors trade much more frequently 
than do individual investors. Generally before the crash institutional investors decreased their holdings 
whereas individual investors increased their holdings. 

The efficiency of the market can be measured through number of investors. The interest in investing in 
equities arises for wealth maximization. While dividends declaration is also one of the major reasons to 
invest in equity. It is found that stock splits and bonus issues are associated with a positive stock market 
effect. The positive effect of bonus issues was also reported by Grinblatt, Masulis, and Titman (1984)49.  
According to Lakonishok and Lev (1987)50 stock dividend distribution seem to be an attraction for investors. 
Also, it is documented that announcement of bonus equity announcement are associated with increase in the 
investors of that company. 

Statman (1988)51 observed that people trade for both cognitive and emotional reasons. They trade because 
they think they have information, when in reality they make nothing but noise and trade only because trading 
brings them joy and pride. Trading brings pride when decisions made are profitable, but it brings regrets 
when they are not. Investors try to avoid the pain of regret by avoiding realization of losses, employing 
investment advisors as scapegoats and avoiding stocks of companies with low reputations. 

The study by Harlow and Brown (1990)52 observed that psychologists tend to believe that an individual’s 
choice is primarily determined by factors unique to the particular decision setting, whereas economists 
assume that there is some individual specific mechanism playing a common role in all economic decisions. 

There are various studies on the individual investment choices. Warren et al. (1990)53 and Rajarajan (2000)54 
predict individual investment choices (e.g., stocks, bonds, real estate) based on lifestyle and demographic 
attributes. These investors see rewards as contingent upon their own behavior. 

Wooridge etal (1990)55 has studied reaction of the stock market to public announcements of corporate 
strategic investment decisions. They examined 767 strategic investment decisions announced by 248 

                                                             
47 Barua S K & Srinivasan G (1987a), "Investigation of Decision Criteria for Investment in Risky Assets", 
OMEGA: International Journal of Management Science, Vol. 15, No. 3, p. 247-253 
48 Robert J. Shiller (1987), “ Investment Behavior in the October 1987 Stock market Crash, Survey Evidence, 
NBER, Working paper 2446, November 1987 
49 Grinblatt, M.S., Masulis R.W. and titman, S. (1984), “The valuation Effects of Stock Splits and Stock 
Dividends”, Journal of Financial Economics, Vol.13 (4), pp.461-490 
50Lakonishok,J. and Lev B. (1987), “ Stock Splits and stock Dividends: Why, Who and When,” The Journal 
of Finance, Vol.42, pp.913-32 
51Statman Meir (1988), “Investor Psychology and Market Inefficiencies”, in Katrina F Sherrerd (Ed.), Equity 
Markets and Valuation Methods, The Institute of Chartered Financial Analysts, Charlottesville, Virginia 
52 Harlow W V and Keith C Brown (1990), The Role of Risk Tolerance in The Asset Allocation Process: A 
New Perspective, Association for Investment Management. 
53 Warren W, Robert E Stevens and William C McConkey (1990), “Using Demographic and Lifestyle 
Analysis to Segment Individual Investors”, Financial Analysts Journal, Vol. 46, No. 2, pp 7477 
54 Rajarajan V (2000), “Investor’s Lifestyles and Investment Characteristics”, Finance India, Vol. XIV, No. 
2, pp 465478 
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companies 102 industries. After analysis of the data they concluded that there is a significant positive 
reaction by the stock market investment announcement. In their analysis of announcements from the 
perspective of size and term of investment, found no significant difference in the investors’ reaction to such 
announcements, although both react positively. 

Obstfeld (1994) examined the impact of risk diversification through internationally integrated stock markets 
on economic growth. He found that, since high-return projects also tend to be comparatively risky, stock 
markets that facilitate risk diversification encourage a shift to higher return projects. Thus, better functioning, 
more internationally integrated stock markets boost economic growth by shifting society’s savings into 
higher return projects. 

Sujit Sikidar and Amrit Pal Singh (1996)56 carried out a survey with an objective to understand the 
behavioural aspects of the investors of the North Eastern region towards equity and MFs investment 
portfolio. The survey revealed that the salaried and self-employed formed the major investors in MFs 
primarily due to tax concessions. UTI and SBI schemes were popular in that part of the country then and 
other funds had not proved to be a big hit during the time when the survey was done. 

Oslen (1998)57 conducted that behavioral finance does not try to define rational behavior or label decision 
making as biased or faulty, but it seeks to understand and predict systematic financial market implications of 
psychological decision processes. 

The stock markets, especially in more developed countries, incorporate expected future growth in to current 
prices. Their study also revealed a strong relationship between stock market activity and future economic 
growth for the low and middle income countries but not in higher income countries with more developed 
alternative financial mechanism. They argued for the establishment of proper institutional framework for 
stock market since it is found that stock market activity fails to contribute to economic growth in countries 
which with inefficient institutional system. 

SEBI - NCAER survey (2000)58 was carried out to estimate the number of households and the population of 
individual investors, their economic and demographic profile, portfolio size, and investment preference for 
equity as well as other savings instruments. This was a unique and comprehensive study of individual 
investors, for, data was collected from 3, 00,000 geographically dispersed rural and urban households. The 
findings of the study are: 

Households preference for instruments match their risk perception; Bank Deposit has an appeal across all 
income class; 43% of the non-investor households (estimated around 60 million households) apparently lack 
awareness about stock markets; and, compared with low income groups, the higher income groups have a 
higher share of investments in MFs signifying that MFs have not truly become the investment vehicle for 
small investors; the number of households owning units of mutual funds is more (9%) than the investor 
households owning investments in shares and debentures (8%). 

Shanmugham (2001)59 conducted a survey of 201 individual investors to study the information sourcing by 
investors, their perception of various investment strategy dimensions and the factors motivating share 
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investment decisions, and reported that, psychological and sociological factors dominated economic factors 
in share investment decisions. 

Ruggiero (2001)60 intended that the people’s perception about the rising or falling stock markets is different, 
that is, people feel wealthier as it goes up and feel poorer as it goes down. On the other side, Levine (1996)61 
stated that the liquid stock markets effect can be negative because of the two major reasons, that is, large 
numbers of investors sell their stocks in the market and lack of corporate control on the performance of a 
firm. 

Statman (2002)62 made a comparative study of investors today and investors a century ago. He concluded 
that today’s investors are more rapidly informed than their predecessors, but they are neither better informed 
nor better behaved. Hall (2002) has conducted research on broker‟s recommendations. He found that 
investors who invested in the Johannesburg securities Exchange (JSE) based on their brokers’ advice, were 
able to get risk adjusted returns superior or equal to the market. 

K Santi Swarup (2003)63 in her research article on “Measures for improving common investor confidence in 
Indian Primary market-a survey” concluded that the decisions done by the investors while investing in 
primary markets, investors give importance to their own analysis as compared to brokers’ advice. 

The ET Retail Equity Investor Survey (2004)64 in the secondary market identified different categories of 
investors based on their characteristics and attitude towards secondary market investments. A study by on 
245 Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange individual investors from Kula Lumpur and Petaling Jaya, reveal that 
there are some differences between active and passive investors in terms of demographic and 
psychographics, investment characteristics as well as investment behavior. 

It is very much necessary for institutions offering investment instruments to study about the perception of 
investors towards various investment instruments because it influences the saving behavior of investors. 
Hence, Kasalingam and Jayabal 65  in their study attempt to measure the nature of perception of investors 
using a five-point scale. To have a better understanding, investors are segmented into three groups based on 
their perception by using cluster analysis. The study has used correspondence analysis, chi-square test, and 
analysis of variance and discriminate analysis to understand the impact of perception on saving behavior of 
investors and the factors which determine the perception of investors towards saving instruments. The 
research was conducted on Small Investors Perception on Post office Saving Schemes and found that there 
was significant difference among the four age groups, in the level of awareness for kisan vikas patra (KVP), 
National Savings Scheme (NSS), and deposit Scheme for Retired Employees (DSRE), and the Overall Score 
Confirmed that the level of awareness among investors in the old age group was higher than in those of 
young age group. No differences were observed among male and female investors except for NSS and KVP. 
National Council of Applied Economic Research (NCEA) (1961) ‘Urban Saving survey’ noticed that 
irrespective of occupation followed and educational level and age attained, households in each group thought 
saving for the future was desirable. It was found that desire to make provision for emergencies were a very 
important motive for saving for old age. 
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Hussein A. Hassan Al-Tamimi (2005)66 has studied the factors influencing the UAE investor behavior on 
Dubai Financial Markets and Abu Dhabi Securities Market. Six factors were found the most influencing 
factors, where 50% of the total respondents consider these factors as the most affecting factors on their 
behavior. The most influencing factor was by order of importance: expected corporate earnings, get rich 
quick, stock marketability, past performance of the firm’s stock, government holdings, the creation of the 
organized financial markets. Five factors were found the least influencing factors by the order of importance: 
expected losses in other local investments, minimizing risk, expected losses in international financial 
markets, family member opinion and gut feeling on the economy. The most influencing group was by order 
of importance accounting importance, self image/firm image coincidence, neutral information, broker’s 
recommendation, and personal financial needs. Two factors had unexpectedly least influence on the behavior 
of the UAE investor behavior, the religious reasons and the family member opinions. 

In the article, ‘Gender, Marriage, and Asset Accumulation in the United States by Schmidt & Sevak (2006)67 
a  study has been carried out to determine the pattern of Institutional investors Investment.  It concluded that 
earlier Studies dealing with Investment pattern of individual investors are very few. Previous Studies mainly 
concentrate on Differences in individual investing pattern on the basis of Gender. Differences on the basis of 
Age in Investment pattern is new avenue for research. Earlier studies conclude that women invest their asset 
portfolios more conservatively than their male counterparts. Women’s investment has historically been lower 
than men’s for several reasons, including Social and various demographic concerns. However the differences 
continue to be significant even after controlling for individual characteristics. 

Pantisa Pavabutr (2006)68 in is observed that, though it is often assumed that investor take careful account of 
all available information before taking decision about investment still there are enough evidences to 
demonstrate that this is not always the case, because they have behavioral biases in the way they process 
information for taking investment decision, which led to systematic errors. 

C S Shylajan and Sushma Marathe (2006)69 in their research article “A study of attitudes and Trading 
Behavior of stock market Investors’ have identified the major factors responsible for determining the 
attitudes and trading behavior of stock market investors. Based on their shared investing attitude and 
behavior, the stock market investors are classified into two categories i.e. aggressive and non-aggressive 
investors. 

Srivastava Aman (2007)70 studied behavioral of investors in India and concluded that, the changes in the 
Indian business environment since post liberalization and emerging trends like increasing in number of 
IPOS, Investment by DIIS and FIIS, led to the changes in the perception of retail investors towards stock 
market investment, which led to an increase in the number of retail investors in Indian stock market over 
least 15 years. 
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Yash Pal and Suveera Gill (2007)71 in their study relating to investment decision making, observed that the 
class of investors with growing age develop maturity and get experience for the purpose of making decisions 
about the usage of their surplus and available funds in the light of overall needs of the family. 

The survey by IIMS Data Works (2007)72 of Income and Savings data show that among India’s 321 million 
paid workers 59% do not make regular savings in formal financial instruments, gold and property 
investments out of them who save regularly 72% save at least 10% of their incomes on an annual basis. 

In an article by Manish Mittal and R K Vyas-2007 on Traditional economics describes human beings as 
rational decision makers; it is observed that investors do not always act rationally. Behavioral finance is a 
new emerging science which focuses on understanding how psychology affects investment decision. The 
demographic variables, such as age, education, income, and marital status affect individual's investment 
decisions. This paper investigates how investment choice gets affected by the demographics of the investor. 
Such knowledge will be highly useful to the financial advisors as it will help them advise their clients 
regarding investments which are appropriate with respect to their demographic profile. The study provides 
evidence that the investment choice depends on and is affected by the demographic variables73. 

Sing A (2008)74 studied the income and savings in urban India and observed that there was heterogeneity in 
savings and income pattern in India. Economically vibrant cities had lower level of savings rate as compared 
to the households in tier two cities. Among the top five cities, Mumbai had the lowest saving rate, followed 
by Delhi and Kolkata. High level of consumerism and widespread mall culture were the main causes of low 
saving rate in these top tier one cities. 

The Survey published in International Business Times75, Print Edition (Feb. 11, 2008) concluded that 
“Indians are wise savers, but poor investors”. According to the survey of planning commission (2008), 
people in India do not plan for long term future and keep away from investing in long term instruments. This 
pattern is prevalent not only among poor or middle class households, but is prevalent in rich households also. 
Most of Indians preferred keeping 65 percent of their savings in liquid assets like bank deposits or post office 
deposits and as cash at home, they invest 23 percent in physical instruments such as real estate and gold and 
only 12 percent invested in financial instruments. Only 5 percent of the families keep their money in the post 
office while 2 percent bought insurance policies and 0.5 percent invested in equities. Only 38 percent of the 
urban households had life insurance policies. 

Shollapur M R and Kuchanur AB (2008)76 in their study concluded that investors strongly agree on the 
perceptions upon various investment avenues. Investors hold different perceptions on liquidity, profitability, 
collateral quality, statutory protection, etc., for various investment avenues. In addition, they fix their own 
priorities for these perceptions. The formation of perceptions triggers the investment process in its own way, 
often leading to unrealistic apprehensions especially among individual investors. This study attempts to 
measure the degree of investors' agreeableness with the selected perceptions as well as to trace the gaps 
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between their perceptions and the underlying realities. Failure to deal with these gaps tends to lead the 
investment clientele to a wrong direction. Hence, there is a need to help investors develop a realistic 
perspective of the investment avenues and their attributes. 

Szyszka Adam (2008)77 in his article on efficient market hypothesis to behavioral finance has analyzed how 
investor’s psychology changes the vision of financial markets. He conducted that investors are not able to 
correctly value the utility of decision alternatives, cannot estimate and update the probability and events and 
do not diversify properly. 

A study related to gender difference in Investment was conducted by Mital M and Vyas R K (2009)78. They 
have reviewed whether the women differ in their information processing style. The authors concluded that 
women are more risk averse and hence they prefer investment avenues that are of low risk category such as 
fixed income avenues of investment. According to psychologist this is the situation on account of the fact 
that women tend to be more methodical in information processing strategy which results in increase in 
perception of risk by women as compared to males. 

Rajarajan, 200279 and  Gupta (1991)80 argues that designing a portfolio for a client is much more than merely 
picking up securities for investment. The portfolio manager needs to understand the psyche of his client 
while designing his portfolio. Risk tolerant investors behave as though they can control risk. This suggests 
that risk tolerance serves as a proxy for an ‘illusion of control’ and thus overconfidence 

Bhonde Saraf A (2010)81 has studied the impact of economic meltdown on investor preferences in 
Aurangabad city. For the purpose of the study, a sample of 100 investors from among the earning residents 
of the city had been chosen through random sampling based on convenience to certain extent. The author 
concluded that, life insurance and banking were the most preferred investment option among the respondents 
while shares were the least used investment option. During economic meltdown the investment preferences 
had undergone a shift towards investing in secures avenues like banks, life insurance schemes, share and 
mutual funds. Age of the respondents was found as the major influencing factor for investment decision, as 
well as income and gender influenced investment decision. 

Dhivya R and Sekar S (2010)82 conducted a study on investor’s preferences towards financial investments. 
For the purpose of the study a purposive sample of 60 investors and necessary data was collected through 
pretested structured questionnaire. They concluded that the fixed deposits with banks provided satisfaction to 
the customers. The respondents integrate the objectives of savings, the factors influencing the saving and the 
objectives of information for the decision making. The annual income and annual saving are given prime 
importance of consideration by the respondents, because the level of income decides the level of savings. 
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Hence the banks have to make conscious efforts to meet the customer needs and requirements to overcome 
competitive forces and ever increasing expectations of the customers. 

The study by Mehta and Neha Aggarwal (2011)83 on the topic titled ‘The Effect of Demographics on 
Investment Choice: An Empirical Study of Investors in Jammu’ is based on the primary data from 
December, 2009 to March, 2010 in Jammu City. A sample of 120 respondents was taken. The results of the 
study reveal that there is an association of demographic profiles and personality type of the investor with 
investment choice. The differences among the different genders are found to be significant for provident 
funds, fixed deposits, and real estate. The females were found to be conservative while investing, whereas 
males were found to be aggressive. The investors in the lower age group do not prefer post office as an 
investment option, but the investors in the higher age group prefer post office as an investment avenue. Most 
of the investors preferred to consult their family members while making investment decisions and preferred 
to invest for 1 to 5 years. Most of the investors invest for the safety of money. They are not that concerned 
for the growth of the money or liquidity. There is no association of income, age, gender, occupation, 
education on the percentage of income an investor wants to save for the future requirements. There is also no 
association of age, gender, occupation, education with the appropriate investment period, but there is a 
significant relationship of income with the appropriate investment period. 

A study was conducted by Palaneeswari T and Kaleswari J (2011)84 about investor’s perception towards 
capital market in Sivakasi, Tamil Nadu. They covered 120 active investors using the sampling method. The 
necessary data was obtained with the help of structured and pretested questionnaires. After analysis of data 
they arrived at following conclusion. 

(a) Transparency of transaction plays an important role in transaction decision. 

(b) Though there is increased Volume volatility in the capital market, the investors prefer to invest in shares 
and securities. They are known for higher returns over the long term. 

(c) The image and popularity of the company also influences the investors in buying stock market products. 

(d) The decision on the investment pattern and size of investment depends on risk factor. 

(e) The investment in capital market products promotes thrift of saving. 

(f) It is the responsibility of the capital issues through proper advertisement campaign to create awareness 
among the prospective investors and arrange for redress of investor grievances. 

Meenakshee Sharma and Sumeet Gupta (2011)85 have studied the role of subjective norm in investment 
decision making of casual investors. They surveyed 127 valid respondents from tier III cities of India, where 
most of the investors are less informed about the financial instruments, hence they are casual investors. They 
concluded that the casual investors are influenced from return on investment, risk in investment and most of 
the investors influenced by financial advisors recommendation because they don’t have in-depth knowledge 
about the market. 

A study by M. Anuradha Reddy (2011)86, on the paper titled ‘Retail Investors in Indian Capital Market – 
Some Issues’, is a modest attempt to study the retail investors in Indian capital market. She concludes that 
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the retail investors play important role in the capital market. Though, their individual contribution may be 
small but, when it is summed it will become a huge amount/fund. The economic disparities can be reduced 
by encouraging these retail investors. A survey results says that only 12 per cent of the savings amount is 
coming to capital market. Today the capital market fails to attract the retail investors. No doubt, retail 
investors will come to capital market provided that sufficient protection is available for their investment. 

Zahid Ahmad et al (2011)87, examined the relationship between stock market development and economic 
growth of two Asian developing countries, that is, Pakistan and Bangladesh, after the liberalization period of 
1990s. The relationship measured were in terms of size (market capitalization), liquidity (total value of 
stocks traded and stock turnover ratio) and volume (total number of companies listed in the stock exchange 
of each of the country). The study of comparative analysis was done with the help of tables and charts. The 
econometric results of the study by employing the regression analysis showed that Pakistan stock markets 
contribute to the economic growth in terms of the large size of its stock market whereas Bangladesh stock 
market contributes to the economic growth in terms of the liquidity of its stock market. Bangladesh 
economic growth was found to be comparatively better than economic growth of Pakistan. The study 
revealed that the stock markets in Pakistan and Bangladesh do not play a major role in the economic growth 
but rather, these financial institutions are the driving forces for the economic growth of the country. 

NCAER (2011)88 surveyed to understand the behavior of household investors in dealing with various 
financial instruments which were traded in markets regulated by SEBI. The survey revealed relatively low 
rates of participation by the household in the securities market. The degree of risk aversion was found to be 
extremely high in Indian households and so commercial banks and insurance schemes were their primary 
choice for saving and investment. 

In a study by P. Finter, A. Nlessen-Ruenzi, S. Ruenzi (2011)89 , they developed a broad based sentiment 
indicator for Germany and investigated that investor sentiment is still prevalent in the stock market where 
retail investor only play a minor role. Investor’s sentiment has an impact on stock prices and is of foremost 
importance because investor sentiment can lead to market bubbles followed by massive devaluations. 

Samson Ogege and Chris Udoka (2012)90 have studied the efficiency of the NIGERIAN Stock Exchange to 
ascertain the level of efficiency of Nigerian Stock market, with the help of historical data; the results indicate 
that the Nigerian stock market is inefficient in price determination, which provides the opportunity for a 
given class of investors to reap abnormal returns. Some factors were equally identifiable as being largely 
responsible for the imperfection in the market, which is believed, should provide a basis for sound policy 
actions. 

Balasubramanian P and R Radhakrishanan (2012)91 have studied about the Investment behavior of Equity 
Investors in Coimbatore district. They concluded that to avoid wrong decisions one may need expert and 
professional guidance. Individual behavior can influence the course of action of the economy. So the 
investors training is must to create confidence in their mind, so that the development and smooth 
functionality of the capital market in the long run is possible. 
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Mandeep Kaur and Tina Vohra (2012)92 in their study titled ‘Understanding individual Investors’ Behavior: 
A Review of Empirical Evidences’ has concluded that the diversification of the financial sector has provided 
the individual investors a wide range of opportunities to invest. The individual’s decision to invest in the 
financial market is greatly influenced by the variety of benefits each individual wants from owning a 
particular stock. Their study examined published work relating to individual investor behavior. The 
investor’s portfolio practices preferences, risk perceptions, intentions, pattern of investment, their awareness 
level, factors affecting their investment behavior and the problems faced by them have been studied by the 
author in order to understand the individual investor behavior. Knowledge about the expectations, 
demographic profile, attitude of an investor towards risk, personal circumstances of an investor play a vital 
role in the financial markets. It is suggested that understanding the behavior of investors could be of great 
help to explain the stock market anomalies and to help the policy makers, the investment agencies, the 
researchers as well as managers of firms to prepare themselves to respond to the varying moods of an 
investor. 

2.4 DEFINING EQUITY CULTURE 
Equity culture plays an important role in the process of development of equity market in a country. “Equity 
culture brings about economic integration by participation in ventures, enhances the knowledge of business 
and economy and make owners less and less risk averse which is the core of a market economy93” 

The term “equity culture” was first proposed in the beginning of 1990s in USA (Okamoto, 2010)94 and 
represents the amount of investment and direct public participation in the risks of investment market 
(Haliassos and Hassapis, 2002)95; in other words, equity culture is trying to solve the challenge of 
individual’s liquidity through investment in stocks and participation in the profits of risk bearing capital 
(Bilias et al., 2008)96. Development of person’s participation in the investment market brings about important 
structural changes in an economy. When most of the peoples in the society are shareholders, not only 
economic mechanisms are affected, but also the political processes too are affected. (Guiso et al, 2004)97. 

Equity culture means entrance of investors to the investment market and investing their liquidity in the stock 
exchange in order to benefit from profits and increase in stocks prices and also participation in financing 
companies and projects (Osei, 199898; Salehi and Biglar, 2009)99 and takes effect from factors such as risk 
appetite and individuals awareness, market transparency, creditability and reliance to market and investor’s 
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supporting mechanism, organizational stockholders and shared investing funds (Hennessy, 2007100; Namazi 
and Salehi, 2010101), transaction costs, market liquiditability (European Commission, 2005102), individual’s 
access to market, rate of transaction and information technology (citation). In this article the participation of 
individuals and development of equity culture in the investment market of Iran with emphasis on the over the 
counter market is studied 

In recent years new markets have focused on the effect of equity culture in the development of investment 
market and supporting the decision of the investors. Since developed equity culture in addition to respecting 
the interest of investors in the  society and supporting them through favorable development of investment 
market,  helps financing newly established firms (European Commission, 2002)103. Also countries with 
strong equity culture enjoy transparent reporting (McGovern and Candemir, 2006)104 and promising 
investments. In general it can be said that developing equity culture in courtiers will result in larger and more 
developed investment markets (Gusio and Jappeli, 2004)105 and new facilities for investment in risky new 
business (Geisller and Einwiller, 2001)106. Also of the major reasons behind failures in markets can be 
contributed to lack of equity culture and investment in equity (European Commission, 2007)107. In addition 
that extending equity culture and supporting investors can resulting in enjoying surplus capitals and 
encouraging investors participations in investment markets counts various factors affect equity culture, such 
as integrity, improved market’s monitoring structure, improved shareholder supporting mechanisms and 
enhancing legal requirements. 

Mehdi SALEHI & Mohammad DONYAYEE in the article, ‘Developing Equity Culture and Partnerships in 
the Investment Market- a Study on Iran’s over the Counter Market’108, studies about the approach of 
organizational stockholders and  exchange stockbrokers to over the counter market (OTC) role in developing  
partnerships and equity culture in the investment market of Iran. The equity culture has an effective role in 
developing investment market and represents economic development. The results demonstrate that the 
statistical population deems the transparency of Iran’s OTC market favorable and that the OTC market has 
acceptable trading expenses for investors and company’s involvement. Also, in addition to adequate 
supporting and educational facilities in Iran’s OTC market, there is the potential for innovation and diversity 
in trading opportunities for investors and individuals and reduces investor’s risks for investment and 
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involvement in the investment market. Also there is no significant dereference between the approaches of 
organizational shareholders and exchange stockbrokers with regards to the discussed variables. 

Also the European commission (2005)109 counts the large equity markets with favorable liquidity, 
establishment of consulting companies and appropriate communication between investors and stocks analyst 
as effective factors in extending equity culture. Studies performed by this commission in 2002 also shows the 
risk appetite factors of personal and organizational stockholders, developed liquid markets, low intermediate 
expenses and efficiency and transparency in equity market affect development of individuals participation 
and equity culture. 

In addition that Hennessy (2007)110 deems development of mutual investment funds and risk aversion of 
individuals affective in development of individual’s participation in the investment market. Firewald et al. 
(2010)111 also counts ignorance of investors especially retail investors of investment markets as a factor in 
lack appreciation for participation and reduction of market’s quality. Considering the patterns of 
participation in the countries, the participation of individuals in investment markets is where the costs are 
lower. In other words, when the expenses decrease, the participation increases. These expenses not only 
include transaction fees, but also the information of investors in risk assessment and stocks interest (Guiso et 
al. 2003)112. 

Scholars have carried out studies about transaction fees in over the counter markets. Babus (2010)113 states 
that transaction in the over the counter markets requires expenses that are less evident and this is because of 
sensitivities such as obligation risk of the parties in the market. 

Findings of Green et al. (2010)114 indicates that high expenses of over the counter market are caused by 
searching expenses and lack of price transparency. 

Also Huang and Stoll (1997)115 compare executive prices of NASDAQ stocks market and USA stocks 
exchange to conclude that transaction fees in NASDAQ is more than USA stocks exchange. 

Gusio et al. (2003)116 studied about developing equity culture state that the procedure of information 
disclosure and investor’s accessibility to information (information and transaction transparency) must also be 
favorable so that investors can access information and processes. 

Also Guvenen (2002)117 indicates that accessibility of a large subset of population to financial tools and 
markets facilitates the establishment of various portfolios as per tastes and interests. Therefore more attempt 
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to invest in investment markets; while lack of homogeneity and equality in access to equity market can be a 
valid reason for lack of reception for investment market. 

Among performed studies about transactional transparency and access of individuals to investment market, 
Duffie et al. (2010)118 conclude that increase in market transparency for public will result in improved 
efficiency of risk transfer and facilitates conditions for investors. 

Bisin and Acharya (2010)119 show in their analyses that over the counter markets are not transparent and are 
ambiguous and this will result in deficiency of the market and increasing in the risk of investors 
participation, in a way that investors will attempt to participate and deal according to the amount of 
accessibility to details of informant on each transaction and positional analysis. 

Osei (1999)120 also states that transparency of transaction will cause trust, reliability and increase in the 
transaction in the investment market and its subsequent development. 

Also Hruskaand Laux (1999)121 conclude their findings that information disclosure mechanisms in the over 
the counter market are less than the stocks exchange market and the legal requirement are minimum. 
Hndershott and Moulton (2009)122 also study the rate of transaction and quality in the stocks market in the 
USA stocks market and count the transaction rate as of the important aspects in competition in stocks market 
and between its participants. 

2.5 SCAMS IN THE CAPITAL MARKET AND INVESTORS PROTECTION 
In the Indian Context, Saroja S. (1991)123, Vinayakam N. (1994)124 has identified for the investors protection 
need in following areas viz., Proper allocation of shares, bonds, etc./or refund of money, Receipt of 
share/debenture certificates. Safety of his hard-earned money and use of money for the purpose stated, Rate 
of return as promised, actual payment of dividend, and ability to sell the securities as and when he/she needs 
money. Final Return of his debenture/fixed deposit investments is promised. Receipt of Annual Reports, 
Bonus share, Rights Issue forms, Restoration of confidence in the markets stabilization operations by 
Government/mutual fund to re-inforce confidence and neutralize runaway bear and bull situations, True and 
fair view of prospects and management, protection from fraud and fly-by-night operations, proper transfer of 
shares, able to buy the share he wants, availability of floating shares. 

Pandya (1992) 125observes that as a regulatory and development body, SEBI's efforts in the direction of 
investor protection are varied and unlimited. The measures brought in by SEBI broadly cover measures for 
allocative efficiency in the primary market with fair degree of transparency, reforms in the secondary market 
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for visible and mutual funds, regulation of various market intermediaries and above all for the protection of 
the investing public. 

On whether SEBI has been successful in improving the functioning of Indian stock markets, the conclusions 
are mixed. Dhillon (1993)126, in his doctoral dissertation studies the regulatory policies of Bombay Stock 
Exchange (BSE) over a four year period (July 1986 - June 1990). His findings show that regulatory 
authorities decide changes in their margin policy on the basis of market activity. He finds that the margins 
are prompted by changes in settlement returns, price volatility, trading volume and open positions. Granger 
causality results show that there is limited causality in the reverse direction: margin changes do not affect 
returns, and have only a limited impact on price volatility, trading volume and open positions. Event study 
methodology applied to daily margins show similar results, except that daily margin on sellers do not appear 
to be affected by market variables. Further, there is also evidence of under margining leading to excessively 
levered positions, thereby increasing the insolvency risk. The above results reveal that regulations through 
these instruments have had only a marginal impact on the dual objectives of controlling market activity and 
insolvency risk. 

For the Investor, Protection in the Indian Securities Market was the first empirical verification. Neelamegam 
R. & Srinivasan R. (1996)127 examined the adequacy of various protective measures offered under the 
existing Companies Act 1956, Securities Contracts (Regulation) Act 1956, and Securities and Exchange 
Board of India Act 1992 and also examined the trading activities of primary market and secondary market in 
India. They have found from their study, various protection measures were taken by regulators through the 
legislative system. The investors have lost their confidence which is revealed in the increasing trend of 
grievances and complaints even after the establishment of the SEBI and administrative system of securities 
market. The same view has been expressed by Sakriya (2000)128 in his studies. 

The study by Prashant Joshi129 on ‘Market Integration and Efficiency of Indian Stock Markets: A Study of 
NSE’ explores the dynamics of the co movement of the stock markets of the USA, Brazil, Mexico, China, 
and India during the period January, 1996 to July, 2007 using daily closing price data. It attempts to analyze 
the speed of adjustment coefficients using daily, weekly, and monthly data. It also tries to examine the 
efficiency of the stock market as a result of the initiatives and regulatory measures taken by the NSE and the 
SEBI, respectively. 

The long-term relationships among the markets are analyzed using the multivariate co integration approach. 
The short-run dynamics are captured through vector error correction models. The analysis reveals evidence 
of co integration among the markets, demonstrating that the stock prices in the countries considered in this 
study share a common trend. The results reveal that the speed of adjustment of the Indian stock market is 
higher than that of the other global stock markets. 

The Delhi-based Society for Capital Markets (Gopalsamy, 2005)130 also conducted a study (October 1998) 
that revealed that the majority of retail investors have lost confidence in various agencies associated with 
capital markets, including the Securities and Exchange Board of India. Investors have no confidence or low 
confidence in company managements, auditors, stock brokers and the SEBI. Expressing concern over low 
investor confidence, it said, .No vibrant corporate growth can be expected if most investors have so little 
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confidence in corporate managements and various agencies, which are supposed to protect investors. It said 
.the situation called for a strong official initiative from the government for introducing radical reforms in 
corporate governance. The study also reveals a significant shift of investors from equity share towards high 
quality bonds of domestic financial institutions. Retail investors were, however, reluctant to touch the bonds 
of private sector companies, it said. The study said investors’ preference for buying new issues, instead of 
making secondary market purchases, had completely disappeared as a result of free pricing. The findings 
also showed that a majority of retail investors were not influenced by credit ratings and also expressed a lack 
of confidence in these agencies. As regards the perception about safety of investments, most investors 
regarded the Unit Trust of India schemes as safe. On the future investment strategies, the majority indicated 
that they would invest in UTI units in the next 12 months. The majority of retail investors intended to reduce 
their exposure in equity investment. The study was based on an all-India survey of household investors, who 
accounted for 80 per cent of savings in India. After the study report of this society, the Government of India 
has considered to introduce an independent legislation on investor protection to safeguard the interest of 
small investors in securities market. 

A separate legislation has been recommended in the report prepared by Mitra, former Director of the 
National Law School, Bangalore, who was commissioned by the Finance Ministry to draw up the terms of 
reference for a new Bill. A debate has been on over the need for a separate legislation for protecting the 
interests of small investors, considering that there are multiple agencies involved in policing companies that 
raise funds from the public be it public listed companies, or NBFCs. These include the capital markets 
regulator, SEBI, the banking regulator, RBI, and the Department of Company Affairs (DCA) which is 
responsible for regulating unlisted companies. Several parliamentarians led by Mr.Kirit Somaiya, have also 
put pressure on the Government to enact legislation considering what he says is the ineffectiveness of 
various regulatory agencies (Shaji, 2001)131. 

2.6 SUMMARY 
The above literature reveals that much of the study has been done on the following aspects: 

a. Growth and changes in the structure of Indian capital markets and financial institutions. 

b. Critical review of financial sector reforms in some key areas of Indian Financial sector. 

c. Recent development of equity derivative markets. 

d. Co-movement of Indian stock markets with other stock markets. 

e. The investment decision making process of individuals. 

f. Association of demographic profiles and personality type of the investor with investment choice. 

g. SEBI as a regulatory body and protection measures taken by regulators through the legislative system to 
protect the interest of the investors. 

h. Developing Equity Culture in the country. 

Much of the studies are been done on about various aspects of the equity market. Also it can be seen that 
developing equity culture is one of the important aspects to improve the economy of the country. People now 
have become much aware about the various investments instruments and their benefits from them. The 
analysis of various studies clearly shows the dearth of comprehensive studies in the Indian context. The 
present study tries to bridge this gap. 
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SAVINGS AND INVESTMENTS 

3.1 ROLE OF CAPITAL FORMATION IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
Capital plays a vital role in modern production system; hence capital formation is regarded as one of the 
important factor of economic development. Economic development aims at buildup capital equipment on a 
sufficient scale to increase productivity in agriculture and industry. Capital is also required to create 
economic and social overhead capital. Higher rate of capital formation in the country is possible when a 
smaller portion of the community’s current income or output is devoted to consumption and the rest is saved 
and invested in capital formation. This capital formation leads to increase in production, increase in 
employment opportunities, technical progress which helps in realizing economies of large scale production 
and increasing specialization and increase productivity of labour, leading to higher wages. Capital formation 
leads to expansion of markets and reduces dependence of foreign aids, enables the economy to face 
inflationary pressure, promotes economic welfare of a country, and raises the level of national income. 

The process of capital formation includes three steps, such as 

(i) increase in the volume of real savings 

(ii) mobilization of savings through financial and credit institutions and 

(iii) Investments of savings, so that resources are actually used for the production of capital goods sources of 
savings. 

The sources of savings are classified into three categories in India, such as 

(i) household savings 

(ii) corporate savings and 

(iii) Government savings. 

These domestic savings are supplemented by external sources in  the form of foreign aid, and even by the 
way of public debt because a developing country needs huge amount of investment not only in directly 
productive activities but also in economic and social overheads. 

i) Household savings 
Household savings include savings of all households and individuals, both rural and urban, and non 
corporate business unit, partnerships and non-profitable institutions like charitable trusts. According to 
Keynes investor save on account of various motives, as follows 

i) Precaution – Desire to build revenue for unforeseen contingencies 

ii) Foresight – To provide for anticipated future needs like old age. 

iii) Calculations – Desire to enjoy an enlarged future income like interest an appreciation. 

iv) Improvement – To meet gradually increasing expenditure for improving the standard of living. 

v) Independence – To enjoy the sense of independence and power to things. 

vi) Enterprise – Desire to carry out speculation business 

vii) Pride – To pass fortune to next generation i.e. bequeath a future. 

viii) Avarice – To spend less to satisfy miserly instinct. 

When individuals and households save, they release resources from the production of consumer goods, 
which can be used for production of capital goods. The level of savings in a country depends upon the power 
to save and the will to save. The savings of the households are either in the form of financial assets like bank 
deposits, shares, bonds, provident fund, Life Insurance policies, national savings certificates etc. or in the 
form of physical assets such as capital goods, real estate etc. 
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The level of savings in the country depends on level of per capital income and distribution of income, rate of 
inflation, growth rate of per capital income, policies to restrain growth in consumption, interest rate policy 
etc. 

ii) Corporate Savings 
Large Business enterprises save by the way of not distributing whole of their profits to the share holders but 
retain a part of profits in the form of undistributed profits, which later on are used for investment in real 
capital. The corporate sector operating in the organized sector, contributes significantly to gross national 
product, their savings make only a small contribution to gross domestic savings. 

iii) Government Savings 
Government savings include the surplus of revenue obtained through taxes and surplus of public undertaking 
over and above their current expenditure of the government. The part of income or revenue of the 
government which is above the expenditure on civil administration, defense and other current consumption 
constitutes the public savings.  Government savings are used for public investment spending on construction 
of roads, irrigation projects etc. 

3.2 SAVINGS IN INDIA 
To save means to put aside a portion of income, deferring its consumption until a future date. Saving means 
the total accumulated amount of income that is not spent on consumption. The future is unpredictable one, so 
in order to get the future requirements of money., saving is essential. This is possible only, when they keep 
their money in banks or invest in financial instruments. Without saving a ordinary man cannot cover all these 
expenses at a time. They need not allocate large amount of their income of savings, but they should allocate a 
small portion of income regularly. 

The people in India, who were once among the top savers in the world next to china, have started savings 
less since past few years. Economic slowdown, high level of inflation and rise in consumer spending are the 
main cause of fall in the level of savings in India, which has been set to touch a decade low. The level of 
total savings in India stood at 23.8 percent in the year 2000-01, steadily increased in the following years till it 
reached at the level of 36.8 percent of GDP in 2007-08 as a result of fiscal consolidation. It then started 
declining to reach at 30.8 percent of the GDP in the year 2011-12. 

Regarding financial savings, they stood at 12.7 percent of GDP in the year 2000-01 which decreased to 10.3 
percent of GDP in 2002-03 and then started rising so as to reach at 11.7 percent of GDP in the years 2005-06 
and 2006-07, then they declined to 10.0 percent of GDP in 2010-2011. This decline hurts more economy. 

Table No-3.1: Trend of saving in India (% of GDP) 
Year Financial Savings Total Household Savings Total Savings in India 

2000-01 12.7 21.4 23.8 

2001-02 11.4 23.2 24.9 

2002-03 10.3 22.3 25.9 

2003-04 11.2 23.2 29.0 

2004-05 11.0 23.6 32.4 

2005-06 11.7 23.5 33.4 

2006-07 11.7 23.2 34.6 

2007-08 10.8 22.4 36.8 

2008-09 1o.1 23.6 32.0 

2009-10 12.9 25.4 33.8 

2010-11 10.0 22.8 32.3 

(Source: Economic Survey, RBI) 
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Figure No. 3.1: Trends of Saving in India % of GDP 

Now household savings have been diverted towards investing in physical assets such as residential properties 
and other valuables. Such a slowdown in savings is also a concern for policy makes because economic 
growth will have to be financed by foreign inflows which will increase pressure on the external sector. 

3.2.1 FINANCIAL LIABILITIES OF HOUSEHOLDS 
It may be noted that, not only house hold savings and decreasing but also financial liabilities of the 
households are increasing as shown in the table below. 

Table No-3.2: Financial liabilities of Households (Rs. 000 crores) 
Years Financial Liabilities 

2000-01 31.8 
2001-02 51.7 
2002-03 60.3 
2003-04 70.0 
2004-05 120.0 
2005-06 183.7 
2006-07 282.6 
2007-08 188.2 
2008-09 163.6 
2009-10 203.5 
2010-11 278.3 
2011-12 274.1 

(Source: Economic survey RBI) 

 
Figure No. 3.2 Financial Liabilities of Households 
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Indian households are not only spending more but also borrowing more financial liabilities of Indian 
households have increased sharply from  Rs. 31,779 crores in the 2000-01 financial year. The decade has 
been characterized by two major trends- 

i.  Investing in Shares have become much more popular with no stigma attached any more 

ii. Secondly the age bar of the person opting for home loans has significantly decreased from those in mid 
forties to early thirties at the same time the very young persons are increasingly getting addicted to credit 
card spending leaving them with very little savings. 

Individual profiles and behavior have changed since liberalization which began in 1991. Their tendency to 
save less and borrowing more has increased and whatever little amount is saved is invested in a traditional 
way, into gold.  Under such conditions if our finance minister wants more and more individual should save 
more and invest in such a way that it would also help in the process of nation building than the major issues 
such as in inflation, current account deficit as well as fiscal deficit have to be effectively addressed so that 
faith in currency will return. 

Another major development is that now Indians have become risk averse when it comes to choice of savings 
and investment. After the crash of stock market in 2008 people have pulled out their investment in stocks and 
mutual funds. A majority of Indians prefer to invest their saving in deposits where returns are fixed and 
stable. Now the share of government managed small savings schemes has declined, that insurance 
investment has gone up as private sector players have entered into the field. 

House hold savings has been important component of the economy which has started declining. Hence there 
is an urgent need to stimulate its growth. In other words house hold saving is one of the critical 
subcomponent that needs close supervision and careful nurturing. It is true that one of the primary reasons of 
the present economic slowdown is the low rate of capital expansion, i.e investment in social and economic 
slowdown and economic infrastructure and also lower rate of capital formation. These activities which need 
heavy investment on long term basis cannot be effectively undertaken unless savings in the country are 
created at a higher rate. If there is no significant growth in savings especially domestic saving, investment on 
wide scale cannot be undertaken and higher rate of growth of the economy cannot be achieved. It cannot also 
be expected to raise external funding for investing in infrastructure hence taking in to consideration the role 
of savings, the role played by house hold saving is very crucial. It can provide more savings in the economy 
and the rest of the saving required for investment may come from corporate sector and the government 
sector. The main problem faced by Indian economy is the near stagnation since last eight year. Household 
saving remained very low during the year 2004-08. 

Several studies have shown that there is direct relationship between overall economic growth and household 
savings. In the past when the GDP of India was growing up at an annual rate of over 9%, the household 
saving continued to remain constant at a class of 23% of the GDP.  There was an increase in absolute terms 
but it remained constant as a percentage of GDP according to the working group on savings for the 12th five 
year plan, setup by the planning commission under the chairmanship of RBI Deputy Governor Subir 
Gokaina conclude that household savings in India remained stagnant on account of demographic dependency 
ratio, increase in consumerism and entrenchment of urban lifestyles, easy availability of credit and 
improvement in overall macroeconomic conditions. These things drag down household savings during last 
few years. 

Another reason was that real assets in the form of bullion or land have been favored by Indian households on 
account of inflationary condition in the economy. As a result savings, to be invested in financial instrument 
reduced significantly but in real assets increased rapidly. Any saving invested in physical assets remain 
locked up and are not available to the economy for the purposes of investment activities. 

It has been observed that high economic growth may not be associated with high savings. Still it may be 
stated that growth of savings in a developing country like India is very much necessary for promoting 
economic growth. Planning commission has estimated that an investment Rs.50 lakh trillion crores or more 
than that will be required for developing the infrastructure alone and a major portion of this investment will 
have to be made from domestic savings. 
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Gold at present continues to be an attractive avenue for investment for Indian individuals and households. 
The gold forms the other comparable assets such as shares and deposits in three of the past five years. 
According to RBI report ‘no year has been observed to have negative returns for gold’. As a result demand 
for gold has remained resilient to the sharp rise in prices at the cost of alternative financial assets; 
government’s efforts to curb demand by imposing duty and other restriction may be of little help. 

3.2.2 IMPACT OF INFLATION 
Rising inflation has adversely affected the marginal propensity to save and invest of Indian house hold. 

Table No-3.3: Rates of inflation and deposits 
Year CPI rate of inflation (Average) Deposit rates 

2000-01 3.8 8.5 
2001-02 4.3 7.5 
2002-03 4.0 4.3 
2003-04 3.9 4.0 
2004-05 3.8 5.3 
2005-06 4.4 6.0 
2006-07 6.7 6.8 
2007-08 6.2 8.0 
2008-09 9.1 8.0 
2009-10 12.4 6.0 

2010-2011 10.4 8.3 
2011-2012 8.4 9.3 

(Source: Economic Survey RBI) 

 
Figure No. 3.3 Rates of Inflation and deposits. 

Even though some persons who are trying to manage within their means find that high level of inflation has 
resulted in fair increase in consumption expected to save more, find it difficult to  save significantly when 
adjustment for inflation is carried out the return is insignificant which in turn acts as a disincentive to save. 

Bank deposits which are considered as risk free average of investment. It has been found among the majority 
of the savers bankers find it difficult to match deposit rates to the rate of inflation. Because bankers are 
concerned about the growing gap between deposits and growth of credit is a tricky situation. Even as the RBI 
has signaled lower rates, bankers find it difficult to reduce the rates of deposit because there could be high to 
other instruments. 
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3.3 INVESTMENT AVENUES AND SAVING SCHEMES IN INDIA 
Investment is the sacrifice of certain present value for the uncertain future reward. It entails arriving 
numerous decisions such as type, mix, amount, timing and grade. An investment decision is a trade between 
risk and return. All investment choices are made at points in accordance with the personal investment ends 
and in consideration of an uncertain future. Besides all other financial instruments, equity share has given 
sustainable profit. If any individual invests in shares for long term, it is observed that they gain more than 
other invests and it covers the impact of inflation too. A good, slow and steady investment is a kind that lasts. 
Speculation and gold mine schemes are just flashes and so they die fast. Speculation is like a addiction. It 
gives an instant high. This euphoria lasts as long as the fervor lasts and then leaves you extremely depressed. 

In order to invest successfully, one should have an investment objective like buying a home, to have regular 
income after retirement, accumulating money for daughter’s marriage, children’s education and so on. The 
investment so made would be to achieve the objectives of the investor. 

There are various alternative avenues of investment available for the investor for investing his savings 
according to his preferences. Savings if not invested and kept as cash is barren and do not earn anything. But 
savings are invested for obtaining return in assets depending in their risks and return Investment is usually 
associated with some risk. Hence the investor takes care to avoid risk as far as possible and to earn maximum 
return. 

Risk is the variability of the actual return from the expected returns associated with a given assets or 
investment. Risk depends on the following factors. 

1) The higher the creditworthiness of the borrower or agency issuing securities lower is the period of 
despite higher is the rate of return. 

2) The higher the creditworthiness of the borrower or agency issuing securities lower is the risk. Thus the 
risk of loss of interest and principal is lower in case of government of semi-government bodies then the 
private corporate units. 

3) The nature of instrument – The risk of loss & money is lower in case of debt instrument like debentures 
because these are secured and has fixed rate of interest is payable on them. 

4) The risk of variability of returns is highs is higher in case of ownership capital as the return varies with 
the level of net profit after the commitments are met  Thus equity and preference share of companies are 
more risky than debentures or bonds. 

5) Tax liability on the instruments – The tax provisions influence the returns the net effective return for a 
tax payers would be higher for tax free instruments NSS, UTI dividends etc. in addition the investor has 
to consider certain investment characteristics such as liquidity, marketability, reversibility, 
transferability, transition cost option (call back/buy back) and volatility of prices. 

3.31 SAVING SCHEMES IN INDIA 
People prefer to save and invest as a security for their future. Savings may be voluntary or compulsory or 
forceful for the purpose of reducing tax liability. There are several schemes for savings and investment in 
India: 

1) Bank Deposits 
Bank deposits are safe because banks are subject to control by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI).  All the 
operations of a bank are carried out as per rules and regulations issued by the RBI. Banks accept deposits 
from the public such as current account, savings accounts and fixed deposits on current account. Deposits 
interest is not paid as they are meant for regular transaction by business men and company’s savings deposits 
have lower rate of interest and fixed deposits may be recurring deposits where in savings are deposits at 
regular investment and fixed deposits of varying maturities ranging from one week to five on more years. In 
addition there are other facilities like ATM card, credit card, debit card etc. to withdraw money from any 
ATM centers of a particular bank which are open for 24 hours of a day. A credit card is used mostly for 
shopping purposes from a shop accepting the credit card. 
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Many banks also provide internet banking facility on which various bank transactions can be carried out. 
Many people in India consider bank deposits are the safest investment because all the bank deposits are 
insured under the deposit insurance and credit guarantee scheme of India. In case of a need, a deposit can get 
loan up to 80% of the deposit amount from the bank against the receipt of the fixed deposit. 

2) Post offices savings schemes 
India has a vast network of post branches throughout the country having 1.6 lakh post office branches of 
which about 90 percent are located in rural areas of the country. There are various types of savings schemes 
such as National Saving Certificates (NSC), National Saving Schemes, Post office time deposit, Kisan Vikas 
Patra (KVP), RBI Relief Bonds, Public provident funds etc. There instruments are exempted from income 
Tax Act 1961 U/s 10, 80 C, The return on them ranges between 6 to 9 percent and involvers certain lock in 
period. 

3) Provident Fund 
There are different types of these funds some of them  are structured and mandatory for notified organization 
for providing to their employees in their funds. Both employer and employees contribute a certain portion of 
their salary and equal amount is contributed by the employees. Public provident is provided by post office 
which is a saving cum tax saving instrument. It also serves as a retirement planning tool fund for those 
persons who don’t have the facility of pension plan. The rate of interest is 8.5% per annum on the maximum 
deposit limit of Rs. 70000 in a financial year. In the year 1950-51 the numbers of provident fund was 1172 
which increased to 52435 in the year 2001-02 which accounted for 18 percent savings in financial assets of 
the Indian household sector. 

4) Company fixed deposits in India 
This instrument of saving was firstly introduced by Bajaj Capital Ltd., in 1964. But now it covers about Rs 
25000 on as the number of depositors has increased to 50 lakh fixed deposit of a company with a fixed rate 
of return over a period of time. Financial institutions and non banking financial companies (NBFCs) also 
accept such deposits. These deposits are governed by the companies act 4/5 58 a. The main benefits of 
company deposits include higher returns from reputed companies, fixed and assured returns, premature 
encashment, and simplicity of transactions, TDS benefits and wide choice. However these deposits although 
very popular are unsecured. The minimum investment is Rs 5000/- and their duration varies from 6 month to 
five years or more. The rate of interest ranges between 5% to 16%, but before investing in such deposits 
certain precaution have to be taken such as checking credential of the company by CARE,  CRISIL or ICRA, 
confirm the interest rate compounding period, penalty in case of premature ending of fixed deposits etc. The 
main limitation of this scheme is that the interest income is subject to tax and rising inflation can reduce its 
benefits. 

5) Bonds and Debentures 
These are long term debt instruments which are issued by the government on public sector companies and 
these are secured instruments. The private sector companies issue secured on unsecured debentures. Income 
of these instruments is the rate of interest and is fixed and is declared in advance before they are subscribed 
by investors and bond is redeemable after a specific period. The main risks of corporate bonds are that when 
the company is wounded up, investment is lost and if interest rates rise, you will lose if you have to sell them 
all in the open market. Corporate bonds pay higher returns than the government bonds but they are more 
risky as compared to government bonds. The pricing of bonds depends upon several factors such as general 
level of interest rates, supply and demand condition the term remaining on the issue, attractiveness and assets 
securing the liability etc. the registration of bonds and debentures act 1970, regulates bonds. Bonds are 
classified into two categories like tax saving bonds and regular income bonds. Those who want to save 
income tax prefer tax saving bonds while those interested in having fixed but regular income prefer regular 
income bonds. 

6) Stock Market 
There are more than 20 million shareholders in India which is the third largest investor base in the world 
after USA and Japan. More than 9000 companies are listed on Indian stock exchanges which are serviced by 
nearly 7500 share brokers. Thus Indian share market is significant in terms of the degree of development, 
volume of trading and its tremendous potential. 
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In order to take maximum advantage of investing in equity markets it is necessary to have skill, experience, 
some luck and lot of patience. The growth of efficiently and effectively managed companies gets reflected in 
the rise of their stock prices. Hence a carefully selected stock can give better returns over a period of time. 
However higher returns are associated with higher risks, as the markets are volatile and subject to bull and 
bear phases,” studies have conduced that the login you stat invested in equity market, the closes your move 
to the averages that reduces impact of volatility. Those who invest in equity for shorter periods have to face 
risks. Thus the actual return earned by the investor would depend on, 

1) Which stocks are bought, 

2) When they were bought 

3) How long were they retained before selling them off. Retained before selling them off. 

Returns and risk would be a combination of these three decisions by the investor. The option of closed ended 
funds could be considered for investments as prices of these funds are more regulated by the demand and 
supply rather than market psychology. 

a) Money Market 
Money market is a mechanism dealing with the lending and borrowing short term funds. Indian money 
market has been developed since last two decades. The performance of the Indian money Market depends 
heavily on real interest rate as the interest rates are adjusted for inflation. It is needed because: 

1) Need for short term funds by banks. 

2) Outlet for deploying funds on short term basis. 

3) Need to keep SLR (statutory Liquidity ratio) as prescribed. 

4) Need to keep compulsory Reserve Ratio (CRR) as prescribed. 

Regulate the liquidity and interest rates for conducting monetary policy to achieve the objective of price 
stability, efficient allocation of credit and a stable foreign exchange market. The products used are Treasury 
Bills, commercial paper (CP), certificate of deposits (CD), Government of India Securities, collateral 
borrowing and lending (CBLO). 

b) Insurance 
It is a form of risk management used to hedge against risk of a contingent loss. Insurance is defined as the 
equitable transfer of the risk of loss, from one entity to another in exchange for a premium. There are two 
types of insurance companies; Life Insurance and Non- Life Insurance companies. The Insurance companies 
offer a variety of products, such as Business Insurance, Health Insurance, Disability Insurance, Casualty 
Insurance, Life Insurance, Property Insurance, Automobile Insurance, Driving School Insurance, Aviation 
Insurance, Boiler Insurance, Builder’s risk Insurance, Earthquake Insurance, Flood Insurance , Marine 
Insurance, Terrorism Insurance, Volcano Insurance, minestrone Insurance, Liability Insurance, Credit 
Insurance, Pet Insurance, Pollution Insurance, Travel Insurance, Reinsurance, Social insurance etc. 

The new product- unit linked insurance plan (ULIP) is popular. The investments under this scheme is subject 
to a lock – in period of three years, and as per the Finance act 2005, it is allowed the benefit of income 
deduction up to Rs. one lakh. However modern insurance companies are aiming at money making with little 
interest in insurance. Hence they are criticized. The main purpose of insurance is to reduce risk but 
reluctance of modern insurance companies to take on high risk cases likes houses in areas subject to flooding 
or young drivers. Which runs counter to the principle of insurance? Secondly insurance policies contain 
many exclusion clauses even the information provided in the call centers is not guided by expert knowledge. 

c) Mutual Funds  
Mutual funds are financial intermediaries which collect the savings of investors and invest them in a large 
and well diversified portfolio of securities such as money market instruments, corporate and government 
bonds and equity shares of joint stock companies. Mutual funds are institutions for providing small investor 
with avenues of investment in the capital market, as small investors do not have adequate time, knowledge, 
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experience and resources for directly investing in capital market. They have to rely on intermediacy which 
undertakes informed investment decision and provides benefits of professional expertise. 

The main advantage of mutual funds is their ability to reduce the transaction costs. The advantages to the 
investor include reduction in risk, expert professional management, and diversified portfolio liquidity of 
investment and tax benefits. Thus by way of pooling their assets through mutual funds investors achieve 
advantage of economies of scale. The interests of the investors are protected by the SEBI which acts as a 
watch dog as mutual funds are governed by the SEBI (mutual funds) Regulations 1993. 

There are two types of mutual funds namely closed –end funds and open –end funds. In case of closed end 
funds investment cannot be sold after its initial offering. Its growth in the number of shares is limited. The 
shares are issued like the new issues of any other company. The shares of closed –end funds are not 
redeemable at their NAV (net asset value). There shares are traded in the secondary market on a stock 
exchange at market prices that may be above or below their NAV. Open end mutual funds are characterized 
by the continual selling and redeeming of shares. Mutual funds do not have a fixed capitalization it sells its 
share to the investing public whenever it can at their NAV and stands ready to repurchase the same, directly 
from the investing public at the NAV per share. 

d) Real Estate  
Real estate is defined as immovable property such as land and everything attached to it like buildings. It is 
attractive investment for the investor because it provides stable yield of income, moderates capital 
appreciations, provides tax structuring benefits and higher security as compared to other investments options. 
The demand for commercial, residential, retail, industrial lands and buildings has been rising at a much faster 
rate. Now new kinds of institutes have emerged called as a Real Estate investment Trust (REIT). It is a 
corporation investing in real estate that has the property to reduce corporate income taxes. REITS are 
required to distribute 90 % of their income among the in investors. The REIT structure was evolved to 
provide base for investment in real estate. 

e) Jewelry  
The main purpose of investment in jewelry and gold is not pure investment but to satisfy human desire. In 
the Hindu, Jain and Sikh community’s women do not inherit landed property, jewelry is considered as 
streedhan. It is a form of adornment satisfying means innate desire to beautiful herself. Jewelry serves as an 
identity maker, as security and as a symbol of social contracts. Investors invest in jewelry by buying gold 
Jewelry and buy gold coins, gold stocks, Bonds and other investments. But experts do not recommend 
strongly the purchase of Jewelry for the purpose of investment because of non availability of a liquid 
organized market for gold. 
While purchasing jewelry Monika Uppal has suggested certain precautions to be taken by the purchaser. 
These are as follows. 
1) Always take a receipt from the jeweler stating the prices, weight and karat age. 
2) Prefer Hallmark, Jewelry. 
3) Option of branded Jewelry like Titan, Carbon, Nakshatra should be considered. 
4) Jewelry taken into consideration of the design. 
Whether out dated and old fashioned, the workmanship and the price, and purity of gold, however “Jewelry 
has sentimental value attached to it and not the investment value. The youth attach to a price of Jewelry is 
purely emotional and does not depend on the market value what so ever”. 
Thus it may be concluded that, an individual has to sacrifice consumption to save part of his income. While 
taking decision of investment he has to take maximum loan to see that his in)vestments will generate return 
as expected by him. Initially he should seek advice of experts, study market developments and enrich his 
knowledge for taking a wise decision. 
f) PRIMARY MARKET 
Most companies usually start their business privately by with the help of promoters and owned funds. 
However the promoters’ capital and the borrowed capital from banks or financial institutions might not be 
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sufficient for running the business over the long term. That is when corporate and the government looks at 
the primary market to raise long term funds by issuing securities such as debt or equity. These securities may 
be issued at face value, at premium or at discount. 

 Face Value: Face value is the original cost of the security as shown in the certificate/instrument. Most 
equity shares have a face value of Rs. 1, Rs. 2, Rs. 5, Rs. 10 or Rs. 100 and do not have much bearing 
on the actual market price of the stock. When issuing securities they may be offered at a discount or at a 
premium. 

 Discount: When the security is offered at a price lower than the face value then it means it is issued at 
discount. 

 Premium: When the security is offered at a price higher than the face value it is called premium. 

g) Secondary Market 
Security market is the market for existing securities which are traded. So it is called secondary market or 
stock market. The securities shares are issued by the companies in the market to make them available to the 
public, this is called on primary market and the offer is called on initial public offer (IPO). During next stage, 
these securities are traded in a separate market called as secondary market or aftermarket. Thus secondary 
market is defined as the financial market where previously issued securities the financial market where 
previously issued securities and financial instruments, such as stocks, bonds, futures and options are traded 
between parties. 

Secondary of stock market is necessary for conducting buying and selling activities of the members secondly 
some investors are motivated by liquidity fuetar who need such a market where they can sell their securities 
to have more liquidity or less liquidity depending upon the price of securities. 

 Role of Secondary Market  
Secondary market plays important roles as stated below. 

1) Providing Regular Market  
Secondary market provides a continuous and ready market for achieving liquidity price and negotiability to 
capital locket up in investment. 

2) Promoting capital information  
Secondary market contributes to economic development by proper allocation of funds towards most efficient 
channel by way of disinvestment or reinvestment active secondary market. 

3.4 INDIAN EQUITY MARKET 
The Indian equity market is also known as the Stock Market. The Indian equity market stands the third 
biggest after China and Hongkong. According to the Asian Development Bank, Indian equity market has a 
market capitalization of $600 Billion as on march 2009, the market capitalization was of the order of 
$598.3Billion (Rs. 30.13 Lakhs Crore) which was one tenth of the total valuation the Asian Region. 

The Indian equity market depends on three main factors which are, functioning into equity from all over the 
world, performance of the corporations are weather conditions especially Monsoons. It is also affected by 
trade integration policy. India has made significant progress in the field of Foreign Institutional Investments 
(FII) and trade integration since 1995. This has been very attractive field for making good profit for medium 
and long term investors, short term swing and position traders are intraday traders. 

There are 23 stock exchanges in India. The larger companies are enlisted with Bombay Stock Exchange 
(BSE) and the National Stock Exchange (NSE). The medium and small companies are listed with Over the 
Counter Exchange of India (OTCEI). The Security Exchange Board of India (SEBI) supervises the functions 
of the Equity Market in India. 

3.4.1 History of Indian Equity Market 
The history of Indian Equity market can be traced back to the 18th century when the securities of the East 
India Company were traded. The trading of the securities was unorganized till the end of 19th century and the 
main trading centers were Calcutta and Bombay. The trade activities developed along with an increase in the 
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share prices in India and Bombay became the main source of Cotton supply during the American Civil Wars 
(1860-61). In the year 1865 share prices dropped significantly. The stock broker association established the 
Native Shares and The Stock Brokers Association in the year 1875 with an objective to organize their 
activities. In the year 1927 the Bombay Stock Exchange recognized this association under the ‘Bombay 
Securities Contracts Control Act 1925. 

Prior to independence Indian Equity market neither well developed nor well developed. After independence 
Capital Issues Control Act 1947 was passed. Under this act the controller of capital issues in the ministry of 
finance was in-charge of the administration of Capital Issues Control Act. This action enacted for 
channelizing the scarce resources of the country into desirable purposes to achieve the goals and priorities of 
the government and to protect the interest of the investing public. The act was design to promote healthy 
growth of the capital market and to reduce the malpractices in the issue of securities by companies. The 
timing flotation cost, pricing, interest rates etc were strictly controlled by the controller of the capital issues 
(CII). However as a result of the provisions and implementations of the act, over the last four and half 
decades companies become demoralized and not motivated from going public due to the rigid rules of the 
government. 

During 1950’s there was uncontrollable speculations and hence market was called as ‘Satta Bazaar’. 
Speculations aimed at leading companies like Tata Steel, Kohinoor Mills etc. The government of India 
enacted the Securities Contract Act 1956. Financial institutions and State Financial Corporations were 
developed through an established network. 

During 1960’s the market was bearish due to massive wars drought forward treading transactions’ and 
‘contracts for clearing’ or Badla were banned by the government. On account of the establishment of 
financial institutions such as LIC, GIC, some revival in the markets took place. In the year 1964, the Unit 
Trust of India, the first mutual fund of India was set up under the act of parliament. It’s a financial 
intermediately which collects the savings of investors for investing them in a large and well diversified 
portfolio of securities, such as money market instruments, corporate and government bonds and equity shares 
of joint stock companies. It reduces the transaction costs. 

During 1970’s the trading of Badla was developed in different form of hand delivery contract. However the 
government of India passed the dividend Restrictions Ordinance in July 1974, according to the ordinance, the 
dividend was fixed to 12% of face value or 1/3rd of thee profit under section 369 of the Companies Act 1956, 
whichever is lower. This resulted in significant fall by 20% in market capitalization at BSE and the stock 
market remained closed for two weeks. Many multinational companies were pulled out of India as they had 
to dissolved their majority stocks in Indian ventures for the Indian public under The Foreign Exchange 
Regulation Act (FERA), 1973. 

During 1980’s Indian equity market experience growth as a result of liberalization policies adopted by the 
government. It became profitable for the investors to invest in the equity market to earn better returns on 
their investments. There was also increase of stock exchanges. Market Capitalization started rising and there 
was significant growth in paid up capital of the listed companies. 

In the decade of 1990’s there was a major scam in Indian capital market in which bankers and brokers were 
involved. As a result many investors left the market. 

In 1991-92 there was a securities scam which reveals the inefficiencies and inadequacies of Indian Financial 
System and called for reform in the Indian Equity Market. 

The securities and exchange Board Act of 1992 provides for the establishment of the board to protect the 
interest of the investors in securities and to promote the development and regulation of securities market. 
Two new stock exchanges namely National Stock Exchange of India (NSE) was established in 1994 and 
Over the Counter Exchange of India (OTCEI) was established in 1992. In 1995-96 an amendment was made 
to the securities Contracts (Regulations) Act 1956for introducing options treading. In the year 1995 the 
National Securities Clearing Corporations (NSCC) and in November 1996The National Securities 
Depository Limited(NSDL) were set up for demutualised treading, clearing and settlement. In late 1990’s IT 
companies were major player. 
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In 2001 ‘Badla’ was discontinued and rolling settlement of all scripts. In February 2000, permission was 
given for internet trading and from June, 2000, futures trading started. 

Thus the Indian equity market has witnessed the series of reforms since early 1990’s which have been 
implemented in a gradual and sequential manner based on international best practices, modified to suit the 
needs of the country. 

The main Objectives of these reforms are 
1. Creating Growth: enabling institutions 
2. Boosting competitive conditions in the equity market through improved price discovery mechanism 
3. Putting in place an appropriate regulatory framework 
4. Reducing the transaction cost and 
5. Reducing information asymmetry, thereby boosting the investor’s confidence. 
These measures were expected to increase the role of equity market in resource mobilization by enhancing 
the corporate sector’s access to large resources through a verity of marketable securities. 
The reform process has been based on the development of institutions. The SEBI which was initially set up 
in April 1988 as a non-statutory body was given statutory powers in January 1912 for regulating the 
securities market with two mandates of protecting investor’s interest and ensuring the orderly development 
of the capital market. 

Another important development in the context of primary market was the introduction of free pricing system. 
The capital issues (control) act 1947 was repealed in 1992 to allow the market focus in determining pricing 
issues so as to allocate resources according to demand reflected market forces. The issuers of securities were 
allowed to raise capital from market without having consent from any authority for the purpose of making 
the issues or pricing of it. At the same restriction on rights issues or bonus issues were also removed. As a 
result all the companies are able to price issues on the basis of market conditions. But the norms of public 
issues were made more stringent in the year 1996 in order to prevent fraudulent companies from entering the 
market. Issues of capital are now required to disclose information on various aspects such as track record of 
profitability, risk factors etc. Thus there was significant improvement in the standards of disclosure in the 
offer documents for the public and rights issues and it also made easier accessibility of information to the 
investors. As disclosure standards improved there was increase in transparency and the level of protection of 
investors was improved. 

Issuers also have an option to raise the recourses through fixed price mechanism or the process of book 
building. Book building is the process by which demand for the securities proposed to be issued to be built 
up and the price for the securities is assessed for determination of the quantum of such securities to be 
issued. Book building was introduced to improve the transparency in pricing of scripts and determine proper 
market price for share. 

Modernization of trading infrastructure was undertaken by way of replacing the open outcry system by 
online screen based electronic trading to improve the liquidity in the Indian capital market which led to better 
price discovery. The trading and settlement cycles were shortened from 14 to 7 days and latter on to improve 
efficiency of the secondary market, the scheme of rolling settlement was introduced on a T+5 basis. Since 
April 2002, the settlement cycle for all listed securities was further shortened to T+3 and in April 2003 to 
T+2. This process of shortening of settlement cycle reduced risk associated with unsettled trades on account 
of market fluctuations. 

3.4.2 NATIONAL STOCK EXCHANGE (NSE) 
The National Stock Exchange of India Ltd (NSE) was set up in 1997 to provide an electronic trading 
platform which helped in improving the operational efficiency of other stock exchanges in the country. In the 
year 1996, National Securities Depository Ltd.(NSDL) was established. Further in the year 1999, Central 
Depository Services (India) Ltd.(CSDL) which helped in carrying out paperless trading in Indian stock 
exchanges. It also facilitate instantaneous electronic transfer of securities and eliminated risk  of the investors 
originating from bad deliveries in the market, delays in share transfer, fake and forged shares and loss of 
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scrip’s. The combination of electronic fund transfer facility and de-materialization of shares created on 
healthy environment for the purpose of reducing the settlement cycle in the stock markets. 
As a result of improvement of clarity and settlement system there has been significant reduction in 
transaction costs. In order to increase the safety and integrity of the market several steps were taken which 
includes capital requirements trading and exposure limits, daily margins including market to market margins. 
Even the trade/settlement guarantee fund was created to ensure smooth settlement of transactions in case of 
defaults by any member. 
In order to provide hedging option to the investors and to improve price discovery mechanism in the market, 
trading and derivatives such as stock index, futures stock index options and future and options in individual 
stocks was introduced. 
Another step has been towards corporatization and demutualization of stock exchanges in India. Initially the 
stock exchanges in world were formed simply as mutual organization, where the trading members provided 
not only broking services but also own control and manage such exchanges only for their mutual benefit. In 
India National Stock Exchanges was established demutualized corporate body where ownership, 
management, and treading rights are in the hands of three distinct sets of groups’ right from its inception. 
The stock exchange, Mumbai one of the premier exchanges in India has since been corporatized and 
demutualised and renamed as Bombay Stock Exchange Ltd (BSE). 
Indian stock exchanges have also developed a system for redressed of investor grievances relating to the 
maters of trading members and companies. It ensures that critical and price sensitive information received by 
the exchanges is immediately made available to all classes of investors. In order to protect the interest of 
investors Investor Protection Fund (IPF) has also been set up by the stock exchanges, to take care of 
investors claim arising out of non settlement of obligations by the trading member, declared defaulter 
regarding trades executed on the exchange. The steps taken after the reform period for protecting interest of 
the investor by stock exchanges led to the significant increase in confidence among investor. 
According to the world bank survey (2006) of ‘doing business’ has worked out an investor protection index 
which measures the strength of minority shareholders against directors’ misuse of corporation assets for his 
personnel gain. The index is the average of the disclosure index, director liability index and share holder 
suits index. The index ranges from 1 to 10 with higher values indicating better investor protection. On the 
basis of this index it can be calculated that 

Table No. 3.4: Investor Protection Index in Selected Economies 
Country Index 

Philippines 3.3 
Argentina 5 

China 5 
Germany 5.3 

Brazil 5.3 
France 5.3 

Indonesia 5.3 
Korea 5.3 
Russia 5.3 

Australia 5.7 
India 6 

Mexico 6 
Thailand 6 

South Africa 8 
UK 8 

USA 8.3 
Malaysia 8.7 

New Zealand 9.7 
(Source: World Bank 2006) 
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Figure No. 3.4 Investor Protection Index in Selected Economies 

India’s performance is better as compared to other economies of the world, including some of the economies 
such as France, and Germany (Table No. 3.4) 

In the context of protection of share holders important tool ‘Corporate governance’ has also emerged. In 
India the frame work of Corporate Governance has evolved the period of time. According to the Economic 
Intelligence unit survey of 2003 Corporate Governance across the countries in the world, India was rated as 
the third best country to have better Corporate Governance code after Singapore and Hong Kong. India has 
been successful in developing well designed regulatory frame work for issuance and trading of securities and 
disclosure by the issuers with strong focus on corporate Governance Standards. 

In order to make necessary information available to investors, all the listed companies are required to publish 
unaudited financial results on quarterly basis. To increase the level of continuous disclosure by the listed 
companies SEBI amended the listing agreement for incorporating segment reporting, related party 
disclosures, consolidated financial results along with the consolidated financial statements. SEBI insists on 
strengthening the listing agreements between the stock exchanges and the companies from time to time for 
enhancing the standards of corporate governance. 

Under the reform process mutual funds industry was opened in 1992. Earlier it was the monopoly of the UTI 
and mutual funds of public sector financial institutions. 

In the year 1992, foreign institutional investors (FII) were also permitted to invest in all types of securities in 
India, including corporate debt and government securities in stages and subject to limits. Indian companies 
were also allowed to access international markets through American depository receipts (ADRs), global 
depository Receipts (GDR), and foreign currency Convertible Bonds (FCCBs) and external commercial 
borrowings (ECBs). Similarly eligible foreign companies have been permitted to raise the money from 
Indian capital markets through the issues of Indian depository receipts (IDRs). 

Steps are also taken to improve governing larger acquisition of shares and takeover of companies for making 
the takeover process more transparent and to protect the interest of minority shareholders. Along with these 
measures of strengthening the institutional design of the market, reforms were introduced to promote number 
of service provider as they add value to the market. The outstanding development in this respect has been 
setting up of credit rating agencies. These agencies assign rating to debt instruments and monitor 
continuously and provide information about ratings so as to help in improving quality of information. At 
present there are four credit rating agencies and two service providers namely registrars to issue and share 
transfer agents who are increasing in terms of numbers, assist in spreading the services easily at competitive 
prices. 
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The scope of regulations of SEBI has been increased to match with the emerging needs and developments. 

In the equity markets especially for covering various intermediaries such as mutual fund, stock brokers and 
sub brokers, merchant bankers, port folio managers, registrars of issue, share transfer agents, underwriters, 
trustees of debentures, bankers to an issue, custodian of securities venture capital funds and issuers. 

3.5 IMPACT OF REFORMS ON EQUITY MARKET 
As a result of reform process which began in 1990s, the Indian equity market has experienced a significant 
progress; in terms of certain parameters such as size of the market liquidity, transparency, stability and 
efficiency the changes in the regulatory and governance framework have brought a substantial improvement 
in investor confidence. 

The most commonly used indicator of stock market development is the size of market which is measured by 
stock market capitalization that is the ratio of the value of listed shares on the country’s exchange to the 
gross domestic product(GDP) This ratio reflects significant improvement in recent years especially after 
2005. 

A large number of factors influence the size of market such as improvement in macroeconomic 
fundamentals, changes in financial technology and increase in institutional efficiency etc. The size of Indian 
equity market has been significantly increased; still it has remained much smaller. 

Table No. 3.5 Value of shares trading in Equity markets 
Amt in US$ million 

Year BSE Mumbai NSE 
2001 100,638 147244 
2002 68,539 128535 
2003 89,110 202866 
2004 118,248 260409 
2005 158982 314689 
2006 214488 423563 
2007 343776 751333 
2008 301648 725399 
2009 263352 786684 
2010 258696 801017 

(Source: world Federation of Exchange) 

 
Figure No. 3.5 Value of Share trading in Equity Markets 
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Table No. 3.5  Development of Indian Stock Market 
Year Market Capitalization in US $ million Ratio 
1991 17.83 56.78 
1992 26.51 36.96 
1993 35.49 27.46 
1994 39.57 24.15 
1995 35.68 10.52 
1996 31.57 17.36 
1997 31.26 27.14 
1998 25.27 56.00 
1999 40.98 84.45 
2000 31.19 306.51 
2001 22.42 192.91 
2002 25.06 163.31 
2003 45.19 138.89 
2004 53.75 113.68 
2005 66.32 92.23 
2006 86.28 93.08 
2007 146.86 83.97 
2008 52.73 85.19 
2009 86.61 119.35 
2010 95.94 75.62 
2011 54.44 56.26 

Source:www.tradingeconomics.com/india/market/capitalisationoflistedcompanies.percentofgdp.wb.data.html 

 
Figure No. 3.5: Development of Indian Stock Market. 
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Table No. 3.6: Market capitalization as percent of GDP in select Economics. 
Country Percent 

Hong Kong 591.9 
Singapore 220.2 

Uk 145.5 
Australia 117.5 

Japan 107.4 
Us 106.9 

Korea 90.0 
Thailand 71.6 

India 70.5 
Brazil 57.2 

Philippines 39.0 
Mexico 30.4 

Argentina 27.1 
Source: World Bank 

 
Figure No. 3.6: Market Capitalization as % of GDP in select economies. 

Then that in many other developed countries such as us, UK Australia and Japan, although significantly 
higher than the other emerging market economics such as Brazil, Mexico etc. 

The turnover ratio (TOR) which is equal to the total value of shares traded on a country’s stock exchanges 
divided by stock market capitalization it is used to measure trading activity or liquidity in the stock markets. 
The TOR measures trading relative to the size of the Market. The TOR improved significantly in 2000 due to 
the sharp rise in stock prices mainly due to it boom. The prices effect leads to an increase in liquidity ratios 
by increasing value of stock transaction even without increase in the number of transaction on a decrease in 
transaction costs liquidity tends to get concentrated among layer stocks. 

A turnover ratio significantly varies over various countries. The turnover ratios during 2008, 2009 and 2010 
were higher than those in India in Japan, Korea, UK, USA, and china automation of trading in stock 
exchange has led to the increase in the number of trades and the number of shares traded per day which 
resulted into substantial reduction in transaction costs the widespread of trading terminals across the country 
have enabled investors to get access to stock market. The equity market was opened to foreign institutional 
investors (FIIs) and the growth in assets of mutual funds has also contributed to the increase in liquidity in 
the Indian stock exchange. 
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Table No. 3.7: Turnover Ratios of Select Countries 
Country 2008 2009 2010 
Australia 103.10 78.80 79.40 

Hong Kong 81.80 82.30 63.90 
Japan 153.20 128.80 114.50 
Korea 181.20 237.60 168.90 

Singapore 101.30 102.80 82.90 
UK 226.90 146.40 101.90 

USA 232.30 348.60 189.10 
China 121.30 229.60 164.40 
India 85.20 119.30 75.60 
Brazil 74.30 73.90 66.40 

Indonesia 71.30 83.30 48.10 
Malaysia 33.20 32.90 27.10 
Mexico 34.30 26.90 27.30 

Source: S&P Global Stock Market Fact book 2011 

 
Figure No. 3.7: Turnover ratios of Select Countries. 

According to the SEBI-NCAER survey of Indian investors, 2003 there has been a substantial reduction in 
transaction cost in the Indian securities market, has declined from more than 4.75 percent in 1994 to 0.60 
percent in 1999,close to the global level of 0.45 percent the Indian equity market stood third in lowest 
transaction cost after the US and Hong Kong as compared with some of the developed and emerging 
markets, transaction costs for institutional investors on the Indian stock exchange are the lowest. 

Table No. 3.8  Volatility in select world stock markets. 
Years US UK Hong kong Singapore Malaysia Brazil Mexico Japan India 
1995 0.5 0.6 1.3 1.0 1.1 3.4 2.3 1.2 1.3 
1996 0.7 0.6 1.1 0.8 0.8 1.4 1.2 0.8 1.6 
1997 1.1 1.0 2.5 1.5 2.4 3.0 1.8 0.4 1.6 
1998 1.3 1.3 2.8 2.5 3.2 3.5 2.3 1.4 1.9 
1999 1.1 1.1 1.7 1.5 1.8 2.9 1.9 1.2 1.8 
2000 1.4 1.2 2.0 1.5 1.4 2.0 2.2 1.4 2.2 
2001 1.4 1.4 1.8 1.5 1.3 2.1 1.5 1.6 1.7 
2002 1.6 1.7 1.2 1.0 0.8 1.9 1.4 1.4 1.1 
2003 1.1 1.2 1.1 1.2 0.7 2.1 1.1 1.4 1.2 
2004 0.7 0.7 1.0 0.8 0.7 1.8 0.9 1.0 1.6 
2005 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.5 1.6 1.1 0.8 1.1 

Source Handbook of statistics on Indian securities market 2006, SEBI 
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In spite of all these developments has remained insignificant at the global level as observed from the saving 
in the form of capital market instruments and resources raised by the evaporates 

Household saving in the form of shares and debentures and units of mutual funds have remainders at a low 
level as compared to the other avenues of investments of household saving. 

As the mutual fund sectors was opened up to the private sector, it resulted in increase in competition the 
mutual fund industry improved from adverse impact of UTI mess and has started attracting more investors so 
as to make mutual fund popular during the period 2000-01 to 2006-07 mutual fund became successful by 
mobilizing saving from less than Rs 15000 as to more than 90000 in 2007-08. Thus the assets under 
management of mutual fund also made an outstanding progress, from less than Rs. one lakh crores in the 
year 2001 to little less then Rs. 35 lakh in 2008 Although fund mobilization has made much the decade still it 
continues to be relatively low as compared with other developing market economies 

Table No.: 3.9 Gross Financial Saving of Household Sector of India. 

Source: Handbook of statistics on the Indian economy RBI 2005-06 

Table No. 3.10: New Capital issues in Selected Countries in 2005 
 

Source: World Federation of Exchange and IMF. 

 
Figure No.3.10: New Capital Issues in selected countries in 2005 

Form 1990-91 to 1994- 95 1995-96 to 1999-000 2000-01 to 2005-06 
Currency 10.8 9.7 8.9 

Bank & Non Bank Deposit 39.6 43.4 40.9 
Insurance, PF, Trade dept 25.5 30.5 29.0 

Claims on Govt. 8.1 10.8 18.8 
Units Of UTI 6.6 0.9 -0.8 

Share Any debentures 9.4 4.7 3.2 

Country Percent of GDP 
Hong Kong 21.6 

Australia 4.7 
Singapore 4.7 

UK 2.3 
Thailand 2.1 
Malaysia 1.5 

Us 1.4 
Brazil 1.4 

Philippines’ 1.0 
India 0.8 

Argentina 0.6 
Mexico 0.1 
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Table No. 3.11: Total assets held by mutual funds as percent of GDP 
Country Percent of GDP 

UK 69.9 
France 61.2 
Brazil 39.6 
Korea 25.3 
Chile 11.1 

Thailand 10.0 
Mexico 6.1 
Poland 4.6 
India 4.6 
China 2.5 

Source: Mckinsey, 2006 

 
Figure No. 3.11: Total assets held by mutual funds as % of GDP 

When the resource mobilization from primary capital market through public issues is taken into 
consideration it is observed that, resources mobilization increased during the period 2003-04 to 2005-2006,as 
a percentage of GDP and Gross Domestics Capital Formation (GDCF) in 2005-06 was much lower as 
compared to earlier period, in spite of the fact that the industrial sector reflected better performance since last 
3 years 

The Size of the primary market in India has remained very low as compared to several advances countries 
like Honking, Australia, UK, USA and Singapore. 

The Main reasons of relative decline in public issues were tightening of entry and disclosure norms, increase 
in emphasis by components on internal generation of funds, attempts of components to raise resources from 
international capital markets instead of Indian markets emergence of private placement market. 

The liberalization of the industrial sectors and free pricing of issues in early 1990’s led to rising number of 
companies concentrated on primary Indian capital market for mobilizing resources by way of changing 
higher premiums not justified by their fundamentals several companies disappeared after raising resources 
from the norms for public issue while sustaining the norms for public issue while retaining the freedom of 
issues to enter the new issues market and freely pricing issues while retaining the freedom of issues to enter 
the new issues market and freely pricing issues even the disclosure standards were strengthened for 
companies through public issue for improving the levels of investor protection. Thus strict disclosure norms 
and restrictions on entry point Described by SEBI made it difficult for new companies to access public issue 
without having established track record these measures improved the quality of paper coming in to the 
market it led to the decline in number of issues as well as the amount mobilized from the primary market. at 
the same time there was decline in investment activities across different sectors especially private investment 
of private corporate sector stood at a much lower level during the second half of the 1990 s on account of 
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various reason such as lower level of savings of the corporate sector lack of publish investment in 
infrastructure as a result the number of companies defined is entity in to the primary market also on account 
of unfavorable investment climate. this fall in activity in the primary market was also the result due to 
subdued conditions in secondary market however offer the second half of 1990’s the pattern of financing of 
investments by Indian companies changed significantly and they started depending more on internal 
resources which accounted for 60.7 percent of total funds in 2000-01 to 2004-05 as against 29.9 percent 
during 1990-91 to 1994-95 regarding external sources share of equity capital, debentures and borrowings for 
financial institutions decreased substantially but borrowings from banks increased significantly. 

Table No. 3.12 Source of Funds of Indian companies in % 
Source 1990-91 to 1994-95 1995-96 to 1996-2000 2000-01 to 2004-05 

Internal Source 29.9 37.1 60.7 
External Source 70.1 62.9 39.3 
1.equity capital 18.8 13.0 9.9 
2.borrowings 32.7 35.9 11.5 

debentures 7.1 5.6 -1.3 
From banks 8.2 12.3 18.4 

From FIs 10.3 9.0 -1.8 
Current Liabilities 18.4 13.7 17.3 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Source: RBI bulletins, various issues 

 
Figure No. 3.12: Sources of Funds of Indian Companies 

Table No. 3.13: Mobilization of Resources through Primary Market Rs. In US $ Million 
Particulars 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 

 Nos. Rs. Nos. Rs. Nos. Rs. 
A)Public Issues 138 26940 119 32382 119 83707 
Public Sector 07 5786 2 1779 4 20069 
Private Sector 131 21154 117 30603 115 63638 

 
B)Private Placement 1115 96473 1681 145866 1812 212568 

Public Sector 169 55283 157 64025 198 83046 
Private Sector 946 41190 1524 81841 1614 129522 

 
C)Euro Issues (ADR&GDRs) 48 11352 40 17005 26 26556 

Total (A+B+C) 1301 134765 1840 195253 1957 322831 
Source: RBI: Report on currency and finance 2006-08 
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From the table 3.13 it is evident that, during the period 2005-2006 to 2007-2008 under public issues and 
private placement privates sectors plays a dominant role as compared to the public sector the number of 
shares issued during this period increased nearly by 50 percent and total value increased by2.4 times from 
134765 to 322831 may be considered as a significant progress 

According to the S & P global stock market fact book (2011) the total turnover in 2009 and 2010 in Indian 
stock market was of order of 1088889 and 1056808 US $ Million respectively. 

In the early 1990’s Indian companies were allowed to raise funds from the international capital markets 
through ADRs/GDRs, FCCBs and external commercial borrowings on account of widening of the choice to 
raise funds from international capital markets helps the companies to raise large resources during the 
following period Indian stock markets have now become modern and can be compared with any devolved 
stock market in terms of market infrastructure trading and settlement practices and risk management systems 
considering the size of Indian economy capital raised through securities market has remained very small. 

Now household saving are increasing. Important steps need to be taken to divert them towards equity 
markets. Indian households tend to prefer savings in the form of safe and contractual instruments as opposed 
to capital market based instruments. In recent years retail investors are increasingly showing interest in 
invest in equity market ,but there need to increase their participation sill more the success of recent public 
issue indicate that investors are eager to invest in the equity market but Indian companies tend to prefer 
financially their investment activities through alternative sources, which has resulted in not diverting the 
equity market in spite of higher potential “hugs resources have been raised by way of debt issues from the 
private placement market which is less cumbersome fast and economical” however this segment lacks 
transparence and is growing at the cost of public issue segment”, 

As a result lack of sufficient capital market activity has hindered the process of diversification of investment 
from fixed income instrument to equity based instruments by households. 

India is one of the fastest growing economics in the world and is aiming at achieving higher rate of growth, 
but limited availability of adequate long term resources could adversely affect India’s infrastructure 
development. banks have tried to financing for infrastructure which is not sufficient taking in to 
consideration the role of capital market in routing sustained growth and attaining and maintaining financial 
stability steps need to be taken to remove investing factors and introduce reforms needed for developing 
Indian capital market on sound lines. 

SEBI has proved itself extremely prudent which has helped the Indian economy to with stand many exists 

India’s growth in ending over the last few years has remained stagnant the SENSEX EPS for the financial 
year 2008 stood at Rs. 841 and it was expected that Indian companies will continue to have better growth but 
post the Lehman exists the world economy as well as Indian economy were adversely affected during the 
next two years in 2011 SENSEX companies reported higher growth rates at 25% with an EPS at Rs 995.in 
2012 the SENSEX EPs stood at Rs 1120 and now it is expected that in 2014 EPS will rise to Rs 1400.this 
will help in pushing the SENSEX higher on the other hand the SENSEX is now commanding a forward P/E 
at 14.2 times as against the average P/E of 16.5 times of the last five years. 

Thus the SENSEX is trading at a lower level as compared to the past period when we compare the Indian 
market to some other countries the Indian stock market commanded a premium amongst other emerging 
markets due to its superlative growth pattern rising from the level of 15-17 percent to 22-23 percent. Indian 
companies have been characterized by one of the best return on equity (ROE) amongst emerging countries. 
The main reason of the fact that the Indian market is commanding a premium is that everyone expects the 
government to announce more reforms in the next weeks or months causing market to sage and sustain at 
higher levels but if the government is not able to control the country’s fiscal deficit the market will not be 
successful to enjoy gains the present reforms is a welcome move but they are too little too late the 
government should give priority to governance and respond to the situation on an urgent basic and declare a 
new set of reforms if the government delays in this respect then the market will stagnate as India is one of the 
most expensive markets as compared to other developing markets. 
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The market is not expected to go below 16500 levels as it was minimum at 15135 in December 2011,so if we 
compare risk to return risk it is limited but the upside is nearly about 30 percent in next few months. One is 
not sure if any other asset class can give similar returns in the next immediate future. This suggests a need to 
increase asset allocations to equity however we can say that this is a good time to increate potential 
investor’s exposure in equities potential investors’ exposure in equities. Now sentiments in the market have 
changed for better although uncertainties on the domestics and global fronts would continue to influence 
market trends still risk versus returns investors if environment continues to remain conductive to investments 
another bull run will take place. 

Table No. 3.14: Population, Gross Domestic Savings and stocks  Traded. 
Indicators Population % 1991 1995 1999 2003 2007 2010 

(15-64 Age group) 58.46 59.48 60.72 62.13 63.53 64.49 
Urban Population % to total 25.72 26.60 27.48 28.30 29.26 30.10 

Gross Domestics Savings (%GDP) 21.98 25.40 24.15 25.48 34.11 26.07 
Stocks Traded total value(%GDP) 8.65 6.16 61.90 47.51 89.14 61.12 

Source = World Bank Data 

When the population of India is taken into Consideration, the working population in the age group 15 – 64 
has increased from 58.46% of the total population in 1991 to 64.49 % in 2010. Assuming that the urban 
population saves more than the usual population, this percentage in total also has increased from 25.72 
percent in 1991 to 30.10 percent in 2010. 

Ascending gross domestic savings as percentage to GDP shows rising trend from 1991 at 21.98% to 34.11% 
in 2007 and it dealing in 2010 at it stood at 26.07 percent mainly an account of inflation and increase to 
prosperity to consume. 

When the total value of value of stocks traded as percent of GDP is considered it has increased none than six 
times from 8.65 percent in 1991 to 61.12 percent in 2010. 

Thus there is huge potential to promote and divert private savings to equity market for the benefited both the 
investing and the economy as whole. 

3.6 REGULATORY FRAMEWORK 
Indian securities market is governed by various Acts as discussed below: 

1) The SEBI Act 1992 
This act was enacted to empower SEBI with statutory powers for 

(1) Protecting interests of investors in securities. 

(II) Promoting and development of securities market 

(III) Regulating the securities market its regulatory Jurisdiction covers components in the issuance of capital 
and transfer of securities and all intermediaries and person associated with the securities market. 

It has been empowered for conducting enquiries, duties and inspection of all concerned and adjudicated 
offences under the Act, to register and regulate all the market intermediaries and to penalize then in case of 
violations of the provisions of the Act, and Rules and Regulation made under the Act. Thus SEBI has full 
autonomy and the authority to regulate and develop an orderly securities market. 

SEBI is likely to get new powers to strengthen its regulatory power such as recovery of monetary penalties 
with the help of the Income Tax Department, power to attach properties without resource to courts and 
power to pass disgorgement orders and establishment of special courts to deal with criminal prosecution for 
violation of security laws. 

2) Securities Contracts(Regulation) Act 1956 
This Act provides for divert and indirect control over all the aspects relating to securities trading and running 
of stock exchange and to prevent undesirable transaction in securities. 

It gives the central government regularizes jurisdiction over 
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i. Stock exchange through a process of reorganization and continue supervision 

ii. Contracts in securities 

iii. Listing of securities on the stock exchange. 

As a condition of reorganization, a stock exchange complies with the condition prescribed by the central 
government; organize trading activity in securities that takes place on a specified recognized stock exchange.  
The stock exchange determines their own listing regulation, which has to confirm to the minimum listing 
criteria, set out in the rules. 

3) Depositors Act 1996 
This Act provides for the establishment of depositories in securities with objective of ensuring free 
transferability of securities with speed, accuracy and security by 

i.  making securities of public ltd: companies freely transportable subject to certain exception. 

ii. Dematerializing the securities in the depository mode. 

iii. Providing for maintained for ownership record in a book of entry form, in order to streamline process of 
settlement the act provides for transfer of ownership of securities electronically by book entry. 

Without making the securities move from person to person .the action made the securities of all public 
limited companies freely transferable restricting the company’s right to use discretion in effective transfer of 
securities and the transfer deed and other procedure requirements under the companies Act have been 
dispensed with. 

4) The companies Act 1956 
It deals with the issue allotment and transfer of securities and also various aspects relative to company 
management. It provides the standards of disclosure in public issue s of capital especially in fields of 
company management and project information about other listed companies under the same management and 
management’s perception of risk factors. It also regulates understanding the use of premium and discounts 
on issues, rights and bonus issues, the payment of interest and dividends, the supply of annual reports along 
with other information. 

5) Prevention of money laundering Act 2002 
The main objective of this act is to prevent money laundering and to allow the confiscation of property 
derived or involve in money laundering. money laundering is defined as anyone who acquires ,owns ,possess 
on transfer any proceeds of crime on knowingly enters into any transaction that is related to the proceeds of 
crime either directly or indirectly on conceals or aids in the concealment of the proceeds on gains of crime 
within India or outside India commits the offence of money  laundering .the act provides the punishments of 
this offence  and also provides other majors for the prevention of money laundering .the act casts an 
obligation on the intermediaries ,the banking ,companies etc. To furnish such information of prescribed 
transaction to the financial intelligence unit –India, to appoint a principal officer to maintain certain records 
etc. 

3.7.1 RULES AND REGULATIONS 
The government of India has framed rules under the securities contract (regulation) Act 1956 and the SEBI 
Act 1992 and the depositories act .SEBI also has framed regulation under the SEBI act, and the depositories 
act for the registration and regulation of market intermediaries and for prevention of unfair trade practices, 
insider trading etc.   Under these acts government and SEBI issue notification, guidelines and circulars that 
the market participants need to comply with. 

3.8 SUMMARY 
Capital plays a vital role in modern production system; hence capital formation is regarded as one of the 
important factor of economic development. The process of capital formation includes savings, which are 
mobilized through financial and credit institutions and then these savings are invested in financial 
instruments, so that resources are actually used for the production of capital goods. Savings are generated 
from household savings, corporate savings and government savings. The level of savings in the country 
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depends on level of per capital income and distribution of income, rate of inflation, growth rate of per capital 
income, policies to restrain growth in consumption, interest rate policy etc. 

Savings in India were more than China before ten years. It is observed that due to economic slowdown, high 
level of inflation and rise in consumer spending the level of savings in India has been set to touch a decade 
low. The level of total savings in India stood at 23.8 percent in the year 2000-01, steadily increased in the 
following years till it reached at the level of 36.8 percent of GDP in 2007-08 as a result of fiscal 
consolidation. It then started declining to reach at 30.8 percent of the GDP in the year 2011-12. At the same 
time Indian investors have become more risk averse when it comes to choice of savings and investment. 
After the crash of stock market in 2008 people have pulled out their investment in stocks and mutual funds. 
Rising inflation has also adversely affected the average amount of saving and investment by Indian 
household. 

Saving is not a ritual but people prefer to save and invest as a security for their future. Savings may be 
voluntary or compulsory or forceful for the purpose of reducing tax liability. Various investment avenues 
like Stock market, Banks, Insurance, Post offices, Gold & Silver, real estate are available with various saving 
schemes. The investor has an option to choose any investment schemes according to his risk appetite. 

We know that from the above various investment avenues Indian equity market has given a very substantial 
returns to the investors. The Indian equity market is also known as the stock market. The history of Indian 
stock market is very old. It can be traced in the 18th century as an un-organized market. Prior to 
Independence Indian equity market was not developed. 

The securities scam in the year 1991-92 gave rise to the new reforms in the securities market and also it lead 
to set up of a regulatory body like Securities Exchange Board of India (SEBI).  SEBI was established to 
protect the interest of the investors and to promote the development and regulation of securities market. With 
the growing years SEBI has improved its functioning and the regulations are been reformed to match the 
emerging needs and developments. 

The reforms have definitely increased the investors trust in the stock market. At the same time the survey of 
SEBI-NCAER of Indian investor the transaction cost has decreased from 4.75% in 1994 to      0.60 % in 
1999 and close to the global level of .45% in 2001. SEBI has proved itself extremely prudent which has 
helped the Indian economy to withstand many exists. 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Capital market of a developing country plays as key role in promotion of economic development in various 
ways. The market involves in the significant contribution towards quantity of savings and capital formation 
and efficient allocation of capital, which in turn, raises the productivity of investment. It also enhances the 
efficiency of a financial system as diverse competitors with each other for financial resources.”132It also adds 
to the financial deepening of the economy by way of expanding the financial sector and promoting the use of 
innovative, sophisticated and cost effective financial instruments, which helps in reducing the cost of capital. 
Well-functioning capital markets tend or impose discipline on firms to perform. In this chapter the researcher 
dealt with various issues in order to throw arch light on the role of Indian capital market in the economic 
development of the country. 

Definitions 
“Capital market is a financial relationship created by a number of Institutions and arrangements that allows 
suppliers and demanders of long term funds (i.e. funds with maturities exceeding one year ) to make 
transactions. It is a market for long term funds, especially securities issued by business organizations and 
government.”133 

A capital market is a network of financial institutions and facilities that interact to mobilize and allocate long 
term saving in the economy. The long term funds are exchanged for financial assets issued by borrowers or 
traded by holders of outstanding eligible instruments. Therefore it provides services that are essential to a 
modern economy, mainly by contribution to capital formation through financial intermediation, financial 
advisory services and managerial skill development. In addition, the capital market facilitates portfolio 
diversification that allows savers to maximize returns on their assets and reduce risks. Thus an efficient 
capital market optimizes the amount of savings that finances investment at any level of saving.134 

4.2 ELEMENTS OF CAPITAL MARKET 
Capital market consists of industrial securities market, Government securities market and Long Term Loan 
market. 

A) Industrial Securities Market 
It is a market for industrial securities such as equity shares, preference shares and debenture or bonds. 
Industrial organizations raise their capital or debt by issuing appropriate instruments, from this market. 

This market can be further divided into primary market and secondary market. 

I  PRIMARY MARKET 
The primary market is that part of the capital markets which deals with issuance of new securities and helps 
the issuers of the securities. The Government companies and the corporate releases Initial Public Offers 
(IPO) to meet their requirements of investments. They obtain funds through sale of new stock on bond issue. 
This is done through a syndicate of securities dealers. The process of selling new issues to investors is called 
as underwriting. In the case of issue of new stock, this sale is called as initial public offer (IPO). 

Primary markets play an important role in promoting economic development of a developing country by way 
of providing suitable channel for the sale of new securities and making opportunity available to the issuer of 
the securities. They provide chance to raise the resources by government and corporate to meet the 
investment as well as for discharging obligations. They also provide an opportunity for investors to make use 
of their saving for earning income, capital appreciation and contribution towards development of industrial 
and commercial activities in the country. They   help the country in the process of mobilization for savings 
through which capital formation can take place, which in turn contributes towards attaining higher rate of 
economic development. 

                                                             
132 Reserve  Bank  of India (RBI)  : Report  on currently  and finance       2005 – 06 p 258 
133 Khan  M.Y.  and Jain  P.K.  (2008)  “Financial  Management”  Tata  Mc – Grew  - Hill  , New  Delhi  , P 
21.5 
134 Odoko   , NS  (2004)  “Financial Markets in Nigeria”  Ahuja , CBN  Publication 
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(a) Issue Mechanism 
The issue of capital to public by Indian companies is governed by the “Disclosure and Investor Protection 
guidelines” prescribed by SEBI. These guidelines provide norms relating to eligibility for companies issuing 
securities, pricing  of issues, listing requirements, disclosure, lock in period for promoters’ contribution, 
contents of offer documents, pre and post-issue obligations etc. as public issue. 

Public issue means raising funds from the public. The company may require funds to invest in profitable 
projects; hence a company raises funds from the public by issue of its shares, which may later on be listed on 
any of the stock exchanges in India. 

In order to bring out a public issue a company is required to comply with the following legislation: 

- Provisions of the compliances Act 

- Securities contracts (Regulations) Act, 1956 

- SEBI rules and regulations 

- Compliance of listing agreement with the concerned stock exchanges after the listing of securities 

- Reserve  Bank of India’s regulations in case of foreign or Nonresident Indian (NRT) equity participation 

In order to protect investors and maintain greater transparency and development of capital market, SEBI 
amends the entry norms for compliance to bring out a public issue. 

(b) Pricing of Issues 
Any company eligible to make public issue can freely price its equity shares or any security convertible in 
equity at a later date, in case of public or rights issue by a listed company and public issue by any unlisted 
company. A company may issue shares to applicants in the firm allotment category at higher price than the 
price at which securities one offered to public. Any eligible company is also free to make public right issue 
in any denomination determined by it in accordance with subsection (4) of section 13 of the companies Act 
1956 and SEBI norms. 

Book Building 
According to SEBI guidelines, book building is defined as a process undertaken by which a demand for the 
securities proposed to be issued by a corporate body is elicited and built up and the price for such securities 
is assessed. Circular, advertisement or information memoranda or offer document by means of a notice for 
the determination of the quantum of such securities to be is issued. Book building is a process used in Initial 
Public Offer (IPO) for efficient price discovery. It is a mechanism where, during the period for which IPO is 
open, bids are collected from investors at prices which are above or equal to the floor Price. The offer price 
is determined after the bid closing date. 

Book building is carried out by a well developed online trading network which is a fully automated screen 
based bidding system which enables the members to enter bids directly from their offices through a 
sophisticated telecommunication network. 

Issue through Prospectus 
Prospectus is an important document for the company to come out with a public issue. According to section 
2 (36) of the companies Act 1956, “Prospectus means any document described on issued as a prospectus and 
includes any notice, circular, advertisement or other document inviting deposits from the public on the 
subscription or purchase of any shares in, on debentures of a corporate body. 

Prospectus is a document by way of which the investor gets all the information about the company, in which 
he is going to invest. It gives detailed information about the company, promoters/ Directors, Group 
companies and capital structure of the company, terms of the present issue details of proposed project, 
particulars of the issue etc. There are certain mandatory disclosures which have to be made in the prospectus. 
SEBI has issued guidelines, “SEBI (Disclosure for Investor and Protection) Guidelines - 2000” which deals 
with the details of prospectus. 
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Regulations Regarding Issue of Prospectus 
a) A company cannot come out with public issue unless a draft prospectus is filed with SEBI. 

b) A company cannot file prospectus directly with SEBI. It has to be filed through a merchant banker. 
After the preparation of prospectus the merchant banker along with due diligence certificates and other 
compliance, sends the same to SEBI. 

c) SEBI on receiving it scrutinizes it and may suggest changes within 21 days of receipt of prospectus. 

d) If the issue size  is be up to Rs. 20 crores, then the merchant banker files the prospectus with the 
regional office of SEBI, falling under the jurisdiction in which registered office of the company is 
situated. 

e) If the issue size is more than Rs. 20 crores. Merchant bankers are required to file the prospectus at SEBI, 
Mumbai office. 

f) Prospectus is also required to be filed with the concerned stock exchange along with the application for 
listing its securities. 

After making any changes set by SEBI or stock exchanges, the final prospectus duly signed by authorized 
representatives through its power of attorney, must be filed with the Registrar of Companies (ROC) along 
with the copy of all material documents. 

The Registrar of companies may suggest changes which should also be reported to SEBI/Stock Exchanges. 
The date on which ROC card is obtained is the date of the prospectus. 

Kinds of Issues 
Public issue is an offer to the public to subscribe to the share capital of a company. Then the company allots 
shares to the applicants according to the prescribed rules and regulations laid down by SEBI. The different 
kinds of issues are: 

i. Initial Public Offering (IPO) 
When an unlisted company makes either a fresh issue of securities or an offer for sale of its existing 
securities or both, for the first time to the public, it’s called initial public offer. This provides way for listing 
and trading of the securities of the issuer’s. 

ii. Public issue by listed companies 
When a listed company makes either a fresh issue of securities to the public or an offer for sale to the public 
through an offer document, it’s called public issue. The procedure to be followed is similar to that of IPO. 

iii. Rights Issue 
Right issue involves selling of securities in the primary market by issuing right to the existing shareholders. 
When a company issues additional equity capital it has to be offered in the first instance to the existing 
shareholders on a prorate basis, which enables the company to issue additional capital to public and raise 
funds. This is required under section 81 of the companies Act 1956. 

iv. Preferential Issue 
Preferential Issue is issue of equity by a listed company to selected investor at a price which may or may not 
be related to the prevailing market price is referred to preferential issue in Indian Capital Market. 

v. Foreign Capital Issuance (ADR/GDR) 
Indian companies are permitted to raise foreign currency resources through two main sources. 

a. Issue of foreign currency convertible bonds called as Euro issues. 

b. Issue of ordinary shares through depository receipts, normally American Depositary Receipt (ADR) and 
Global Depository Receipt (GDR). American Depository Shares (ADS) is a US dollar denominated 
form of equity ownership in a non-US company. It represents   the foreign shares of the company held 
on deposit by a custodian bank in the company’s home country and carries the corporate and economic 
rights of the foreign shares, subject to the terms specified in ADR certificate. 
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Global Depository Receipts (GDR) can be used to raise capital simultaneously in two or more markets 
through a global offering. GDRs may be used in public on private markets inside on outside us. 

Other Methods of Issuing Securities 
There are other methods of issuing shares as stated below. 

i)  Issue of Bonus Shares 
The issue of bonus shares is a normal practice adopted by the companies to bring the paid up capital in line 
with the market value of the shares. Bonus issues are permitted under the following conditions. 

- SEBI guidelines should be followed and a certificate duly countersigned by statutory auditor or the 
company secretary to that effect be forwarded to the SEBI before the issue of shares. 

- Bonus issue can be made only out of free reserves built out to the genuine profits or share premium 
collected in cash only. 

- No bonus issues should be made which would dilute the rights of debenture holders, convertible fully or 
partly. 

- Reserves created out of revaluation of fixed assets are not to be capitalized. 

- Bonus issues cannot be declared inlay of dividend. 

- Bonus issue can be made only after the partly paid shares are fully paid up. 

- Bonus issue cannot be made if the company has defaulted in the payment of interest or principal of fixed 
deposits, or interest on debentures or redemption of them. 

- After approval of bonus issue by the board, it should be implemented within six months. 

- After the bonus issue, if the subscribed and paid up capital exceeds authorized capital, the general body 
of the company should pass a resolution for increasing the authorized capital. 

ii) Offer to the Employees 
The issue of shares may be offered to employees, which helps in promoting better industrial relations and 
higher productivity. Public sector undertakings and joint sector units offer shares to their employees. 

iii) Offer to the creditors 
At the time of reorganization of capital, creditors may be asked to buy shares in full settlement of their loans 
or advances. 

iv) Offer to customers 
Public utility undertakings offer shares to their customers, hence they get say in the affairs and functioning of 
the company. 

v)  Offer for Sale 
A company may sale its securities through the intermediary of issue houses or shareholders, instead of 
offering shares directly to the public. 

vi)  Placement 
The Issue Houses brokers buy the securities for placing them with their clients later on. 

Participants of Primary Market 
There are three types of participants in the primary market, namely issuers of security, investors in security 
and the intermediaries. 

a)  Issuers of Securities 
The issuers of securities, government and corporate raise funds from the primary market i.e. by issuing 
shares to meet their requirements of investment. Corporate may issue securities at the face value or at 
premium or discount. These securities take different forms such as equity, debts etc. They may issue the 
securities in domestic market or even in the international market. For security purposes the nominal or stated 
amount in rupees is assigned by the issuer. In case of shares it is original cost of the stock shown on the 
certificate and for bonds, it is the amount paid to the holder at maturity, also known as par value or par for 
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equity share the face value is usually small like Rs. 5 or 10 but it does not have much bearing on the price of 
the share which may be quoted at Rs. 100 or even Rs. 1000 or any other price. For debt security, face value 
is the amount repaid to the investor when the bond natures. Government securities and corporate bonds have 
a face value at Rs. 10. The prices at which securities are traded depend upon supply and demand forces of 
them but mostly on the fluctuations in the interest rates prevailing in the economy. 

Issues of new securities include agencies concerned with the floating of initial issues or existing issues. The 
agency which deals with the nation of a company and float in its initial security issues is called as promoter. 
A promoter carries out detailed investigation about the company to be set up, formulates financial plan, 
prepares prospectus for capital issues, approaches underwriting and brokerage firms for the purpose of under 
writing the issues and also arranges for advertising and circulation of prospectus to procure subscribes. Thus 
promoter is called as the issuer or supplier of new companies in the market. In case of existing companies, it 
is the Board of Directors who takes decision about why, how and when new issues will be floated. They also 
enter into agreements with underwrites and brokers before floating public issues. 

b) Investors in Securities 
Investors of securities include individual persons and institutional investors. The decision of investor’s 
investment depends on their expectations about future earnings and the prevailing rate of interest. Expected 
future returns depend upon the state of industry and the economy, and its future prospects, existing stock of 
capital and technological innovation, government policies etc. 

Institutional investors include private institutional investors and public institutional investors. Private 
institutional investors include private business organizations, such as non-nationalized banks, general 
insurance companies and industrial units who invest on their own account. Public Institutional investors 
include various institutions owned by the state and central governments set up to provide funds for business 
units, these include ICICI, LIC, Unit Trusts etc. 

c) Market Intermediaries 
The main intermediaries in the primary market are: 

i   Merchant bankers 
Merchant bankers play a vital role as intermediaries in primary markets. They assist the company’s right 
from preparing prospectus to the listing of securities at the stock exchanges including the issue of shares or 
raising the fund from the market. It is mandatory on the part of the merchant bankers to carry due diligence 
for all the information stated in the prospectus. They have to issue a certificate to this effect to SEBI. A 
company can appoint more than one banker provided that responsibilities are properly allocated to them, in 
order to make issue quite successful. 

ii Underwriters 
Underwriters are those intermediaries who underwrite the securities offered to the public. In case, the issue is 
undersubscribed i.e. the company fails to get proper response to the shares and the amount received is less 
than the issue-size, then the undertakers have to subscribe the undersubscribed shares or amount in order to 
make the issue successful. 

iii Registrar and Share Transfer Agents 
Registrar and share transfer agent’s process all the applications received from the public and prepare the 
basis of allotment of shares and dispatch the share certificates and credit on refund the account of that 
investor who has not been allotted any shares. 

iv Bankers to the Issue 
These are the banks which are in change of accepting application from the public, on behalf of the company. 
Then they forward their applications to the Registrar and Share Transfer Agents for the purpose of further 
processing. 

v   Brokers and Sub brokers 
Stock brokers and sub brokers are those intermediaries who have wider contacts or sources to invite the 
public for subscribing shares. The brokers and sub brokers charge commission for the service they provide. 
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vi Depositories 
Depositories are the intermediaries which help the companies to dematerialize the physical form of shares 
into the electronically form of shares. 

4.3.1 Problems relating to the investment in primary market 
There are several problems that are likely to arise in the process of investment in primary market.  Some of 
them may be briefly discussed as follows: 

i Holding back or cornering of shares  
These are instances when some of the shares were inappropriately held back which were meant for other 
groups of investors, which was unfair practice. Hence the trading licenses of such companies were banned 
for a definite time period. 

ii Oversubscription of shares  
Many times the initial public offers of the well-known companies are oversubscribed. As a result an 
individual interested in purchasing shares of such companies are deprived from the opportunity to get shares. 

iii Withdrawing initial public offer (IPO)  
Recently some companies in India withdrew their IPO offer as they received very poor response from the 
investors. On account of United States subprime most gage crisis; there was global slowdown in the 
economy which adversely affected the investors’ sentiments worldwide. Hence these companies decided to 
wait for some time and revisit the markets when the investment climate in the primary market turns out to be 
favorable. The impact of USA recession on Indian primary market was late because according to the 
economists the delay was on account of “developing theory” followed by India. 

iv Grey Markets and Manipulation 
There are many instances when the grey market tends to have high level of premium but it collapses as soon 
as the issues get listed. These events indicate that, these are vested interests which are rampant and are 
responsible for manipulation in the markets. 

Solutions to the problems 
Economists have suggested certain measures to overcome the problems faced by Indies primary markets as 
follows. 

- The present practice of part payment of shares may be removed. 

- The process of application money relating to the shares could become uniform among different investor 
categories. 

- A company’s entry may be restricted into the primary market when the company had withdrawn shares 
from the market at least for a period of twelve months or more. 

- The process of book building should be made more effective and all the book builders must be efficient 
in performing their duties sincerely and honestly. 

4.4  SECONDARY MARKET 
Secondary market is the market for existing securities which are traded. So it is called secondary market or 
stock market. The securities shares are issued by the companies in the market to make them available to the 
public, this is called on primary market and the offer is called on initial public offer (IPO). During next stage, 
these securities are traded in a separate market called as secondary market or aftermarket. Thus secondary 
market is defined as the financial market where previously and financial instruments, such as stocks, bonds, 
futures and options are traded between parties. 

Secondary of stock market is necessary for conducting buying and selling activities of the members. 
Secondly some investors are motivated by liquidity factor; they need such a market where they can sell their 
securities to have more liquidity or less liquidity depending upon the price of securities. 

4.4.1 Role of Secondary Market 
Secondary market plays important role as stated below. 
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- Providing Regular Market 
Secondary market provides a continuous and ready market for achieving liquidity price and negotiability to 
capital locket up in investment. 

- Promoting capital information 
Secondary market contributes to the economic development by proper allocation of funds towards most 
efficient channel by way of disinvestment or reinvestment activity through the market. It stimulates the 
growth of primary market are contributes towards capital formation in economy. 

- Ensuring stability and continuity of share prices 
Efficient and property regulated market determines through its continuous process of evaluation, prices of 
securities as close as possible to their investment values based on present and future income yielding 
prospects of the enterprises. 

- Secondary market induces companies to improve their performance 
Secondary market induces those companies whose shares are listed in the stock exchange to improve their 
performance, because it is the market price of the share of a company that indicates the performance of the 
company. 

- Providing safety in dealings 
A well organized and regulated stock market ensures greater level of safety and fair dealings to the average 
investors because transactions are made publicly under well defined rules, regulations and by laws, which 
minimizes risk inherent in speculative dealings and manipulations. A high standard of commercial honesty 
and integrity among its members is necessary to promote and inculcate just and equitable principles of trade 
and business. 

- Wider Distribution of Securities 
When a company’s securities are listed in different stock markets in country, ownership of securities gets 
widely diffused. 

- Makes instant valuation of securities 
Secondary stock market tends to provide for instant valuation of securities as a result of changes in the 
internal environment such as company wise or industry wise factors. Valuation of securities helps in 
measuring cost of capital and rate of return of economic entities at the micro economic level. 

- Internet Trading 
Since June 2000 internet trading has become popular over physical trading. Initially ICICI and Kotak 
Mahindra provided a platform for internet trading. The client is given a unique ‘user ID’ and password is 
also given, then the client has to open a Trading account and demat account with the firm. The client can put 
quotes using his ID and password and then as order is confirmed and finalized and cash or securities are 
debited or credited from the respective accounts. 

4.4.2 Instruments of Secondary Market  
The main instruments or products that are dealt with in the secondary market are shares, debentures, bonds 
and mutual funds. 

1. SHARES 
A share is the capital of the company and includes stock except where a distinction between stock and share 
is expressed or limited. 

An equity share or share represents the fractional ownership in which a share holder as a fractional owner 
undertakes maximum entrepreneurial risk associated with a business venture. Shareholders are actual owners 
of the company and they have voting rights. The shares are called as risk capital, as they get dividend only 
when the company earns profit if any, left after payment of dividend on preference shares and also at the 
time of winding up of the company. They are paid from the balance asset left after payment of other 
liabilities and preference share capital. 
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Types of Shares 
Shares are classified into equity shares, preference shares and deferred shares. 

A Equity Shares 
Features of Equity Shares are as follows: 

i) Equity share capital is the permanent capital of the company. It   is not repayable during the life time of the 
company. 

ii) Equity shares entitle their holder to voting rights in the meetings         of the company. 

iii) They have control over the functioning of the company. 

iv) The rate of dividend on equity shares is not fixed.  It depends upon the profits earned by the company and 
the recommendations of the Board of Directors. 

v) The equity shareholders rank offer preference shareholders in case of payment of dividend. 

vi) Equity shareholders take more risk as compared to preference share holders. 

vii) Equity capital is paid at the time of the winding of the company, after all other claims including that of 
preference shareholders are paid off. 

viii) Equity shares of a public company are freely transferable. The Articles of Association contain the 
procedure of transfer of equity shares. 

ix) Equity shares are issued without any change (security) on the assets of the company. 

x) The benefit of bonus shares is available only to the equity shareholders. 

xi) When a company needs more finance for the expansion purposes, it can raise additional funds by issuing 
more shares, which have to be offered firstly to the equity holders hence it is called right issue. 

B Preference Shares  
These shares enjoy preferential rights, such as fixed rate of dividend during the whole life of the company 
and return of capital at the time of winding up of the company after satisfying claims of creditors and 
debenture holders. But they do not have normal voting rights like equity share holders. 

The types of preferences shares are as follows: 

i) Cumulative preference shares  
In case the company has not earned the profit, then the dividend for the preference share holder accumulates. 
When the company earns good profits all the assets of the preference dividend are to be paid before paying 
dividend on equity shares. This form is common. 

Non cumulative preference shares are those on which assets of dividend do not accumulate. 

ii) Participative preference shares 
The dividend for the preference share holder is fixed. Participative preference shares means the rights to 
participate in the profits after a specified fixed dividend as contracted and paid. 

Non participating preference shares do not have such participating rights. Preference shares are always non – 
participative unless stated otherwise. 

iii) Convertible preference shares 
In case of some preference shares where the dividend payable on them accumulates and if it is not paid, then 
after a specified date these shares are converted into equity capital of the company. 

When such shares are not converted into equity shares they are called as cumulative non convertible shares. 

iv)  Redeemable preference shares 
These are the shares which can be redeemed by the company on or after certain date after giving a prescribed 
notice. 
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Irredeemable preference shares are those shares which cannot be redeemed by the company during its life 
time. But according to the section 80 (5A) of the companies (Amendment) Act 1988 companies are not 
allowed to issue such shares. 

C) Deferred shares or Founder shares 
These shares are held by the founders or promoters of the company. They are issued like other shares but 
they get fixed dividend like preference shares. They claim to receive dividends and payment of capital. 

4.4.3 DEBENTURES 
A debenture is a unit of loan amount. When a company wants more funds then under the companies Act 
1956, the Board of Directors of a company is empowered to raise loan. 

According to section 2 (12) of the companies Act 1956, “Debenture includes debenture stock, bond and any 
other securities of the company whether constituting on the company’s assets or not.” 

Features of Debentures 
i) Debentures are issued by a company and it is in the form of a certificate which is an acknowledgment of 

indebtedness. 

ii)   Debenture holder is a creditor of the company it is creditor ship security. 

iii)  The rate of interest payable on debentures is fixed whether the company   earns profit or not. 

iv)  A debenture holder does not have any voting right in the company meetings. 

v)    Debenture creates a charge on the assets of the company, but debenture may be without such a charge. 

vi)   Debentures may be issued at par, at a discount or at a premium, either privately or through a prospectus. 

Types of Debentures 
Debentures are of various types. They can be classified as follows. 

i) From security point of view 
a) Secured / Mortgaged debentures are issued after creating a charge against the assets of the company,  so 
they are called deemed debentures. 

b) Unsecured debentures do not carry any security for principal amount or unpaid amount of the interest, so 
they are called simple debentures. 

ii) On the basis of redemption  
a) Redeemable debentures are issued for a fixed term. The principal amount of these debentures is paid to 
debenture holders on the expiry of the term. 

b) Non – redeemable Debentures are those debentures that are not redeemed during the life time of the 
company and are paid only at the time of liquidation of the company. 

iii) On the basis of registration 
a) Registered debentures are registered with the company and the amount of these debentures is paid only to 
those debenture holders whose name appears in the register of the company. 

b) Bearer debentures are those debentures which are not recorded in a register of the company and they are 
transferable merely by delivery holder of such debenture is entitled to get interest. 

iv)  On the basis of priority 
First Debentures - are those debentures which have to be redeemed before other debentures. 

Second Debentures – are those debentures which are redeemed after redemption of the first debentures. 

4.4.4 BONDS 
Bond is a negotiable certificate providing evidence of indebtedness. Generally it is not secured. A debt 
security is generally issued by a company government agency or municipality or corporation. 
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4.4.5 MUTUAL FUND 
Mutual Fund  is a mechanism  used  for tolling  money  from a  large  number  of small  and  retail  investors,  
by  issuing  units to the  investors  and investing  funds  in  securities  according  to the  objectives mentioned  
in the  offer  document.  Investments  in securities  are  spread  across a  wide  cross  section of  industries  
and  sectors so that  risk  is  minimized.  Investors in mutual fund are called unit holders. Thus the  
ownership  of the  fund is  joint  or mutual  because  this fund  belongs  to all the  unit holders .  The profit or 
losses are shared by the investors. 

A mutual  fund is  required  to be  registered  with the  securities  Exchange  Board  of India  (SEBI)  which  
regulates  securities  market, before  it  can  collect  funds  from the  public  Mutual Fund,   basically  it is a  
trust  that  pools savings  of a  large  number  of  investors who  share  a  common  financial  goal. 

Mutual  fund is  the  most  suitable  avenue  of  investment  for  common  man  as  it  provides  opportunity  
to  invest  in a  diversified  and  professionally   managed  bundle  of  securities  at a    relatively  low cost.   
It  helps  a  common  man  to  invest  in the  stock  market  even  a  small  amount , for  purchasing  few  
units  as this  investment has  minimum  risk  and  chances  of  earning  tends   to be  more. 

4.5 STOCK MARKET 
Stock market  is a  market  where  shares   and  bonds  of  existing business  enterprises  or Government  or  
Semi Government  bodies  are bought  and  sold .  The  securities  are related  in  stock  enterprises , 
Government  securities, debentures  and  bonds  of  local  self  governments  and  past  trusts.  The  persons  
dealing  in shares  and  securities  assemble  in this  market  for  entering  into  transactions .  Stock  market  
is an  organized  market  which  may be  registered  or  undersigned .   It is  not necessary  that  stock  market  
has  to be  incorporated , as it  can  operate  as a  private  institution .  For  example stock  markets  of 
Mumbai, Ahmadabad  and  Indore  are  organized  as  private  clubs ,  However  the  transactions  in the  
stock  market  must be  according  to the  rules  and  by  - laws  framed  by the  stock  exchange  in order  to  
regulate  day  to day  operations  of  the  stock  markets.  Only individuals can buy and sell securities and   
not corporations or partnership firms. However  now rules  have  been  charged  and  hence  corporate  
bodies  are  also  enrolled  as members of the  stock  exchange .  In the  stock  market , only  listed  securities  
in the  stock  market  are  allowed  for  transactions. 

Securities  Contracts  (Regulations)  Act  1956 , defines   Stock  Exchange as “an  association, organization 
or  body  of individuals,  whether  incorporated  or  not  established  for the  purpose  of  assisting, regulating  
and  controlling  business  in buying, selling  and dealing  in securities” 

India  now  has emerged  as the  world’s tenth  largest  equity  market  (Trillion Dollar Club) after  it added  
several  companies  in the  billion  dollar  club  in terms  of  capitalization. 

Stock markets are called as barometers of a country’s economy.  They  indicate  how a  country’s  economy  
is  doing  on a  particular  day  or in  a year  .  Buoyant  and participative  stock  markets  are not  only  one 
of the  most  important  requirements  for  growth  of corporate  economy  but are also  an  important  
instrument  of  financial  inclusion.  The  stock  markets  and their expansion  has  been  an important  factor  
in stimulating  the  growth  of the  corporate  sector ,  as a  stock  market  is  an important  channel  to 
mobilize  funds  for an enterprises.  It provides an effective source of investment in the economy. 

There   are number of stock exchanges operating in India. The majority of the trading takes place at the 
Bombay stock   Exchange (BSE) and the National Stock, Exchange (NSE).  Both these stock exchanges are 
electronically traded exchanges. 

4.5.1 Management of Business in the Stock Exchanges 
The  Securities  and  Exchange Board of  India  Act- 1992  (SEBI)   empowers  SEBI  to conduct  inspection  
of stock exchanges  and  since  1995 – 96   SEBI  inspects  stock  exchanges  once  in  every  year.  
During  these  inspections,   a  review of  market  operations , organization  structure  and  administrative  
control of the  exchange  is made  to  ascertain  whether  - 

* The exchange provides a fair, equitable and growing market investors. 
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* The  organizations of  exchanges , systems  and  practices  are in  accordance  with the Securities  
Contracts  (Regulation)Act  1956  and rules  framed  there  under. 

* The  exchange has  implemented  the  directions,   guidelines  and  instructions  issued  by the  SEBI  
from  time  to time,  conditions  if any  imposed  at  the  time of  renewal  / grant  of its  recognition  
under section  4 of the  SC(R) Act  1956  has been  complied  with.  According  to the  observations  
made in the  inspection  reports , the  exchanges  are advised to send  a compliance  report  to SEBI  
within  the period of  one month  of receipt  of the  report  by the  exchange  and  after words  quarterly   
reports  indicating  progress  made by  the  exchanges in  implementing  suggestion . 

If  the  performance  of the  stock  exchange is not  satisfactory  and  whose  renewal  of  recognition  is  due  
then the  SEBI  grants further  recognition  for  a short  period  under the  fulfillment  of certain  conditions. 

There  are  23  stock  exchanges  in India   at present, which  are  functioning  and are also recognized  by the  
Government  of India.  The  functions  are  managed  and  administered  by their  governing  bodies  or  
Board   of  Directors  of the  exchange , which has  been  vested  with  wide  powers  along with  
discretionary  powers.  The powers of the governing body are as follows. 

a. To  manage and  control  the  functioning  of the  stock  exchange. 

b. To  regulate  the trading  in securities . 

c. To fine ,  suspend  or  expel  members  and  take  such  discretionary   actions  as it  deems  fit. 

d. To  follow  business  conduct  and  relationship ,  settle  disputes  if any,  amongst  members and  
between  members  and  non – members. 

e. T  make  or  amend  any  rule  , by  - laws  or  regulations  or  suspend their  operations  with  approval  
of the  government. 

f. To  interpret  the  rules , by  - laws  and  regulations  in its  own  discretion . 

g. To elect  office  bearers  and setting  up of  committees  like  Listing  Committee , Defaulter’s  
Committee , Arbitration Committee. 

4.5.2 The Governing Body of a Stock Exchange. 
The  governing  body  of  a  stock  exchange is  composed  of  brokers, public  representatives, government  
nominees  and  executive  directors and  it is  headed  by the  president  who is  an  experienced  broker.  It  
has been  observed  that  these  exchanges  are  dominated  by  brokers .  Public  representatives  do  not  take  
active  part   in the  activities  / affairs  of the  exchange.   Executive  director’s  function  tends  to get  
affected  by  the  dominance  of  brokers.  Thus the  exchanges , in  fact   tend  to  work  as  organization  
mainly  concerned  with the  interests  of  the  brokers. 

4.5.3 Role of Stock Exchange  
Stock exchange    is as an organized security market. It  provides  marketability  and  price  continuity  for  
shares  and  helps  in fair  revaluation  of shares  in terms  of their  intrinsic  worth .  It helps in orderly flow 
and distribution of savings between   different types of investments. It  helps  in  improving  the economic  
life  of  country  by  way  of  acting as a free  market  for  securities, as  prices  are  determined  by the  
forces  of demand  supply. 

The  stock  exchange  helps  in the  process  of  mobilization  of funds , because  savings  of the   
householders  are  made available  to the  Government  and  industries  to  carry out  their  developmental 
activities and  expanding  business  ventures, whereas in the  absence of  stock exchanges  household  saving  
would  have been  deviated  for  consumption  or  investing  in real  estate  or gold  and  jewelry  which  
tends  to be  unproductive  and  economically  wasteful. 

The   stock exchanges also  top  new  resources  and  stimulate  development of  broad  based  investment  in  
capital  formation  for the  industrial  undertakings.   Finance  from  external  sources  especially  from  
investing  public  can become  possible  only  when  an Institute  like  stock  exchange  provides  
opportunities  for the  conversion  of  small  and  scattered  saving  into  profitable  investment  with the  
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promises  of  reasonable  yield  and  minimum  element  of  risk . Thus  the  stock  exchange  not only  
mobilizes  savings  for  investment  but also  provides  a conduct  which  channelizes  the  saving  into  
investment  making  free  movement  of  capital.  The stock exchange provision benefits to the entire 
community in many ways.  It  helps  producers   to raise capital  which  in   turn  is  used  to generate  
employment  to a large  number of  people  and helps  consumers  to get  essential  goods  and services .  It 
also  provides  opportunity  to the  savers  to  store  value  in the  form  of  financial assets .  It also  
stimulates  entrepreneurial  development  by  way  of taking  initiative  in  developing  private  section  
enterprises  and  expansion  of  investing community  by  providing  gainful  utilization  of  otherwise  
sluggish  capital .  It is  expected  that the  stock exchanges  must  assume the  responsibility   of  protecting  
rights  and  interests  of  investors  especially  small  investors  in the  joint  Stock  companies. 

4.5.4 DEPOSITORY 
“A depository  is an  organization like  a central  Bank  where the  securities  of a  shareholders  are  held  in 
the  electronic  form  at the  request  of the  shareholders  through  the medium  of a  Depository  participant” 

“A depository is a central location for keeping securities in deposit.   It is  a  facility  for  holding  securities  
either  in  certified  or  uncertified  form  to  enable  book  entry  transfer  of  securities. ”   Depository  is  an  
institution  which  transfers  the  ownership  of securities  in  electronic  mode  on behalf  of  its  members.  
The  main function  of a  depository  is  to  dematerialize securities  and  enable  their  transactions  in book  
entry  form.   The  securities  are  transferred  by  debiting  the  investors  depository  account  and  crediting  
the  transferee’s  depository  account under the  depositary  system  the  investors  gain  on  account of  lower  
costs  and  lower  risks  or  theft  or  forgery  etc  and  efficiency  of it. 

A  depository  is a  bank  of security  where  dematerialized  physical  securities  are held  in  custody  and  
from  where  they  can be  traded .  This facilitates faster, risk free and low cost settlement. 

A depository participant (DP) is an agent of the depository.  He is intermediary between the depository and 
the investor.  The  relationship  between  the  depository  participants  and the  depository  is  governed  by 
an   agreement  mode  between  the  two  under  the  Depositories  Act.   A DP can offer  depository  related  
services  only  after  obtaining  a  certificate  of  registration  from  SEBI .  Financial institutions, banks 
custodians, stockholders etc are eligible to become a Depository Participant. 

4.5.5 Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) 
BSE  was  established  in  1875.  It  is  Asia’s  first  Stock  exchanges as  a  voluntary  nonprofit  making  
association  and  it  was  named as  “The  Native  Share  and  Stock  Broker  Association ”.  It is  the  most  
active  stock  market  of  India  accounting  for 70  percent  of  the listed  capital  in the  country, having  
over  75  percent  share  in  terms  of market  capitalization.  Its  turnover  accounts  for  nearly  one  third  of 
the  total  turnover  of  securities  in India  . The  BSE  stands  at the  top  position  in the  world  in terms  of  
listed  companies  and at  5th  position  in  transaction  numbers. 

The  BSE  has  SENSEX  as its  stock  market  index  , which  tracks  the  performance  of  30  major  
companies  listed  on the  basis of  performance .  The  companies  are  chosen  on the  basis of  liquidity, 
trading  volume  and  industry  representation . BSE  has a  nationwide  reach  with  a  presence  in  more  
than  450  cities  and  towns  of India. It has been at par with the international standards.  It is the first in the 
world to obtain  an ISO  9001  : 2000 certification. 

BSE  has  undergone  several  changes  since  2009 to  make it  the  most  exciting  trading  venue  for  the  
next  decade . BSE has Rs.  Hundred  crores  as  incentives  for  derivatives  in the  year  2011 .  As  a result 
trading  on the  exchange  has  resulted  its  savings  of around  Rs. 1400   Crores  for  industry ,  Transaction  
cost  on  BSE  is  99  percent  lower   than  the  rival  market leader .  Secondly  membership  cost  , 
including   refundable  deposits  on BSE  is  90%  lower  than  that  of rivals  membership  fee. For BSE it is 
Rs.  5000 compared to Rs. 5 Lakhs on NSE and MCX - SX. BSE  through  lower  membership  fee  has  
attracted  over    500  brokers  and  has  around  1500 registered  members .  Efficiency  of  the  BSE  
platform  has  improved  many  fold  over the  past  couple  of  years .  Now  trading  speed  has  been  
reduced  from  300  milliseconds  to just  10 milliseconds .  As  technology  up gradation  in  going on , the  
capacity  of  two  Lakh  orders  per  second  can be  achieved .    Trading speed  will  touch  200  micro 
seconds in the near future, which  will  put  BSE  among  the  top  ten  globally. 
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BSE  is  typing up  with  CISCO  for  changing  networks  across  the  country .  In  terms  of  products , BSE  
has all  key  offerings  that  rivals  have  and  all  these  are  available  for  brokers  at the  lowest  cost .  Most 
players are coming to the BSE to save on costs. BSE’s consolidated   operating cost for financial year 2011 – 
12 was Rs.  248 crores, including  cost of  depository , clearing  and  settlement  and  technology  services .  
This  is  50%  lesser   than the  operating  cost  of other  exchanges  in India , and  abroad. 

BSE  is now the  third   largest  equity  options  trading  place  in the   world  with  options  trading  cost  99  
percent  lower  than  rivals.   The derivative market share has risen from nil   to 25 percent.  The fall in each 
market volumes has been stabilized at 20 percent.  It is right  time  for  investors  to buy  shares in BSE .  At  
a  low  cost  venue , the  exchange  is  expected  to  grow  at a  much  faster  rate,   although  by  June   2011  
there  were  over  5085  listed  Indian  companies  and  ever  8196  scripts  on the  stock  exchange  having  
significant  trading  volume. 

4.5.6 The National Stock Exchange of India (NSE) 
NSE was  incorporated  in  November  1992  by  leading  financial  institutions  at the  behest  of 
Government of India , as a  tax  paying  company .   After  getting  recognisation  under  Securities  contracts  
(Regulation)  Act  1956,   in 1993  , as a  stock  Exchange  it  started  its   operations  as the  India’s  first  
wholesale Debt  Market  (WDM)  in June  1994.  Capital  Market  (Equities)  segment  of NSE  commenced  
its  operations  in November  1994  and  operations  in  Derivatives  segment  started  in June  2000 .  It is  
the  largest  stock  exchanges  of the  country  and the  third  largest  in the  world  in   terms  of  transactions 
.  NSE  laid  more  emphasis  on  improved  technology  and  providing  nationwide  services. Trading  on  
NSE   takes  place  through  a fully  automated  based  trading  mechanism  which  adopts  the  principle of  
world  driven  market .  The trading members execute the trading from their own offices. 

The  NSE has around  1.5  lakh  trading  terminals  spread   across  more  than  1500  tons  and  cities .  The 
NSE’s  key  index  is the  NSE  NIFTY , an index  of  fifty  major  stocks  weighted  by market  
capitalization .  The derivatives trading on NSE commenced June 2000.   The  futures ,  contract  on  NSE  is 
based  on  S&P CNX  Nifty   index .  The  futures  and  Options  trading  system  of NSE , called  NEAT  - F  
& O  trading  for  S & P  CNX  Nifty  futures   on a  nationwide  basis  and  an  online  monitoring  and  
surveillance  mechanism . 

4.5.6 SENSEX, NIFTY and Free Float Market 
Capitalization weighted indicates and follow the same trading mechanism trading hours, settlement  process 
etc. BSE  has  about  5000  listed  firms  ,  whereas the  NSE  has  around  1600.   Out of  8000  scripts  listed  
on the  Indian  Stock  markets , around   3000  are  activity  traded  and are  being  serviced  by 10,000  stock  
brokers  spread  all over the  country . 

Stock markets pay a pivotal role in the growth of the industry.  Since the stock markets is considered as the 
barometer of the economy, it fluctuation affects the economy   to a great extent.  The  economic role  played  
by the  Stock  exchanges  miles  in its  effectiveness  in  performing  successfully  two  basic  functions. 

1. To facilitate raising of resources  from the  widespread  community  for  providing   finance  to the  
corporate  sector  and  government  for  various   activities  undertaken  by the  government  and 

2. To provide an organized market place for the investors to buy and  sell  securities   freely. 

The  stock  exchanges  should  functions  in  such  a way  that they can  create  a climate  conducive  for  an 
Active primary  market  / new  issues  market  and  to   thus  to  establish a harmonious   relationships 
between   the  primary  market and  secondary  market. 

The   Indian  capital  market  has been  significant  in terms of  degree  of  development, volume  of  trading  
and  its  tremendous  growth  potential,  with  vast  amount  of  international  investment  being  poured  into  
Indian  Stock  markets over  the  last  decade , there has been  a rapid  change  in the  perception  about  
Indian  stock  market  being  immature  and under developed.  This  significant  rapid  growth  of  stock  
market  in India  has  highly  benefited  Indian  companies  in enjoying  market  capitalization  on   one hand  
and  contributed  significantly  towards  promoting  industries  and  commerce  in  India.  It  has  contributed  
towards  attaining  higher  rate  of  economic  growth  of India. 
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4.5.7 MCX-SX - The Third Stock Exchange - 
The    inauguration  of  India’s  third  national  stock  exchange  took  place  on 9th  Feb. 2012  with  focus  on  
expanding  market  reach,  quality  investor services and  innovative  products  to drive  liquidity. 

Stock exchange  business  has  one  primary  objective, that  trading  should  not be concentrated  only  in a   
few  hands  and  should   reach millions  of people  in  India’s  rural  areas .  In this  context  despite  their  
pioneering work  India’s  two  national  exchanges  have been  found  wanting.  According  to the  survey  by 
the  National  Council of Applied  Economic  Research  (NCAER)  only  1.3  percent  of  India’s  i.e 1.24  
billon  population  participates  in equity  trading  , compared  with 9.4  percent  in China  , 18  percent  in 
the  UK  and  41  percent  in Australia.  The reason for this  is  that  trading  has been  concentrated  mainly  
in the  top  five  cities  that account  for  85  percent  of the  total  turnover  of the  cash  segment  on the  
National  Stock  Exchange  (NSE) . The  top  100  scripts  have  contributed  to 76  percent  of the  turnover   
in NSE ‘s  cash  segment  and 61  percent  in the  current  financial  year.   And  90  percent  of  volumes  in 
the  equity  cash  market  are  proprietary  in nature  and  done  by only  573  proprietary  traders,  indicating  
concentration  of  trading  in only  a few  hands.   In addition  genuine  competition   is missing  since  NSE  
controls  more than  85  percent  of the  nation’s  equity  derivatives  market  and  handles  75  percent  of the  
stock  trades. 

MCX  - SX  would  justify  its  existence  only if  it can  remove  some of  these  anomalies  through  prudent  
market  practices  and  raising  the  bar  on  surveillance .  Also  the  cash  market  , where  genuine investors 
buy  or sell  shares  in companies  for  their  long term  prospects  , accounts  for just  5  percent  of traded  
volumes.  MCX  - SX  has  explained  its  focus  on a  robust  cash  exchange  will  concentrate  on this  and  
instead  of trying  to  build  volumes  by launching  newer  derivative  contracts  with hefty   incentives .  The  
birth  of a new  stock exchange  after  19  years  will  be  worthwhile  if it  can  prompt  the  entire  exchange  
space  in India  to  improve investors  confidence  through  introduction  of  innovative  products ,  reduction  
of  transaction  costs  and  superior   services. 

4.5.8 SME - Exchange 
A  landmark  development  in  India’s  financial  sectors, took  place  in  2012  with the  launch  of exchange  
dedicated  to small  and  medium  enterprises  .  In the  past  India  experimented  unsuccessfully  with  over  
the  Customer  Exchange  of India  (OTCED)  in  1989  and SME on  BSE  in 2005. 

“A  large  group  of  investors  should be  interested  in SME  exchanges  Private  equity  (PES) to  venture  
capital  (VC)  / angled  investors , high  net worth  individuals  (HNIs)   to strategic  investors.  VC assisted  
companies   looking  for next  round  of  funding,  subsidiaries  of large  firms   looking  to unlock  value, are  
some  who  would  be  interested  to  investing  SME , listed  on these  platform”. 

SME  exchanges  would  facilitate  the  further  growth  of the  MSME  sector .  An  SME  exchange  will  
help  small  companies  with  a good  track  record  to raise  capital  through  equity  shares. 

India  has  nearly  three  million  SMEs  and they  account  for 50  percent  of  industrial  output  and  42  
percent  of India’s  total  exports .  The Sector was in need of higher fund flows since long time. 

Availability  of  easy  and  low  - cost  capital  through  dedicated exchanges  will  stimulate  the  growth  of 
SME  sector  ,  promote  domestic  employment  .  Under  the  SEBI’s  regulations  for  SME  exchanges  , 
the  governance  process  and  practices  of SME  , will  become  more  transparent  , Script  listing  norms  
would  impart  discipline  in their  functioning  especially  in  accounting  standards .  A  listing  would  
enhance   the status  of  small  companies  and  give  them  spin  - off  gains  in  brand  building  , visibility  
and  recognition. 

4.6 Impact of Inflation on Capital Market  
Prices of stocks depend upon the net earnings of a company.  It  depends  on  the  expectation  of how  much  
profit  the  company  is  likely  to make  in the  long  run  or the  near  future.  If  it is  expected  that a  
company  is  likely  expected   to  perform  well  in  the  years  to come, the  stock  prices  of the  company  
will  rise .   On the  other hand  if it is  observed  from the  trends  that  the  performance  of the  company  
will  not be  satisfactory  in  the  long  run  , the   stock  prices will not  rise.  Thus  the  prices  of stocks  vary  
directly  with  the  performance  of the  company.  In the event  , when  inflation  increases  the  company  
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earning  (worth)  tends  to decrease  which  adversely  affects  the  stock  prices  and  ultimately  the returns .   
Similarly when  the  rate  of  inflation  is  higher  , then  the  interest  is also  higher ,   when both   inflation  
and  interest  rate  are higher  , the  creditor  will  have  a tendency  to  compensate  for  this rise  in the  
interest  rates  , which  discourages investors  from  investing  funds  in stock  markets. 

When  the  government  has  enough  funds  to  circulate  in the  market  , the  prices   of goods  and  services  
rise  significantly   which  reduces the purchasing   power  of individuals .  The value of money decreases. 
Hence  if the  economy  has  to  flourish  , inflation  and stock  market  have  to be  more  confirming  and  
predictable. 

4.7 SUMMARY 
It can be said that capital market involves in the significant contribution towards quantity of savings, capital 
formation and efficient allocation of capital. The capital formed raises the productivity of investment. It also 
enhances the efficiency of a financial system as diverse competitors with each other for financial resources. 
The capital market facilitates portfolio diversification that allows savers to maximize returns on their assets 
and reduce risks. Thus an efficient capital market optimizes the amount of savings that finances investment 
at any level of saving. 

Industrial securities market commonly known as shares, Government securities market and Long Term Loan 
market are the elements of capital market. Industrial securities market is further divided into primary market 
and secondary market. Debentures and bonds are mostly issued by large corporate houses, government 
undertaking and municipality or corporations. Mutual fund is a trust that pools savings of a large number of 
investors who share a common financial goal. 

All the above instruments of saving and funding need a market. Stock market is a place where trading takes 
place. The stock market is also known as stock exchange also. In India there are 23 Stock exchanges. But 
most of the trade takes place on Bombay Stock is Exchange of India (OTCEI). MCX-SX is the new stock 
exchange recently inaugurated on 9th Frb.2012 with a focus on expanding market reach quality investor 
services and innovative products to drive liquidity. 

A SME exchange is also a landmark development in India’s financial sector which was started in 2012 and is 
dedicated to small and medium enterprises. 

BSE and NSE have an Index as SENSEX and NIFTY which are the key motivator for the investor. The 
minor fluctuation of SENSEX and NIFTY triggers the move of the economy. 

Stock markets pay a pivotal role in the growth of the industry.  Since the stock markets is considered as the 
barometer of the economy, it fluctuation affects the economy   to a great extent. 
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5.1  INTRODUCTION 
Research is a process and means to acquire knowledge about any natural or human phenomena.  Rapid, 
Social, Economic and Technological changes of modern times are causes as well as effects of new 
discoveries, invention and findings in various walks of lives.  135 

R. P. Mishra further stated that Research plays two important roles (1) it contributes to the general fund of 
knowledge and (2) it helps to solve many complex problems of the society.  And therefore research is 
classified as pure and applied.136  The basic or fundamental research involves asking and answering of 
questions that do not involve immediate solutions of pragmatic problems.137 

Research in common parlance refers to a search for knowledge.   One can also define research as a scientific 
and systematic search for pertinent information on a specific topic. In fact, research is an art of scientific 
investigation. The Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current English lays down the meaning of research as 
“a careful investigation or inquiry especially through search for new facts in any branch of knowledge.138 
Redman and Mory define research as a “systematized effort to gain new knowledge.139 Some people consider 
research as a movement, a movement from the known to the unknown. It is actually a voyage of discovery. 
We all possess the vital instinct of inquisitiveness for, when the unknown confronts us, we wonder and our 
inquisitiveness makes us probe and attain full and fuller understanding of the unknown. 

This inquisitiveness is the mother of all knowledge and the method, which man employs for obtaining the 
knowledge of whatever the unknown, can be termed as research. Research is an academic activity and as 
such the term should be used in a technical sense. According to Clifford Woody research comprises defining 
and redefining problems, formulating hypothesis or suggested solutions; collecting, organizing and 
evaluating data; making deductions and reaching conclusions; and at last carefully testing the conclusions to 
determine whether they fit the formulating hypothesis. D. Slesinger and M. Stephenson in the Encyclopedia 
of Social Sciences define research as “the manipulation of things, concepts or symbols for the purpose of 
generalizing to extend, correct or verify knowledge, whether that knowledge aids in construction of theory or 
in the practice of an art.140 Research is, thus, an original contribution to the existing stock of knowledge 
making for its advancement. It is the pursuit of truth with the help of study, observation, comparison and 
experiment. In short, the search for knowledge through objective and systematic method of finding solution 
to a problem is research. The systematic approach concerning generalization and the formulation of a theory 
is also research. As such the term ‘research’ refers to the systematic method consisting of enunciating the 
problem, formulating a hypothesis, collecting the facts or data, analyzing the facts and reaching certain 
conclusions either in the form of solutions(s) towards the concerned problem or in certain generalizations for 
some theoretical formulation. 

5.2. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of research is to discover answers to questions through the application of scientific procedures. 
The main aim of research is to find out the truth which is hidden and which has not been discovered as yet, 
though each research study has its own specific purpose.  Research objectives as falling into a number of 
following broad groupings: 

1. To gain familiarity with a phenomenon or to achieve new insights into it (studies with this object in 
view are termed as exploratory or formulative research studies); 

2. To portray accurately the characteristics of a particular individual, situation or a group (studies with this 
object in view are known as descriptive research studies); 

                                                             
135 R.P.Misra a Hand Book of Research Methodology, Concept Publishing Company, new Delhi 59. 
136 Ibid. 
137 Robert W. Durrenberger, Geographical Research and Writing, New York, T.Y. Crowell Co. 1971, P. 3. 
138 The Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current English, Oxford, 1952, p. 1069. 
139 L.V. Redman and A.V.H. Mory, The Romance of Research, 1923, p.10. 
140 The Encyclopaedia of Social Sciences, Vol. IX, MacMillan, 1930. 
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3. To determine the frequency with which something occurs or with which it is associated with something 
else (studies with this object in view are known as diagnostic research studies); 

4. To test a hypothesis of a causal relationship between variables (such studies are known as hypothesis-
testing research studies). 

The focus of the study is on developing equity culture in India. 

In view of the above cited facts the researcher decided to take up the present study with the following 
specific objectives: 

a. To enquire into the growth of domestic savings and investment with special reference to industrial 
securities. 

b. To assess the growth of Indian capital market with special reference to equity market. 

c. To examine the socio-economic background of respondent investor and verify the correlation between 
the investment and the demographic factors of the respondents. 

d. To know the existing investment pattern of respondents and their satisfaction with it. 

e. To elicit the opinion of respondents on equity investment and factors encouraging it. 

f. To study and analyze various factors that influences the investment decision making process of the 
investors. 

g. To identify the factors that influences the investors towards investment in the capital market. 

This is a research which is exploratory in nature.  This study involves certain issues and facts which related 
to the investment in the securities / equity market. The stock market is considered as the barometer of the 
economy. It is considered as Alibabas’ treasure for some and place of darkness for some. It is like monsoon 
vagaries and uncertain. It could be experienced even in today’s behavior of stock exchange. In short it is 
Pandora box containing pride, sorrow, hate, pleasure or fate of the investors. At the same time if more retail 
investment is made in the stock / equity market, it definitely will help the industrial sector to grow at a good 
pace. K.Srinivasa Rao (2006)141 found that promotion of equity culture is a must and it will be an enabling 
factor to raise superior type of capital for industrial sector, which will not only add to capital stock of the 
companies for industrial sector but will also enhance their borrowing capacity from banks and financial 
institutions. 

But it has been found that the spread of equity culture is very less in India as compared to other countries. 
The researcher wants to identify the reasons / limitations of the investors to invest in the equity market. 
Globalization in 1991 and I.T. revolution have changed the whole scenario hence Researcher had many 
limitations to collect data and make analysis.  Moreover the investors are reluctant to answer the 
questionnaire which makes the researcher difficult to collect the data. 

5.3 HYPOTHESES OF THE STUDY 
In view of the above discussion and objectives researcher decided to test following Null Hypotheses. 

 Hypothesis No. 1 
Capital appreciation is the major objective to choose a particular line of investment by the investor. 

Null Hypothesis (Ho): Capital appreciation is the major objective to choose a particular line of investment 
by the investor. 

Alternative Hypothesis (H1): Investor gives equal weightage to all reasons to choose a particular line of 
investment. 

                                                             
141 K.Srinivasa Rao (2006) “Indian Capital Market Spread of Equity Culture” Finance India Vol XXIIINo.3, 
pp.967-970 
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 Hypothesis No. 2 
The majority of investors follow the mixed approach i.e. safe, reasonable returns combined with 
speculative benefits. 

Null Hypothesis (Ho): “The majority of investors follow the mixed approach i.e. safe, reasonable returns 
combined with speculative benefits.” 

Alternative Hypothesis (H1): “The majority of investors do not follow the mixed approach i.e. safe, 
reasonable returns combined with speculative benefits.” 

 Hypothesis No. 3 
The information furnished through prospectus by the companies is insufficient to make decision for 
investment. 

Null Hypothesis (Ho): “The information furnished through prospectus by the companies is insufficient to 
make decision for investment”. 

Alternative Hypothesis (H1): “Opinion of investors regarding the information furnished in prospectus by 
the companies is unbiased” 

 Hypothesis No. 4 
Equity shares are preferred as safe option by the majority. 

Null Hypothesis (Ho): “Equity shares are preferred as option by the majority”. 

Alternative Hypothesis (H1):  “All given options of investments are equally preferred by the investors” 

 Hypothesis No. 5 
There is a significant relationship between the age and income of the investors and investment portfolio. 

Null Hypothesis (Ho): “There is a significant relationship between the age and income of the investors and 
investment portfolio.” 

Alternative Hypothesis (H1): “There is no significant relationship between the age and income of the 
investors and investment portfolio”. 

There is a wide scope for further research, since International scenario is changing very fast. 

5.4 MOTIVATION OF RESEARCH 
Researcher is an investor in the equity market. The reason to invest in the equity market is that every year, 
when the company draws up its accounts, the company profit for the year will become apparent. 

The directors of the company will decide how much of the profit to plough back into the company, and how 
much to distribute to the owners of the equity - i.e. the shareholders. The profit is then distributed as an 
amount per share - called a dividend. Companies like to increase their dividend year on year. As well as the 
profit from the dividends, equity share owners will also benefit if the share price rises. This means that the 
shareholders can sell their equity shares at a higher price than they were bought originally. 

So the investment return from equity shares comes from two sources: the dividends paid from the profits of 
the company, and the rise in the equity share price. This return, combining these two sources of profit, has 
comfortably exceeded the rate of inflation in the past. While going through the news time it was found that 
there is very little number of investors who are investing in the equity market. Compared to other financial 
instruments of investment, equity market has given very high returns. 

Many researchers claim that the stock market is a chaos system142. Stocks tend to be the most volatile 
investments. This means that the value of stocks can drop in the short term. Sometimes stock prices may 
even fall for a protracted period. 

                                                             
142 Manna Majumder , MD Anwar Hussian (2010), “Forecasting Of Indian Stock Market Index Using 
Artificial Neural Network”, publications, NSE, India. 
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Many experts and advisors on television and other media advise retail investors to invest in equities, but to 
no avail. There is absolutely no interest in equities at the retail level and mutual funds, too, are seeing record 
redemptions.  Indian retail investors are more or less completely out of equities and would rather buy gold 
instead143. So the researcher felt a need to know the reasons behind the investment in equity market and other 
instruments by the investors. 

Researcher feels that this is the right time to make an overall study of the investor’s problems that has 
become the most significant in recent times as far as investment is concern.  In the light of this Researcher 
decided to take up this topic for his in depth study. 

5.5 THE RESEARCH DESIGN 
The research problem having been formulated in clear cut terms, the researcher prepared a research design 
and for that purpose fixed conceptual structure for the plan of conducting the research. 

The preparation of such design facilitates research to be as efficient as possible yielding maximal 
information. In other words, the function of research design is to provide for the collection of relevant 
evidence with minimal expenditure of effort, time and money. But how all these can be achieved depends 
mainly on the research purpose. Research purposes may be grouped into four categories, viz., (i) 
Exploration, (ii) Description, (iii) Diagnosis, and (iv)  Experimentation. 

A flexible research design which provides opportunity for considering many different aspects of a problem is 
considered appropriate if the purpose of the research study is that of exploration. But when the purpose 
happens to be an accurate description of a situation or of an association between variables, the suitable 
design is made having minimum bias and maximum reliability of the data collected and analyzed. 

The research is descriptive research as it describes the descriptive state of Indian Capital market. It seeks 
answers to questions like who are the investors in the capital market, purpose of investment in equities, risk 
appetite and etc. Efforts are also made to know whether regulatory bodies like SEBI are functioning to 
safeguard the investor. 

The analysis of the data gathered through the study is expected to indicate how equity culture can be 
developed in the area of the study. 

It is the field research that uses methods like survey through questionnaires and personal interviews. The 
instant research explores systematic information about investor’s behavior through the data collected from 
respondents in the selected urban cities of Maharashtra. 

The researcher has used the information available on Indian capital market and global market. She has tried 
to evaluate through survey how far it has reached the expected outcome in India. The research project aims at 
finding out the opinions of investors about investment in equity market. As such, it is the qualitative 
research, though the researcher has attempted to convert selected qualitative aspects into quantitative data for 
the sake of evaluation and comparison. 

The preparation of the research design, appropriate for a particular research problem, involves usually the 
consideration of the following: 

a. the means of obtaining the information; 

b. the availability and skills of the researcher and his staff 

c. (if any); 

d. explanation of the way in which selected means of obtaining information will be organized and the  
reasoning leading to the selection; 

e. the time available for research; and 

f. the cost factor relating to research, i.e., the finance needed to pursue the study. 

                                                             
143 http://business.outlookindia.com/article.aspx?283403 
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It comprised of investors in Maharashtra. In view of the research purpose, eleven major urban cities of 
Maharashtra were chosen for study. These are identified as the focus of the research, as these are prominent 
cities of Maharashtra. The details regarding the investors were obtained from the broking houses in the 
selected cities. 

Ten Cities with High Concentration 
Share trading is heavily lopsided in India as the top ten cities account for more than 75 percent of trading, 
although there is huge potential lying untapped in Tier-2 and Tier-3 cities. 

Table no. 5.1 Percentage of Trading in Different Cities 
 

Source: SEBI 

 
Figure No. 5.1Percentage of trading in different cities. 

This shows that equity cult is yet to penetrate in the country as number of equity investors is just 2% of total 
population. Maharashtra & Gujarat are accounting more than 60% of investors. Total number of DP 
(Depository Participant) Account holder (NSDL+ CDSL)144 is 2, 09, 19,851 which is 1.69% of the 
population145. According to Mumbai based official of leading depository, the alarming fact is that around 30-
35% of the entire demat accounts are zero balance as no transactions were taking place. 

"Recently, all the banks are encouraging their savings account customers to open online trading and demat 
accounts. Mostly the clients agree as banks do not charge them for initial 1-2 years. However, there is no 
business coming from most of such accounts as clients are not operating them due to poor market scenario. 

                                                             
144 https://nsdl.co.in/  & http://www.cdslindia.com/ as on 28/2/2013 
145 http://www.centralbankofindia.co.in/upload/news/On-line_trading_launch.pdf 

Sr. No. City % of Trading 
1 Mumbai 49.88 
2 Ahmadabad 6.91 
3 Delhi 5.60 
4 Chennai 4.16 
5 Kolkata 3.17 
6 Rajkot 2.91 
7 Baroda 1.07 
8 Jaipur 0.69 
9 Kanpur 0.57 
10 Pune 0.40 
11 Others 24.64 
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5.5.1 SELECTION OF RESPONDENTS 
Though investors are available in all the cities of Maharashtra, for the purpose of the study, it was decided to 
concentrate mainly on the following: - 

a. Those investors who were willing to spend their time and wished to contribute to the research willingly. 
For sampling of field level officers following methods were used for random sampling. 

Cluster sampling – The respondents / investors were considered from selected cities of Maharashtra as the 
respondents from these areas will represent the whole population of the study area. The cities selected are: 
Mumbai, Pune, Nagpur, Kolhapur, Latur, Aurangabad, Amravati, Solapur, Akola, Sangli and Satara. 

Sample Size - Sample size determination is the act of choosing the number of observations or replicates to 
include in a statistical sample. The sample size is an important feature of any empirical study in which the 
goal is to make inferences about a population from a sample. In practice, the sample size used in a study is 
determined based on the expense of data collection146 

Some scholars have suggested mathematical formulas for determining the sample size. 

For example, Taro Yamane (1970:886:87) has given the following formulae: 

n =  

where N is the total population & ‘e’ is error or confidence level. 

In this study N= 41839702, e = 3% 

n =  

n = 1067 

and at e = 5% N = 350 

This means that a sample of 767 respondents at 5% confidence level or sampling error, for a population of 
41839702 (at approx) would create a good sample size for data analysis. 

A sample frame of all individual investors who has a Demat account in NSDL or CSDL were randomly 
selected as respondents. Given that the 4,18,39,702 investors of Maharashtra had opened accounts with the 
depositories, Using a confidence of level of 95% with marginal error of 3% a sample size of sample size of 
1067 respondents was generated. 

This sample was increased by 10%, to cater for non-response. This increased the sample size to 1174 
(adjusted to 1200). Therefore, the study had a sample size of 1200 individual investors. 

The response is denoted in the table given below: 

Table No. 5.2 
Sr. No. Name of the City Questionnaire Sent Responses Received % of Responses 

1 Mumbai 100 90 10 
2 Pune 200 170 19 
3 Nagpur 100 75 9 
4 Kolhapur 100 75 9 
5 Amravati 100 65 7 
6 Akola 100 65 7 
7 Solapur 100 80 9 
8 Sangli 100 60 7 
9 Satara 100 70 8 

                                                             
146 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sampling_(statistics) 
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10 Latur 100 65 7 
11 Aurangabad 100 60 7 

 Total 1200 875 100 
Source: Primary Data 

The Researcher also interacted with some of the brokers in the Pune city to know their views and opinion. 
There are many brokers and broking houses in the city. So as per the convenience of the brokers, they were 
selected and interviewed. It has provided significant insight to the researcher. 

 
Figure No. 5.5: Districts of Maharashtra 

5.5.2 SOURCES AND TOOLS OF COLLECTION OF DATA 
Sources of data: - The researcher has used both the types of data – Primary and Secondary. The sources and 
tools used for collection of data are explained below 

Primary Data: - The secondary data was expected to provide the necessary information regarding the past 
and present scenario of Indian capital market. The researcher developed tools to collect relevant primary data 
from the investor willing to respond. This was essential as the views investors were vital to know the various 
avenues of investment, factors affecting the investment and so on. It was also necessary to know whether the 
investors are more reluctant to invest in equity market. 

Primary data were therefore collected through the following: - 

a. Surveys: - Questionnaires were designed and send to the brokers in all the cities except Pune. The brokers 
and some of the MBA students staying in the research area helped the researcher to obtain the views of the 
respondents. The researcher belongs to Pune, so the researcher personally contacted the respondents and 
collected the data. 

b. Interviews: - Brokers are the agents between the investors and the stock exchanges. They are aware about 
the market as well as the investor’s sentiments and requirements. So the researcher decided to interact with 
some of the brokers in the city. Detailed discussions during the interviews sessions have helped the 
researcher to identify the present status of equity market and suggestions to improve and develop the equity 
culture. 

The questionnaire mentioned above is given at the end of the chapter. 
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Secondary Data 
A well regulated and properly functioning capital market clearly plays many roles and offers many benefits. 
Capital markets allow the efficient transfer of funds between borrowers and lenders. Households and 
investors who are short of funds to take up profitable investment opportunities that yield rates of return 
higher than the market are able to borrow funds and invest more than they would have done without capital 
markets. However, to play the above roles and attain these ideals, a capital market needs to be effectively 
organized and operated, with a continuous flow of orders around the equilibrium prices. The related 
documented information is available through various sources. 

The researcher has used following sources of secondary data: - 

a. Published information in newspapers regarding Stock market. 

b. Books 

c. Articles in journals 

d. Reports of NSE, BSE, NSDL, CSDL, SEBI. 

e. Internet: - The researcher has widely used internet as a tool because a lot of information on investor’s 
behavior is readily available on the net. Net browsing was found to be a very useful tool for the research. 

The secondary data has proved extremely useful to the researcher in defining the concept, formulating 
hypotheses, designing the research framework and formulating the tools for collection of primary data. The 
available secondary data has provided a deep insight to the researcher for understanding the issues involved 
and developing a theme to focus the study. 

5.5.3 TOOLS FOR COLLECTION OF DATA 
The researcher has developed a questionnaire with the guidance of the research guide. The questionnaire 
consists of 34 questions is to assess the spread of equity culture among the investors. 

The questionnaire has three parts. In the first part, the demographic factors of the investors’ are recorded 
primarily for their classification. 

The second part of the questionnaire is related to the investment details of the investor. The various avenues 
in which the investor has invested in and details regarding investment in capital market viz primary, 
secondary or both are recorded. Furthermore, a ranking scale was employed to find out what other factors 
affect investors to change their investment profile. 

The final part of the questionnaire is related to the open ended questions asking the details related to 
government control on stock exchange, SEBI measures and suggestions / opinion from the investors to 
increase the equity culture. 

 Pilot Study and testing of the Instrument 
Pilot study is an informal exploratory investigation which serves as a single guide for larger 147study. The 
researcher has prepared a structured questionnaire. The questionnaire was pretested during May 2011 on a 
sample of 25 investors comprising of brokers, investment managers, academicians and investors at Pune. The 
pilot study was undertaken to identify and eliminate ambiguous terms and to check the reliability of 
questions. Necessary changes were made in the instrument on the basis of responses for test questionnaires. 

 ACTUAL COLLECTION OF DATA: 
According to Pauline V. Young148the data could be classified   as documentary source and field source.  
Books, manuscripts, diaries, letters etc., are to be considered secondary source or documentary source and 
information collected by the individual and or group of individuals is the primary source of information. 

The primary data was collected from investors spread over eleven selected major cities in Maharashtra. A 
total of 1200 questionnaires were sent to the investors mainly through broker offices in the respective cities. 
                                                             
147 Ram Ahuja Research Methods Rawat Publications New Delhi 2001 
148 Pauline V. Young, Scientific Social Survey New York, 1960 
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Questionnaire were distributed and collected during August 2011 to February 2012. In some cities a large 
number of investors were contacted personally and the questionnaire were distributed on one day and were 
collected the next day. The questionnaire so distributed numbered to more than 300. With continuous efforts 
from all concerned it was possible to collect 875 questionnaires in all. The questionnaire were been 
scrutinized, unusable questionnaires has been edited and discarded and 767 questionnaire were valid to use 
for analysis. 

5.5.4 Period of the Study 
The study covers a period of five years i.e 2005 to 2010. However the primary data is collected from the 
investors from August 2011 to February 2012. During the year the period 2005 to the present period many 
developments took place in the Indian capital market. Stock market barometers, both BSE Sensex and S&P 
CNX Nifty went to unprecedented levels reflecting the movements of international bellwether market indices 
such as NASDAQ composite and DOW Jones and the developments in the domestic economy. These 
developments had their impact on the behaviors of equity investors. 

5.5.5 Techniques for Analysis of Data 
The focus of the research is to bring out the information related to the spread of equity culture in Indian 
Capital market. The researcher has used SPSS research software for analysis of quantitative data. The steps 
followed for analysis are given below: - 

 All the questionnaires were cross checked for clarity and accuracy. The researcher went through these 
questionnaires rapidly to get a feel of the replies. 

 Coding was done for the closed ended questions. The data in the questionnaires were recorded in the 
SPSS research software. 

 Frequency tables were generated from the entered data. Cross tabulation was done and Split tables were 
also generated where ever necessary. 

 The data were studied and broad inferences were drawn. Percentages were used to draw conclusions. 

 The Likert scale is used to verify the investor perception to risk of investing in various companies. 

Likert Analysis – A Likert scale is a psychometric scale commonly involved in research that employs 
questionnaires. It is the most widely used approach to scaling responses in survey research, such that the 
term is often used interchangeably with rating scale. The scale is named after its inventor psychologist 
Rensis Likert149. When responding to a Likert questionnaire item, respondents specify their level of 
agreement or disagreement on a symmetric agree - disagree scale for a series of statements. 

The Likert scale is the sum of responses on several Likert items. A Likert item is simply a statement which 
the respondent is asked to evaluate according to any kind of subjective or objective criteria; generally the 
level of agreement or disagreement is measured. It is considered symmetric or "balanced" because there are 
equal amounts of positive and negative positions. Often five point scale are used. 

The format of a typical five-level Likert item, for example, could be: 

Sr. No. Likert item Weightage 
1 Strongly disagree 5 
2 Disagree 4 
3 Neither agree nor disagree 3 
4 Agree 2 
5 Strongly agree 1 

Total of weightage is 15 and the average weightage is 3. (=5+4+3+2+1=15/5=3) 

                                                             
149 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Likert_scale 
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Average weightage is the expected mean. If calculated mean of the actual data is more than the expected 
mean, that particular characteristics is significant and dominant and vice-versa.  Expected mean is denoted 
by X and actual mean is denoted by x. 

Actual mean (x) =  

Therefore, if calculated mean is more than expected mean, i.e. x>X, then that parameter or Likert item is 
significant or dominating. 

 Chi-square tests and Z- test were applied to select data for testing some of the hypotheses. 

In case of open ended questions the researcher carefully studied the replies of the respondents. Common 
elements were found out from this qualitative data for drawing appropriate conclusions. The replies to the 
open ended questions and their analysis were compared with the results of quantitative data. 

The discussions with brokers were recorded by the researcher. The common points made by them were cross 
checked with the analysis of qualitative and quantitative data mentioned above. The analysis of the 
qualitative data recorded through these interviews is analyzed separately by the researcher. 

5.5.6 DIFFICULTIES IN THE COLLECTION OF DATA: 
While collecting the information from the respondents researcher has to face number of the difficulties.  
Most of the questionnaires were not totally filled and for this purpose researcher has to meet in person and 
tried to get the necessary answers.  The researcher tried to overcome this problem by informing the 
respondents that her objective is wholly focused on promoting the ordinary investors’ interest and 
strengthening their protection, and that this research is for study purpose only. 

Researcher found that some of the respondents were reluctant to supply information for the following 
obvious reasons: 

a. The investors did not wanted to disclose personal financial data to outsiders 

b. Most of the respondents were not ready to spare time to fill up the questionnaire. 

5.5.7 Style of report writing: 
The style is the conventional form strictly following the specifications of the RTM university Nagpur. 

5.6 SUMMARY 
Researcher has taken due care to make the study representative in character.  Researcher had conducted Pilot 
Study before the preparation of final questionnaire.  Final questionnaire was prepared carrying 34 questions.  
Questionnaires were distributed to the investors who were willing to spare time.  For this purpose researcher 
personally met the respondents and got the questionnaires filled.  Before circulation of the questionnaires 
researcher had had contacted various brokers in different cities and asked the help to take the views of the 
investors. Even the MBA students helped to gather the required data, In Pune the brokers were contacted 
personally and personal interview was conducted to obtain necessary information.  More than 50% of the 
questionnaires distributed were collected and finally set for analysis. 

The study is of exploratory as well as descriptive in nature. Both direct and indirect method of collection of 
data has been used to make it more comprehensive and representative of the universe. 
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6.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter researcher has processed the data. The collected primary data through questionnaire and 
personal interview have been classified, analyzed, tabulated and interpreted with the help of statistical tools 
such as percentage, average, Chi-squared test and Z test depending upon the need of the analysis. The 
observations are been considered and conclusion have been drawn strictly adhering to the objectives and 
hypotheses have been tested. 

PROFILE OF THE RESPONDENTS 
Table 6.1 is prepared to study the gender-wise classification of the respondents; since gender has a 
significant role in the investment decision making. 

Table No. (6.1): Gender wise Classification of the Respondents 
Gender No. of Respondents Percentage 

Male 608 79.27 
Female 159 20.73 
Total 767 100 

Source: Primary Data 

 
Figure No. 6.1: Gender wise Classification of the Respondents 

Interpretation: When gender wise responses of the respondents are taken into consideration, it is observed 
that male account for 79.27% as compared to 20.73 % in case of females. Table 6.1 reveals that capital 
market is dominated by male investors as they are prepared to take risk as compared to female investors. 
When enquired into detail about the female investor, female are mostly dependant on husband and most of 
the female surveyed were not serving anywhere or given up their jobs. Whatever funds they were investing 
was given by the spohas good family background anduse or to shift the liability of income tax. It is also 
revealed that those female investor. It is also told by some female respondent they are ignorant about the 
investment that is made in their name by their spouse or sometimes parents. 

Table 6.2 shows the breakup of age wise classification of the respondents, since it is one of the major factors 
that motivate investment decision of the investor. 

Table No. (6.2) Age – Group wise Classification of the Respondents 
Age Group Male Female Total 

 No. % No. % No. % 
18 - 25 yrs 75 12.34 - - 75 9.78 
26 - 35 yrs 227 37.33 89 55.97 316 41.20 
36 - 45 yrs 118 19.41 46 28.93 164 21.38 
46 - 55 yrs 154 25.33 19 11.95 173 22.56 

56 yrs and above 34 5.59 3 3.15 39 5.08 
Total 608 100.00 157 100.00 767 100.00 
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Figure No. (6.2) Age – Group wise Classification of the Respondents 

 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation:  Table 6.2 shows that 41.20% of the respondents investing in capital markets were in the age 
group 26-35 years of age followed by 46 to 55yrs age group, 36 to 45 years age group, 18-25 years, 56 yrs 
and above in descending order of magnitude. The respondents within the age group 26-35 years of age 
account for 85.14 % of the total respondents. In case of Male this percentage stood at 85.07%, whereas for 
females it was 96.85 %. Thus females start investing in capital markets after maturity or above 26 years of 
age. The enquiry revealed that for male 26-35 is the age group when they get start earning and tries to make 
investment to earn more income and for female this is the age group when they get married and try to settle 
and prefer to invest on their own or spouse to have investment for shifting the burden of income tax. 

Table 6.3 below explains the marital status of the respondents to know the impact of investment 
decision after marriage. 

Table No. (6.3) Marital Status – Group wise Classification of the Respondents 
Marital Status No. of Respondents % 

Married 560 73.01 
Single 203 26.47 

Divorced 4 0.52 

 
767 100 

Figure No. (6.3) Marital Status – Group wise Classification of the Respondents 

 
Source: Primary Data 
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Interpretation:  From the table No.6.3, it can be observed that 73.01% of the respondents were married, 
26.47 % of them were single / unmarried. Hence they it may be concluded that married persons prefer to 
invest in stock market as compared to unmarried ones. When questioned reasons for this it was told that after 
marriage a sense of insecurity and provision for higher other income is the attraction for the investment. 

Table 6.4 is prepared to depict the occupation profile of the respondents under study. 

Table No. (6.4): Occupation wise Classification of the Respondents 
Occupation No. of Respondents Percentage (%) 

Private Service 241 31.42 
Self Employed/Professional 136 17.73 
Student 100 13.04 
Retired Person 42 5.48 
Businessman 74 9.65 
Govt. Service 154 20.07 
Housewife 20 2.61 
Total 767 100 

Figure No. (6.4) Occupation wise Classification of the Respondents 

 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation:  Table 6.4 reveals the fact that as regards to occupation, 31.42 % of the respondents were 
employed in private sector, followed by 20.07 % were Govt. employees, 17.73 % were self employed. Table 
is indicative of the fact that large number of the respondents belongs to the private sector followed by Govt. 
employees, professors, students , business man , retired persons and housewives. The enquiry reveals that 
respondents in service dominate the investment in shares, whereas retire persons are seen indifferent to 
invest. It is also seen that retired persons do not want to risk their pension or balance in stock exchange and 
wants to keep their funds secured for provisions for health problems etc. and do not want to allow others to 
share in their funds for no. of obvious reasons. Thus, the nature of occupation tends to determine their 
participation in the capital market. 

Table No. (6.5) Occupation wise Classification of the Respondents 
Education Qualification No. of Respondent % 

Tenth (X) Pass 04 0.52 
Twelfth (XII) Pass 20 2.61 
Graduate 506 65.97 
Post Graduate / & above 237 30.90 
Total 767 100 
Figure No. (6.5) Occupation wise Classification of the Respondents 
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Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation:  From the findings, it is apparent that the majority of the surveyed investors 66 % had 
attained a bachelor’s degree as their highest level of education. This implies that it would be very easy to 
sensitize the investors about Capital Markets since most of the investors have attained a commendable level 
of education. Also we can see that 31% of the respondents have completed their post graduate too. This 
implies that the investors are educated enough to take the decisions regarding investing in equity market. 

Table No. (6.6) Family wise Classification of the Respondents 
 

Figure No. (6.6) Family wise Classification of the Respondents 

 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation:  From the table no. 6.6, it is evident that 62.84% of the respondents are having nuclear 
families, whereas 37.16 % are from joint families. This may be the result of higher level of savings for 
investment available with those from nuclear families than those from joint families. 

Family Type No. of Respondent % 
Nuclear Family 482 62.84 
Joint Family 285 37.16 
Total 767 100 
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Table No. (6.7) Monthly Income of the Respondents. 
Income Level No. of Respondent % 

Rs. 10,000 - Rs. 25,000 77 10.04 
Rs. 25,000 - Rs. 50,000 144 18.77 
Rs. 50,000 - Rs. 75,000 401 52.28 
Rs. 75,000 and above 145 18.91 
Total 767 100 

Figure No. (6.7) Monthly Income of the Respondents. 

 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation:  An investor’s level of income was also established to be able to understand the effect it 
would have on the level and choices of investment in capital markets. Table no. 6.7 shows that about 52% of 
the respondents were having monthly income in the range of Rs. 50,000 to Rs. 75,000 per month and 18.91 
% of them had it Rs. 70,000 and more. Thus 71.19 % respondents were from the monthly income of Rs. 
50,000 and above. 

Table No. (6.8) Monthly Expenditure of the Respondents. 
Monthly Expenses No. of Respondent % 

Less than Rs. 10,000 55 7.17 
Rs. 10,000 - Rs. 25,000 58 7.56 
Rs. 25,000 - Rs. 50,000 132 17.20 
Rs. 50,000 - Rs. 75000 388 50.59 
Rs. 75000 and above 134 17.48 
Total 767 100 

Figure No. (6.8) Monthly Expenditure of the Respondents. 

 
Source: Primary Data 
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Interpretation:  From the above table no. 6.8 it is observed that 68.07 % of the respondents had monthly 
expenditure in the range of Rs. 50,000 and above. Thus higher the level of income, higher is the potential for 
saving money among the respondents. 

Table No. (6.9) Respondents Experience of Investment in Stock market 
No. of Years No. of Respondent % 

Up to  2 years 251 32.72 
2 to 5 years 303 39.50 
5 to 10 years 176 22.95 
10 to 15 years 24 3.13 
15 years and above 13 1.70 
Total 767 100 

Figure No. (6.9) Respondents Experience of Investment in Stock market 

 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation:  From the table no. 6.9, it is observed that 72.22 % of the respondents have less than five 
years experience about investing in stock market. Only 4.83 percent of them have such experience of more 
than ten years. Thus majority of the Indian investors have lower experience of investing in stock markets. 

Table No. (6.10) Preference of Respondents Investment Avenues. 
Investment Avenue No. of Respondent / frequency % 

Stock market 
  Equity Shares 557 72.62 

Preference Shares 55 07.17 
IPO 118 15.38 
Bank Deposit 

  Fixed Deposit 470 61.28 
Time Deposit 66 08.61 
Real Estate 

  Land 312 40.68 
Building 174 22.69 
Mutual fund 

  Equity linked saving schemes 113 14.73 
Systematic Investment Plan 114 14.86 
Metals 
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Figure No. (6.10) Preference of Respondents Investment Avenues 

 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation:  Regarding investment avenues of the respondents, their higher preference i.e. 72.62 % was 
for equity shares, followed by fixed deposits in banks 61.28 %, life insurance by 46.81 % of respondents, 
gold by 45.76 % and Land by 40.68 % of the respondents. Bonds and debentures are preferred by 33.77 % 
and 29.07 % respectively. Medical insurance was preferred by 24.90 %. 

Table No. (6.11) Factors considered by the respondents while making investments 
Factors No. of Respondent % 

Safety 425 55.41 
Liquidity 199 25.95 
tax saving 416 54.24 
Diversification 158 20.60 
Reasonable Returns 195 25.42 
Speculative Benefits 100 0.13 
Total 767 - 

(NB: Total does not tally due to multiple choices) 

Gold 351 45.76 
Silver 18 02.35 
Others 21 02.74 
Commodity 

  Agriculture 135 17.60 
Crude (oil) 117 15.26 
Insurance 

  Medical 191 24.90 
Life 359 46.81 
Retirement 163 21.25 
Tax saving Schemes 

  Public Provident Fund 167 21.77 
National Saving Schemes 128 16.69 
Debt Market 

  Debentures 223 29.07 
Bonds 259 33.77 
Total 767 - 
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Figure No. (6.11) Factors considered by the respondents while making investments 

 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation:  While making investment in equities 55.41 % of the respondents consider safety factor 
while 54.24 % of them prefer equities by tax saving purposes. Liquidity and reasonable returns are 
considered by about 26 % of the total respondents. Hence the companies issuing equities should take these 
factors into consideration for attracting maximum number of the investors. 

Table No. (6.12) Purpose of investment wise classification of Respondents. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(NB: Total does not tally due to multiple choices) 

Figure No. (6.12) Purpose of investment wise classification of Respondents. 

 
Source: Primary Data 

Purpose of Investment No. of Respondents % 
Future security 425 55.41 
Good returns / dividends 345 44.98 
Liquidity 166 21.64 
Capital Appreciation 216 28.16 
Tax Savings 80 10.43 
Children career 188 24.51 
Other 57 7.43 
Total 767 - 
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Interpretation:  When the purpose of investment in equities is considered, 425 out of 767 (55.41 %) of the 
respondents invest as a future security, followed by 44.98 % of the respondents invest for the purpose of 
getting good returns / dividends, and 28.16% invest for capital appreciation and 24.51% of them invest for 
the purpose of developing children’s career. 

Table No. (6.13) Respondents’ Motivation for choosing Investment Avenues 
Motivating Factors No. of Respondent % 

Self-awareness 443 57.76 
Financial advisors 32 04.17 
Broker’s advice 54 07.04 
Friends or relatives advice 175 22.82 
Media News (CNBC, Zee Business, NDTV profit, etc.) 212 27.64 
Total 767 - 

(NB: Total does not tally due to multiple choices) 

Figure No. (6.13) Respondents’ Motivation for choosing Investment Avenues 

 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation:  Regarding the motivation factors for selecting investment avenues, it is evident from the 
above table that 57.76% of the respondents are self-aware, while 27.64% of the respondents were motivated 
by way of media news and 22.82 % of them by friends or relatives advice. Financial advisors, as a factor of 
motivation accounted for 4.17% only. Thus financial advisors and brokers have tremendous scope for 
providing advice for taking right decision while investing in securities by the investors. Media news through 
advertisement by companies can attract more investors to invest in their companies. 

Table No. (6.14) Respondents’ Frequency of making investment during a year. 
Period No. of Respondent % 

Weekly 54 07.04 
Monthly 285 37.16 
Quarterly 96 12.52 
Half Yearly 153 19.95 
Yearly 212 27.64 
Any time 150 19.56 
Total 767 - 

(NB: Total does not tally due to multiple choices) 
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Figure No. (6.14) Respondents’ Frequency of making investment during a year 

 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation:  From the above table no. 6.14, it may be noted that 37.16 % of the respondents prefer 
investing on monthly basis and 27.64 % of them on yearly basis. 19.95 % and 19.56 % of the respondents 
prefer to invest at any time and half yearly respectively. Thus majority of the respondents prefer to invest 
either on monthly basis or yearly basis. 

Table No. (6.15) Risk Management Techniques used by the respondents. 
Techniques No. of Respondent % 

Sell the shares within few days/months 114 14.86 
Sell the shares as soon as price reaches my target 252 32.86 
Switching to other investment 207 26.99 
Keep revising the target as price rises 88 11.47 
Any other 105 13.69 
None of these 1 0.13 
Total 767 100 

Figure No. (6.15) Risk Management Techniques used by the respondents. 

 
Source: Primary Data 
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Interpretation:  As every investment is associated with return on investment as well as risk, from the above 
table, it is observed that 32.86 % of the respondents sell the shares when their price target is reached and 
26.99 % of them prefer switching to other investment avenues to avoid risk of investing in shares. 14.86% of 
the respondents prefer to sell their shares within a short time and 13.69 % of the respondents use other ways 
of risk management. Thus nearly one third (1/3rd) of the respondents prefer to take advantage of price change 
to maximize their gains. Thus risk perception has influence on the equity investment decisions on the 
investors. 

Table No. (6.16) Investment Term wise Classification of Respondents. 
Term No. of Respondent % 

Short term investor 176 22.95 

Long term investor 202 26.34 

Short and Long Term 389 50.71 

Total 767 100 

Figure No. (6.16) Investment Term wise Classification of Respondents. 

 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation:  Time period of investment stands out as an important factor for maximizing benefit from the 
investment. From the table no. 16 it is evident that 26.34% of the total investors preferred long term 
investment and 22.93 % of them preferred short term investment. While 389 out of 767(50.71%) respondents 
preferred both to be short term and long term investor which seem to be a common tendency of the investors. 

Table No. (6.17) Respondents Preference towards Equity Market Research. 
Response No. of Respondent % 

Yes - Conduct Market Research 510 66.49 

No - Do not conduct market research 257 33.51 

Total 767 100 
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Figure No. (6.17) Respondents Preference towards Equity Market Research. 

 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation:  In order to take maximum advantage of investing in shares, conducting market research to 
find most beneficial avenues is necessary. Hence 510 out of 767 (66.49 %) preferred to conduct market 
research whereas the rest of them have neglected it. Although majority i.e. nearly two third (2/3rd) of the 
respondents are aware of the benefits of equity market research, still rest of  them need to be made aware of 
it. 

Table No. (6.18) Type of equity Market Research made by the Respondents. 
Type No. of Respondent % 

Studying annual reports of the company 187 36.67 
Monitoring share markets 111 21.76 
Getting information through brokers 23 4.51 
All 186 36.47 
Others please specify 3 0.59 
Total 510 100 

Figure No. (6.18) Type of equity Market Research made by the Respondents. 

 
Source: Primary Data 
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Interpretation:  From the above table, it is observed that those respondents who conduct equity market 
research, 36.67 % of them study annual report of the company for taking decision to purchase shares, 
whereas 21.76% of them prefer to monitor share markets and only few i.e. 4.51 % of the respondents depend 
on the information supplied by the brokers. 36.47 % of the respondents preferred all these types, before 
investing. Thus majority of the respondents tend to be self dependent rather than taking advantage of the 
brokers’ advice. 

Table No. (6.19) Respondents’ views about effect of brokerage charged on Investment. 
Responses No. of Respondent % 
Brokerage charges affect Investment 417 54.37 
Brokerage charges does not affect Investment 350 45.63 
Total 767 100 

Figure No. (6.19) Respondents’ views about effect of brokerage charged on Investment. 

 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation:  Brokers charge commission for the services rendered by them. When inquired about whether 
brokerage charges affect investment or not then 417 out of 767 (54.37%) of the respondents reported that 
these charges affect investment while others stated that these charges do not affect investment. Thus majority 
of the respondents felt that brokerage charges affect investment. 

Table No. (6.20) Respondents’ Preference about sector of investment. 
 

(NB: Total does not tally due to multiple choices) 

Sector No. of Respondents % 
Banking 390 350.85 
IT 353 46.02 
Petroleum 140 18.25 
Others 121 15.76 
Pharmacy 58 7.56 
Telecom 38 4.95 
Total 767 100 
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Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation:  From the above table it is evident that 50.85 % of the total respondents prefer to invest in 
banking sector followed by 46.02 % of them prefer IT sector. Petroleum sector has been preferred by 18.25 
% of the respondents and 15.76% of them prefer other sectors. Thus banking and IT sectors are preferred by 
majority (96.87%) of the total respondents. 

Table No. (6.21) Respondents’ Views about Source of Good returns on their investment. 
 No. of Respondent % 
Primary market 100 13.04 
Secondary market 172 22.43 
Both the above 457 59.58 
No response 38 4.95 
Total 767 100 

Figure No. (6.21) Respondents’ Views about Source of Good returns on their investment. 

 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation:  From the above table no. 6.21, it is observed that 172 respondents out of 767 (22.43%) 
preferred secondary market as a source of good returns on their investment, whereas 13.04% of them 
preferred primary markets, but majority of them (59.58%) preferred both of them. Thus both theses sources 
were observed to be popular among the respondents. 
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Table No. (6.22) Respondents’ Opinions regarding the risk factors that disturb stock market 
continuously. 

**Ratings 

5 4 3 2 1 
Fully Agree Agree Somewhat Agree Disagree Fully Disagree 

Figure No. (6.22) Respondents’ Opinions Regarding The Risk Factors That Disturb Stock Market 
Continuously. 

 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation:  Any investment in the stock market carries a certain amount of risk based on the exposure. 
The stock market is impacted on an ongoing basis by a series of complex risks, resulting in lower valuations, 
a bear run, or even a total collapse 

Researcher applied Likert scale to measure the response regarding the risk factors that disturb the stock 
market continuously on a five point scale. The Likert item Fully agree had a 5 point whereas fully disagree 
carried 1 point. 

The table reveals that actual mean is more than the expected mean. Hence it can be said that all the three 
parameters are significant. Most of the respondents fully agree that Economic slowdown is one of the major 
factor for disturbance in the stock market. Whereas the fluctuation in the NIFTY and SENSEX is ranked 
‘second’ followed by quarterly Results of the Company is ranked as third factor for disturbing the stock 
market. 

Table No. (6.23) Role of Investors’ in the Stock market. 
Role of Investors’ No. of Respondent % 
Bullish (Teji) investor 275 35.85 
Bearish (Mandi) investor 117 15.25 
None of Both 375 48.90 
Total 767 100 

Factors  Ratings** Weighted 
Total 

Actual 
Mean 

Ranking 
 (5) (4) (3)  

(2) 
(1) 

Quarterly 
Results of the 

Company 

Frequency 62 250 455 0 0 2675 3.488 III 
Weight 310 1000 1365 0 0 

Fluctuations 
of Sensex  & 

Nifty 

Frequency 243 269 56 199 0 2857 3.725 II 
Weight 1215 1076 168 398 0 

Economic 
Slowdown 

Frequency 339 129 209 0 90 2928  
3.814 

I 
Weight 1695 516 627 0 90 
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Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation:  From the above table no. 6.23, it is observed that 35.85 % of the respondents are bullish 
investors and 15.25% are bearish investors’. However majority of them (48.90%) were none of both. Thus 
majority of the investors’ behavior can be said to be neutral investors. 

Table No. (6.24) Investors maintaining special funds for Investment. 
Response No. of Respondent % 

Yes, Can maintain special funds 309 40.29 
No, cannot maintain special funds 313 40.81 
Can’t Say 145 18.90 
Total 767 100 

Figure No. (6.24) Investors maintaining special funds for Investment. 

 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation:  From the above table no. 6.24, it is evident that 40.29% of the respondents maintain special 
fund for investment and 40.81% of them do not maintain it. From the long term point of view, maintaining a 
special fund for investment may be said to be a desirable practice. 
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Table No. (6.25) Investors’ period of maintaining funds for investment. 
 

Figure No. (6.25) Investors’ period of maintaining funds for investment. 

 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation:  Regarding the period of maintaining funds for investment 24.60% of the investors’ maintain 
it for the period of seven to twelve months, 19.42 % of them maintain it for one to two months and 18.77% 
of them for three to six months while 23.62% of the investors’ preferred not to maintain cash reserve. Only 
13.59% of the investors’ maintain fund for investment for the period of more than twelve months. Thus 
62.79% of the investors’ maintain funds for the period of one to twelve months. 

Table No. (6.26) Favored Financial Instruments other than Shares by the respondents. 
Factors  Ratings** Weighted 

Total 
Actual 
Mean 

Ranking 
 (5) (4) (3) (2) (1) 

Provident Fund Frequency 367 243 135 0 22 3234 4.216 I 
 Weight 1835 972 405 0 22 

Mutual Funds Frequency 92 364 152 138 21 2669 3.479 VI 
 Weight 460 1456 456 276 21 

Insurance Frequency 99 312 265 91 0 2720 3.546 V 
 Weight 495 1248 795 182 0 

Bonds and 
debentures 

Frequency 276 180 180 99 32 2870 3.741 IV 

 Weight 1380 720 540 198 32 
Fixed Deposit in 

Banks 
Frequency 314 207 227 19 0 3117 4.063 III 

 Weight 1570 828 681 38 0 
Tax saving Schemes Frequency 340 241 141 24 21 3156 4.114 II 

 Weight 1700 964 423 48 21 
**Ratings 

 
No. of Respondent % 

No cash reserves 73 23.62 
one to two months 60 19.42 
three to six months 58 18.77 
seven to 12 months 76 24.60 
over 12 month 42 13.59 
Total 309 100 
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5 4 3 2 1 
Highly 

Favourable 
Favourable Somewhat 

favourable 
Not very 

favourable 
Not at all 

Favourable 

Figure No. (6.26) Favored Financial Instruments other than Shares by the respondents. 

 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation:  To find out the most favored financial instrument by the respondent other than equity shares, 
the researcher has developed and used a ‘five point likert scale’ where responses were recorded on ‘Highly 
Favorable’ to ‘Not at all Favorable’ approach; where (5) being the highest and (1) being the lowest score on 
response bench. The researcher has used ‘Weighted Method’ to rank the sources according to the 
preferences. From the above calculations, it can be clearly seen that ‘Provident Fund’ is rated the most 
favored financial instruments for investment with the highest 3234 points. ‘Tax saving Schemes’ and ‘Fixed 
Deposit in Banks’ are ranked second and third ‘favored financial instruments’ respectively by the 
respondents. Respondents have rated Insurance and Mutual Funds as the least desired financial instrument 
with 2720 and 2669 points correspondingly. Thus PF and Tax Saving Schemes are favourable financial 
instruments other than shares by the investors. 

Table No. (6.27) Ranking of investment avenues by the investors’ 

 
**Ratings 
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Excellent Good Moderate Bad Worst 
5 4 3 2 1 

Figure No. (6.27) Ranking of investment avenues by the investors’ 

 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation:  To find out the most ranked investment avenue by the investors , the researcher has 
developed and used a ‘five point likert scale’ where responses were ranked on ‘Excellent to ‘Worst’ 
approach; where (5) being the highest and (1) being the lowest score on response bench. The researcher has 
used ‘Weighted Method’ to rank the sources according to the preferences. Equity shares (3064points),, Gold 
and Silver (2961 points) and Real Estate (2903 points) were highly ranked from I to III respectively. The 
least ranked is the debt instrument with (2207 points). 

Table No. (6.28) Respondents opinion regarding barriers to invest in equity market. 
Factors  Ratings** Weighted 

Total 
Ranking 

 (5) (4) (3) (2) (1) 
No guaranteed returns Frequency 117 512 117 21 0 3026 II 

Weight 585 2048 351 42 0 
Too much price fluctuations Frequency 116 330 321 0 0 2863 VI 

Weight 580 1320 963 0 0 
Lack of information about 
investing in capital markets 

Frequency 176 182 329 62 18 2737 VII 
Weight 880 728 987 124 18 

Never approached by a broker 
/ investment advisor 

Frequency 82 124 358 165 38 2348 XIII 
Weight 410 496 1074 330 38 

No knowledge of where to 
buy equity / MF / ULIPs 

Frequency 161 97 347 143 19 2539 IX 
Weight 805 388 1041 286 19 

Not enough money to buy to 
invest in capital market 

Frequency 278 238 136 76 39 2941 III 
Weight 1390 952 408 152 39 

No loan available on 
investment in capital market 

Frequency 90 149 302 188 38 2366 XII 
Weight 450 596 906 376 38 

Too many products that 
confuse me 

Frequency 255 216 177 102 17 2891 V 
Weight 1275 864 531 204 17 
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Friend / relatives had bad 
experience investing in 

capital markets 

Frequency 228 154 231 77 77 2680 VIII 
Weight 1140 616 693 154 77 

No trust in brokers Frequency 215 120 164 164 104 2479 XI 
Weight 1075 480 492 328 104 

Money would get tied for a 
long time 

Frequency 298 209 184 76 0 3030 I 
Weight 1490 836 552 152 0 

MF / ULIPs offer low rate of 
return 

Frequency 154 154 307 76 76 2535 X 
Weight 770 616 921 152 76 

Lack of access to trading on 
the stock market 

Frequency 306 99 274 77 11 2913 IV 
Weight 1530 396 822 154 11 

**Ratings 

5 4 3 2 1 
Fully Agree Agree Somewhat Agree Disagree Fully Disagree 

Figure No. (6.28) Respondents opinion regarding barriers to invest in equity market. 

 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation:  To find out the barriers to invest in the equity market by the respondent, the researcher has 
developed and used a ‘five point likert scale’ where responses were recorded on ‘Fully Agree’ to ‘Fully 
disagree’ approach; where (5) being the highest and (1) being the lowest score on response bench. The 
researcher has used ‘Weighted Method’ to rank the sources according to the preferences. From the above 
calculations, it can be clearly seen that ‘Money would get tied for a long time’ is rated as the major barrier 
for investment in equity market with the highest 3030 points. ‘No guaranteed returns’ and ‘Not enough 
money to buy to invest in capital market’ are ranked second and third as barriers respectively by the 
respondents. Respondents have said that ‘No loan available on investment in capital market’ and ‘Never 
approached by a broker / investment advisor’ as the least barriers with 2366 and 2348 points 
correspondingly. Detailed information about the contents of the instrument, especially return and risk need to 
be given in simple language so that even a common man can easily understand it. 
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Table No. (6.29) Respondents opinion about driving factors to invest in equity market. 
Factors  Ratings** Weighted Total Ranking 

 (5) (4) (3) (2) (1) 
Quick short term gain Frequency 380 230 157 0 0 3291 I 

Weight 1900 920 471 0 0 
High long term gain Frequency 197 456 108 3 3 3142 III 

Weight 985 1824 324 6 3 
Improved awareness of 
products, process and 

technology 

Frequency 265 334 157 11 0 3154 II 
Weight 1325 1336 471 22 0 

Trading  through mobile Frequency 111 359 252 43 2 2835 V 
Weight 555 1436 756 86 2 

Improved accessibility to 
trading on the stock 

exchanges 

Frequency 123 282 290 72 0 2757 VI 
Weight 615 1128 870 144 0 

Introduction of new 
products 

Frequency 279 198 176 113 1 2942 IV 
Weight 1395 792 528 226 1 

Sales and marketing by 
brokers 

Frequency 37 224 229 201 76 2246 VII 
Weight 185 896 687 402 76 

** Ratings 

5 4 3 2 1 
Fully Agree Agree Somewhat Agree Disagree Fully Disagree 

Figure No. (6.29) Respondents opinion about driving factors to invest in equity market. 

 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation:  To find out ‘opinion regarding the driving factors to invest in the equity market’ researcher 
has developed and used a five- point likert scale, where responses are recorded on ‘Fully Agree’ to ‘Fully 
Disagree’ approach, in which 5 being the highest and one being the lowest score on response bench. The 
researcher has followed the Weighted Method to rank the ‘attention paying aspects’ according to the 
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responses. The data clearly states that ‘Quick short term gain’ with 3291 points is ranked number one 
followed by ‘Improved awareness of products, process and technology’ and ‘High long term gain’ with 3154 
and 3142 points for number two and number three positions respectively. ‘Introduction of new products’ and 
‘Trading through mobile’ are ranked 4th and 5th with 2942 and 2835 points.  ‘Improved accessibility to 
trading’ and ‘Sales and marketing by brokers’ have received the least importance by the respondents with 
2757 and 2246 points each. 

Table No. (6.30) Respondents interest in attending Training Programme 

 
No. of Respondent % 

Interested 597 77.84 
Not Interested 170 22.16 
Total 767 100 

Figure No. (6.30) Respondents interest in attending Training Programme 

 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation:  From the above table no. 6.30, it is evident that 597 respondents out of 767 (77.84%) were 
interested in attending the training programme, which indicates that respondents were anxious in learning 
about the dynamics of equity market so that they can enjoy maximum benefits from participating in equity 
markets. 

Table No. (6.31) Respondents views about SENSEX and NIFTY encouraging speculation. 
Response No. of Respondent % 

Encourages Speculation 480 62.58 
Do not encourage speculation 287 37.42 
Total 767 100 

Figure No. (6.31) Respondents views about SENSEX and NIFTY encouraging speculation. 

 
Source: Primary Data 
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Interpretation:   From the above table no. 6.31, it can be noted that 480 respondents out of 767 (62.58%) 
were of the view that SENSEX and NIFTY encourage speculation, whereas 37.42 % of the respondents 
don’t feel so. 

Table No. (6.32) Respondents Views About Stock Exchange As The Economic Barometer Of The 
Country 

 
No. of Respondent % 

Stock Exchange is Economic Barometer 394 51.37 
Stock Exchange is not Economic Barometer 373 48.63 
Total 767 100 

Figure No. (6.32) Respondents Views About Stock Exchange As The Economic Barometer Of The 
Country 

 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation:   From the above table no. 6.32, the data reflects that 394 respondents out of 767 (51.37%) 
are of the view that the stock exchange is the economic barometer of the country, which reflects the 
economic slowdown conditions of the country. 

Table No. (6.33) Respondents Views About necessity of Govt. Control over Stock market Operations. 
Response No. of Respondent % 

Control is Necessary 518 67.54 
Control is Not necessary 249 32.46 
Total 767 100 

Figure No. (6.33) Respondents Views About necessity of Govt. Control over Stock market Operations. 

 
Source: Primary Data 
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Interpretation:   The data in the above table indicates that 67.54 % of the respondents feel that Government 
control over the Stock market activities is necessary,, so that any malpractices can be avoided. 

Table No. (6.34) Respondents Views About the information provided in the prospectus 
Responses No. of Respondents % 

Information is Sufficient 484 63.10 
Information is Insufficient 228 29.73 
Can't Say 55 7.17 
Total 767 100 

Figure No. (6.34) Respondents Views About the information provided in the prospectus 

 
Source: Primary Data 

Interpretation:   The companies in India release detailed information in the prospectus while issuing Initial 
Public Offer (IPO). According to 484 respondents out of 767 (63.10%) stated that the information provided 
in the prospectus is sufficient while 29.73 % of them felt that it is not sufficient. Thus majority of the 
respondents were satisfied with the information given in the prospectus. 

HYPOTHESIS OF THE STUDY 
1) Research Hypothesis “Capital appreciation is the major objective to choose a particular line of 
investment by the investor”. 

Null Hypothesis (Ho): Capital appreciation is the major objective to choose a particular line of investment 
by the investor. 

Alternative Hypothesis (H1): Investor gives equal weightage to all reasons to choose a particular line of 
investment. 

Table No. 6.35 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Purpose of Investment No. of Respondents % 
Future security 425 55.41 
Good returns / dividends 345 44.98 
Liquidity 166 21.64 
Capital Appreciation 216 28.16 
Tax Savings 80 10.43 
Children career 188 24.51 
Other 57 7.43 
Total 767 - 
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From the table above it is observed that 55% of investors feel that Future Security is the prime reasons to 
invest, while 45% of investors feel that Good return/dividends is reasons to invest. 28% of investors feel that 
capital appreciation is the main reasons to invest. 

Only 28% of investors feel that capital appreciation is the main objective to invest with compare to Future 
security (55%) and Good return (45%). To check whether significant difference exists, researcher applied chi 
square test of uniformity. 

Therefore to check null hypothesis researcher applied chi square test of uniformity as below: 

CHI SQUARE TEST 

Table No. 6.36 
 observed expected Chi square P value 
Future security 425 211 

12.59 
 

0.0000015 
 

Good returns / dividends 345 211 
Liquidity 166 211 
Capital appreciation 216 211 
Tax savings 80 211 
Children career 188 211 
Other 57 211 
Total   

Researcher has applied chi square test for uniformity.  Since p value is less than 0.05, null hypothesis 
“Capital appreciation is the major objective to choose a particular line of investment by the investor” is 
rejected at 5% level of significance.  Researcher hypothesis “Investor gives equal weight age to all reasons to 
choose a particular line of investment” is accepted. It is found that Future security (55% investor) is the 
major objective to choose a particular line of investment by the investor. It cannot be concluded that “Capital 
appreciation is the major objective to choose a particular line of investment by the investor”. It is one of the 
reasons. 

2) Researcher Hypothesis “The majority of investors follow the mixed approach i.e. safe, reasonable 
returns combined with speculative benefits.” 
(Ho): “The majority of investors follow the mixed approach i.e. safe, reasonable returns combined with 
speculative benefits 

(H1): “The majority of investors do not follow the mixed approach i.e. safe, reasonable returns combined 
with speculative benefits”. 

Table No. 6.37: Factors Considered while selecting investment avenues by  the respondents 
Factors No. of Respondent % 

Safety 425 55.41 
Liquidity 199 25.95 
tax saving 416 54.24 
Diversification 158 20.60 
Reasonable Returns 195 25.42 
Speculative Benefits 100 0.13 
Total 767 - 

From the table above, it is observed that Safety (55%) and tax saving (54%) are the major factors while 
selecting investment avenues by the respondent surveyed. Followed by these two factors are, liquidity (26%), 
Reasonable returns (25%), diversification (54%), Speculative benefits (13%). 

To check null hypothesis “The majority of investors do not follow the mixed approach i.e. safe, reasonable 
returns combined with speculative benefits” researcher has applied chi square test of uniformity as below. 
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CHI SQUARE TEST 

Table No. 6.38 
 Observed expected Chi square P value 
Safety 425 248.8333 

11.07 
 

0.00004 
 

liquidity 199 248.8333 
tax saving 416 248.8333 
diversification 158 248.8333 
Reasonable Returns 195 248.8333 
Speculative Benefits 100 248.8333 

Researcher has applied chi square test for uniformity.  Since p value is less than 0.05, null hypothesis   “The 
majority of investors follow the mixed approach i.e. safe, reasonable returns combined with speculative 
benefits” is rejected at 5% level of significance. Therefore alternative hypothesis, “The majority of investors 
do not follow the mixed approach i.e. safe, reasonable returns combined with speculative benefits.” is 
accepted at 5% level of significance. Researcher can infer that the majority of investors do not follow the 
mixed approach i.e. safe, reasonable returns combined with speculative benefits 

3) Researcher Hypothesis “The information furnished through prospectus by the companies is 
insufficient to make decision for investment.” 

(Ho): “The information furnished through prospectus by the companies is insufficient to make decision for 
investment” 

(H1): “Opinion of investors regarding the information furnished in prospectus by the companies is 
unbiased”. 

Table No.6.39: Respondent’s opinion regarding the information provided in the prospectus. 

 
No. of Respondents % z test of proportion p value 

Sufficient 99 30 
9.65 0.00001 Insufficient 234 70 

Total 333 100 

From the above table, it is observed that 70% of respondents are of the opinion that the information furnished 
through prospectus by the companies is insufficient to make decision for investment 

Here researcher has applied z test of proportion. Since p value is less than 0.05 null hypothesis(Ho) “The 
information furnished through prospectus by the companies is insufficient to make decision for investment”  
is rejected.  Therefore alternative hypothesis (H1) “Opinion of investors regarding the information furnished 
in prospectus by the companies is unbiased” is accepted at 5% level of significance. Hence researcher 
hypothesis “Opinion of investors regarding the information furnished in prospectus by the companies is 
unbiased or the information is sufficient” is accepted at 5% level of significance “. Researcher can infer that 
the information furnished through prospectus by the companies is sufficient to make decision for investment. 

4) Researcher hypothesis “Equity shares are preferred as option by the majority”. 
Null Hypothesis (Ho): “Equity shares are preferred as option by the majority” 

Alternative Hypothesis (H1): “All given options of investments are equally preferred by the investors”. 

Table No. 6.40 Respondents preference of investment 

 
No. of Respondent / frequency % 

Stock market 
  Equity Shares 557 73 

Preference Shares 55 7 
IPO 118 15 
Bank Deposit 

  Fixed Deposit 470 61 
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Time Deposit 66 9 
Real Estate 

  Land 312 41 
Building 174 23 
Mutual fund 

  Equity linked saving schemes 113 15 
Systematic Investment Plan 114 15 
Metals 

  Gold 351 46 
Silver 18 2 
Others 21 3 
Commodity 

  Agriculture 135 18 
Crude (oil) 117 15 
Insurance 

  Medical 191 25 
Life 359 47 
Retirement 163 21 
Tax saving Schemes 

  Public Provident Fund 167 22 
National Saving Schemes 128 17 
Debt Market 

  Debentures 223 29 
Bonds 259 34 

From the above tables, it is clear that most of the respondent (73%) preferred equity shares as option of 
investment, followed by fixed deposit (61%). 

Whereas investment is silver is preferred by 2% of respondent only.  Overall from the above table it is clear 
that equity shares are most preferred option of investment by respondent. 

To check this statistically, researcher has applied chi square test of uniformity as below. 

Table No. 6.41: Chi square test 
 observed expected Chi square P value 
Equity Shares 557 373.73 

31.41043286 
 

0 
 

Preference Shares 55 373.73 
IPO 118 373.73 
Fixed Deposit 470 373.73 
Time Deposit 66 373.73 
Land 312 373.73 
Building 174 373.73 
Equity linked saving schemes 113 373.73 
Systematic Investment Plan 114 373.73 
Gold 351 373.73 
Silver 18 373.73 
Others 21 373.73 
Agriculture 135 373.73 
Crude (oil) 117 373.73 
Medical 191 373.73 
Life 359 373.73 
Retirement 163 373.73 
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Public Provident Fund 167 373.73 
National Saving Schemes 128 373.73 
Debentures 223 373.73 
Bonds 259 373.73 

Since p value is less than 0.05, null hypothesis (Ho): “Equity shares are preferred as option by the majority” 
is rejected at 5% level of significance. Hence alternative hypothesis (H1) “All given options of investments 
are equally preferred by the investors” is accepted at 5% level of significance. 

Researcher can conclude that Equity shares (73%) are preferred as option by the majority. 

5) Researcher hypothesis: There is a significant relationship between the age and income of the 
investors and investment portfolio. 

Null Hypothesis (Ho): “There is a significant relationship between the age and income of the investors and 
investment portfolio.” 

Alternative Hypothesis (H1): “There is no significant relationship between the age and income of the 
investors and investment portfolio”. 

Researcher has applied chi square test of association. It is found that there exists positive relationship 
between age and income of the investors and investment portfolio. 

6.3 SUMMARY 
The main thrust of the research is ‘To study the spread of equity culture in Maharashtra with special 
reference to Indian capital market’. Equity culture plays an important role in the process of development of 
equity market in a country. It brings about economic integration by participation in ventures, enhances the 
knowledge of business and economy and makes owners less risk averse which is the core of a market 
economy. In a nutshell the summary of the observations emerges is as under. 

For the study purpose the researcher has laid down the objectives and hypotheses. The objectives and 
hypotheses are verified and proved. 

Objective No. 1: To enquire into the growth of domestic savings and investment with special reference 
to industrial securities. 

Secondary data has been collected from the various sources like SEBI, BSE and NSE. It is found from the 
data that the people in India, who were once among the top savers in the world next to the China, have 
started savings less since past few years. Economic slowdown, high level of inflation and rise in consumer 
spending are the main cause of fall in the level of savings in India, which has been set to touch a decade low. 
The level of total savings in India stood at 23.8 percent in the year 2000-01, steadily increased in the 
following years till it reached at the level of 36.8 percent of GDP in 2007-08 as a result of fiscal 
consolidation. It then started declining to reach at 30.8 percent of the GDP in the year 2011-12. 

Regarding financial savings, they stood at 12.7 percent of GDP in the year 2000-01 which decreased to 10.3 
percent of GDP in 2002-03 and then started rising so as to reach at 11.7 percent of GDP in the years 2005-06 
and 2006-07, then they declined to 10.0 percent of GDP in 2010-2011. This decline hurts more economy. 
(Ref.  Table No. : 3.1Trend of saving in India as % of GDP) 

Objective No. 2 To assess the growth of Indian capital market with special reference to equity market. 

The Indian equity market is also known as the Stock Market. The Indian equity market stands the third 
biggest after China and Hongkong. According to the Asian Development Bank, Indian equity market has a 
market capitalization of $600 Billion as on march 2009, the market capitalization was of the order of 
$598.3Billion (Rs. 30.13 Lakhs Crore) which was one tenth of the total valuation the Asian Region. 

In the year 2001 the value of shares traded in equity markets on BSE was US $ million 100638 and of NSE 
was US $ million 147244. This further increased to US $ million 158982 on BSE and US $ million 314689 
on NSE. This means that within a span of five years BSE trading increased by 50% as of NSE trading has 
been doubled. The highest trading was seen in the year 2007 at US $ million 343776 on BSE and US $ 
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million 751333 on NSE. There increased trend got a break in the year 2008 due to slowdown in the economy 
and a great set back of US SUBPRIME crisis. 

But NSE is doing well as the trades have increased to US $ 801017 in 2010. The turnover ratios during 2008, 
2009 and 2010 were higher in India than those in Japan, Korea, UK, USA, and China. The   automation of 
trading in stock exchange has led to the increase in the number of trades and the number of shares traded per 
day. 

Objective No. 3 To examine the socio-economic background of respondent investor and verify the 
correlation between the investment and the demographic factors of the respondents. 

To verify the objective the questionnaire included nine questions relating to the demographic profile of the 
investor. The major finds of these are as follows: 

i. Capital market is dominated by male investors as they are prepared to take risk as compared to female 
investors. 

ii. 41.20% of the respondents investing in capital markets were in the age group 26-35 years of age 
followed by 46 to 55yrs age group, 36 to 45 years age group, 18-25 years, 56 yrs and above in 
descending order of magnitude. 

iii. 73.01% of the respondents were married, 26.47 % of them were single / unmarried 

iv. Respondents in service dominate the investment in shares, whereas retire persons are seen indifferent to 
invest. 

v. 66 % had attained a bachelor’s degree as their highest level of education while 31% of the respondents 
have completed their post graduate too. This implies that it would be very easy to sensitize the investors 
about Capital Markets since most of the investors have attained a commendable level of education 

vi. 62.84% of the respondents are having nuclear families, whereas 37.16 % are from joint families. 

vii. about 52% of the respondents were having monthly income in the range of Rs. 50,000 to Rs. 75,000 per 
month and 18.91 % of them had it Rs. 70,000 and more. Thus 71.19 % respondents were from the 
monthly income of Rs. 50,000 and above. 

viii. 68.07 % of the respondents had monthly expenditure in the range of Rs. 50,000 and above. 

ix. 72.22 % of the respondents have less than five years experience about investing in stock market. Only 
4.83 percent of them have such experience of more than ten years. 

In order to verify the correlation between the investment and the demographic factors of the 
respondents researcher has developed the following hypothesis 

Hypothesis No. 5 
(Ho): “There is a significant relationship between the age and income of the investors and investment 
portfolio.” 

(H1): “There is no significant relationship between the age and income of the investors and investment”. 

Researcher has applied Chi-square test of association. It is found that there exists positive relationship 
between age and income of the investors and investment portfolio. In view of this researchers’ null 
hypothesis is accepted and alternative hypothesis is rejected. 

Objective No. 4. To know the existing investment pattern of respondents and their satisfaction with it. 

To verify the objective the researcher collected the data through the questionnaire and the choice of 
respondents’ investment. Regarding investment pattern of the respondents, their higher preference i.e. 72.62 
% was for equity shares, followed by fixed deposits in banks 61.28 %, life insurance by 46.81 % of 
respondents, gold by 45.76 % and Land by 40.68 % of the respondents. Bonds and debentures are preferred 
by 33.77 % and 29.07 % respectively. Medical insurance was preferred by 24.90 %. 
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A Likert scale was also developed by the researcher to know the satisfaction level of investment. It is found 
that the investors are satisfied by investing in the stock market. In this way it could be said that this objective 
is served. 

Objective No. 5 To elicit the opinion of respondents on equity investment and factors encouraging it. 
To find out ‘opinion regarding the encouraging factors to invest in the equity market’ researcher has 
developed and used a five- point likert scale, where responses are recorded on ‘Fully Agree’ to ‘Fully 
Disagree’ approach, in which 5 being the highest and one being the lowest score on response bench. The 
researcher has followed the Weighted Method to rank the ‘attention paying aspects’ according to the 
responses. The data clearly states that ‘Quick short term gain’ with 3291 points is ranked number one 
followed by ‘Improved awareness of products, process and technology’ and ‘High long term gain’ with 3154 
and 3142 points for number two and number three positions respectively. ‘Introduction of new products’ and 
‘Trading through mobile’ are ranked 4th and 5th with 2942 and 2835 points.  ‘Improved accessibility to 
trading’ and ‘Sales and marketing by brokers’ have received the least importance by the respondents with 
2757 and 2246 points each. 

Objective No. 6 To study and analyze various factors that influences the investment decision making 
process of the investors. 

To verify the objective the respondents, it was necessary to know the various factors that the respondents 
considered while investment. While making investment in equities 55.41 % of the respondents consider 
safety factor while 54.24 % of them prefer equities by tax saving purposes. Liquidity and reasonable returns 
are considered by about 26 % of the total respondents. Hence the companies issuing equities should take 
these factors into consideration for attracting maximum number of the investors. Also the respondents were 
asked to opine on how they choose their investment avenue or who motivates them to invest. 57.76% of the 
respondents are self-aware, while 27.64% of the respondents were motivated by way of media news and 
22.82 % of them by friends or relatives advice. Financial advisors, as a factor of motivation accounted for 
4.17% only. Thus financial advisors and brokers have tremendous scope for providing advice for taking right 
decision while investing in securities by the investors. Media news through advertisement by companies can 
attract more investors to invest in their companies. 

HYPOTHESIS OF THE STUDY 
1) Research Hypothesis “Capital appreciation is the major objective to choose a particular line of 
investment by the investor”. 

Null Hypothesis (Ho): Capital appreciation is the major objective to choose a particular line of investment 
by the investor. Alternative Hypothesis (H1): Investor gives equal weightage to all reasons to choose a 
particular line of investment. 

To check whether significant difference exists, researcher applied chi square test of uniformity. Since p value 
is less than 0.05, Alternative hypothesis “Investor gives equal weight age to all reasons to choose a particular 
line of investment” is rejected at 5% level of significance.  Null hypothesis “Capital appreciation is the major 
objective to choose a particular line of investment by the investor “is accepted. It is found that Future 
security (55% investor) is the major objective to choose a particular line of investment by the investor. It 
cannot be concluded that “Capital appreciation is the major objective to choose a particular line of 
investment by the investor”. It is one of the reasons. 

 Hypothesis No. 2 
The majority of investors follow the mixed approach i.e. safe, reasonable returns combined with 
speculative benefits. 

Null Hypothesis (Ho): “The majority of investors follow the mixed approach i.e. safe, reasonable returns 
combined with speculative benefits.” 

Alternative Hypothesis (H1): “The majority of investors do not follow the mixed approach i.e. safe, 
reasonable returns combined with speculative benefits.” 
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Researcher has applied chi square test for uniformity.  Since p value is less than 0.05, null hypothesis   “The 
majority of investors do  follow the mixed approach i.e. safe, reasonable returns combined with speculative 
benefits.” is accepted at 5% level of significance. Therefore alternative hypothesis, “The majority of 
investors do not follow the mixed approach i.e. safe, reasonable returns combined with speculative benefits” 
is rejected at 5% level of significance. Researcher can infer that the majority of investors follow the mixed 
approach i.e. safe, reasonable returns combined with speculative benefits. 

Researcher Hypothesis “The information furnished through prospectus by the companies is 
insufficient to make decision for investment.” 

Null Hypothesis (Ho): “The information furnished through prospectus by the companies is insufficient to 
make decision for investment”. 

Alternative Hypothesis (H1): “Opinion of investors regarding the information furnished in prospectus by 
the companies is unbiased” 

Researcher has applied z test of proportion. Since p value is less than 0.05 Alternative hypothesis (Ho) 
“Opinion of investors regarding the information furnished in prospectus by the companies is unbiased”   is 
rejected.  Therefore Null hypothesis (H1) “The information furnished through prospectus by the companies 
is insufficient to make decision for investment” is accepted at 5% level of significance. Hence researcher 
hypothesis “The information furnished through prospectus by the companies is insufficient o make decision 
for investment” is accepted at 5% level of significance “. Researcher can infer that the information furnished 
through prospectus by the companies is insufficient o make decision for investment. 

 Hypothesis No. 4 
Equity shares are preferred as safe option by the majority. 

Null Hypothesis (Ho): “Equity shares are preferred as option by the majority”. 

Alternative Hypothesis (H1):  “All given options of investments are equally preferred by the investors” 

To check this statistically, researcher has applied chi square test of uniformity .Since p value is less than 
0.05, alternative hypothesis (Ho): “All given options of investments are equally preferred by the investors” is 
rejected at 5% level of significance. Hence null hypothesis (H1) “Equity shares are preferred as option by the 
majority” is accepted at 5% level of significance. 

Researcher can conclude that Equity shares (73%) are preferred as option by the majority. 
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FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
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7.1  INTRODUCTION 
Every scholar of the stock market is aware of the Wall Street crash of 1929. It is very much known as Black 
Tuesday. It began in late October 1929, and was most devastating stock market crash in the history in the 
US. It is the beginning of 10 years great depression affecting most of the industrialized countries of the world 
and it continued till American mobilization for World War II at the end of 1941. The whole world was under 
the grief of great economic recession. This is the period when each European country was directing their 
efforts to get out of the grip of recession. 

The reference of this scenario in this context has made just to enlighten the students of stock markets. 
Researcher herein simply wants to state the significant role that can be played by the stock markets which 
can trigger the economy of the world. 

Globalization has made this problem more universal and touching and simple change in equity market any 
place on the earth affect the world. In view of this it could be compared with Greece mythology ‘Pandora’. 
For some it is a place of Alibaba’s Treasure and for some it is the place of darkness or evil. India has recently 
experienced vagaries of equity markets in the last five years and investors have become very sensitive as far 
as ordinary investors are considered. 

The researcher was motivated to make the in-depth study of spread of equity culture in Maharashtra. In view 
of this researcher has highlighted various issues affecting the investor decision , major players on the stock 
market, causes of ups and down in the market and investors perception towards the investment in the equity 
market. 

The study was undertaken with the specific objective as mentioned in chapter V, Hypotheses were derived in 
consonance of the objectives and tested. Researcher has been successful in fulfilling the objectives of the 
subject and testing of the hypotheses (Chapter VI). Researcher feels that the whole study is representative in 
character and equally applicable elsewhere. However, researcher is fully aware of the fact that no research is 
complete in itself and it is just a process. There is a wide scope for further research on various issues related 
to the subject matter. 

Equity culture is the most advanced stage in the western region and in the metropolitan areas. Researcher 
observed that research on this topic has been rarely done, having limited scope and especially in 
Maharashtra. It is hoped that the study would pin point the need for the propagation of investment culture in 
equity market and bringing out some practical recommendation for future planning. 

This chapter relates to the summary of conclusion and recommendations for the fulfillment of the objectives 
of the subject and it is crux of the whole study. 

7.2  FINDINGS 
The chapter-wise summary of the findings in a nutshell is presented as under. 

CHAPTER I 
 The scope of the study is confined to equity market in Maharashtra for the period of 2005-10 

considering recent data to make the study relevant to the present scenario. The Indian capital market is 
the back bone of our economy. It is necessary to boost the capital market by involving maximum 
number of investors’. 

 The deregulation and market liberalization measures and presence of multinational companies are the 
factors responsible for the growth of Indian stock market. 

CHAPTER II 
 Literature survey helps one to follow course of action and provides guidelines to the researcher for 

considering parameters and methodology for the research. Relevant review of various literature has been 
done to understand the study in detail. The important findings emerging from the review of literature are 
as follows: 

a. Indian equity market is highly speculative. In the post liberalization period stock market expanded 
significantly in terms of quality. 
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b. Individual investors are more concerned about the possibility of maximum losses while taking 
investment decision in addition to the variability of returns. 

c. The declaration or announcement of dividend and bonus shares by the company increases in the 
investors of that company. 

d. Investors try to avoid the pain of regret by avoiding realization of losses, employing investment advisors 
and avoiding stocks of companies with low reputations. 

e. Harlow and Brown (1990) observed that psychologists tend to believe that an individual’s choice is 
primarily determined by factors unique to the particular decision setting, whereas economists assume 
that there is some individual specific mechanism playing a common role in all economic decisions. 

f. There is a strong relationship between stock market activity and future economic growth for the low and 
middle income countries but not in higher income countries with more developed alternative financial 
mechanism. 

g. Household’s preference for instruments match their risk perception. 

h. Today’s investors are more rapidly informed than their predecessors, but they are neither better 
informed nor better behaved (Statman 2002). 

i. Petaling Jaya, reveal that there are some differences between active and passive investors in terms of 
demographic and psychographics, investment characteristics as well as investment behavior. 

j. It was found that desire to make provision for emergencies were a very important motive for saving for 
old age. 

k. Equity culture brings about economic integration by participation in ventures, enhances the knowledge 
of business and economy and makes owners less and less risk averse which is the core of a market 
economy. Development of person’s participation in the investment market brings about important 
structural changes in an economy. When most of the peoples in the society are shareholders, not only 
economic mechanisms are affected, but also the political process is affected. The equity culture has an 
effective role in developing investment market and represents economic development. 

CHAPTER III 
 Capital plays a vital role in modern production system; hence capital formation is regarded as one of the 

important factor of economic development. The process of capital formation includes three steps, such 
as increase in the volume of real savings, mobilization of savings through financial and credit 
institutions and Investments of savings, so that resources are actually used for the production of capital 
goods sources of savings. 

 The sources of savings are classified into three categories in India, such as household savings, corporate 
savings and Government savings. 

 There are various alternative avenues of investment available for the investor for investing his savings 
according to his preferences. Savings if not invested and kept as cash is barren and do not earn anything. 
There are several schemes for savings and investment in India as Bank Deposits, Post offices savings 
schemes, Provident Fund, Company fixed deposits in India, Bonds and Debentures, Stock Market viz; 
Primary Market , Secondary Market & Money Market, Insurance, Mutual Funds, Real Estate, Gold & 
Silver. 

 In view of the above cited investment avenues; Indian equity market has given a very substantial returns 
to the investors. The Indian equity market is also known as the stock market. The history of Indian stock 
market is very old. It can be traced in the 18th century as an un-organized market. Prior to Independence 
Indian equity market was not developed. 

 The securities scam in the year 1991-92 gave rise to the new reforms in the securities market and also it 
lead to set up of a regulatory body like Securities Exchange Board of India (SEBI).  SEBI was 
established to protect the interest of the investors and to promote the development and regulation of 
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securities market. In the subsequent years SEBI has improved its functioning and the regulations are 
been reformed to match the emerging needs and developments. (Recently Sahara group was compelled 
to refund the investors fund by the SEBI which has been confirmed by the APEX court). 

 The reforms have definitely increased the investors trust in the stock market. At the same time the 
survey of SEBI-NCAER of Indian investor the transaction cost has decreased from 4.75% in 1994 to      
0.60 % in 1999 and close to the global level of 0.45% in 2001. SEBI has proved itself extremely prudent 
which has helped the Indian Economy to withstand many exists. 

CHAPTER IV 
 Capital market is a financial relationship created by a number of Institutions and arrangements that 

allows suppliers and demanders of long term funds (i.e. funds with maturities exceeding one year ) to 
make transactions. It is a market for long term funds, especially securities issued by business 
organizations and government. Capital market adds to the financial deepening of the economy by way 
of expanding the financial sector and promoting the use of innovative, sophisticated and cost effective 
financial instruments, which helps in reducing the cost of capital. Well-functioning capital markets tend 
or impose discipline on firms to perform. 

 Capital market consists of industrial securities market, Government securities market and Long Term 
Loan market. All the above instruments of saving and funding need a market. Stock market is a place 
where trading takes place. The stock market is also known as stock exchange also. In India there are 23 
Stock exchanges. But most of the trade takes place on Bombay Stock is Exchange of India (OTCEI). 
MCX-SX is the new stock exchange recently inaugurated on 9th Feb.2012 with a focus on expanding 
market reaches, quality investor services and innovative products to drive liquidity. 

 BSE and NSE have an Index as SENSEX and NIFTY which are the key motivator for the investor. The 
minor fluctuation of SENSEX and NIFTY triggers the move of the economy. 

 Stock markets pay a pivotal role in the growth of the industry.  Since the stock markets is considered as 
the barometer of the economy, it fluctuation affects the economy   to a great extent. 

CHAPTER V 
 The research is descriptive one and it highlights the descriptive state of Indian Capital market. It seeks 

answers to questions viz; who are the investors in the capital market, purpose of investment in equities, 
risk appetite and etc. Efforts are also made to know whether regulatory bodies like SEBI are functioning 
to safeguard the investor. 

 The analysis of the data is gathered through the study is expected to indicate the prevalence of equity 
culture that can be developed in the area of the study. It comprised of investors in Maharashtra. In view 
of the research purpose, eleven major urban cities of Maharashtra were chosen for study. These are 
identified as the focus of the research, as these are prominent cities of Maharashtra. The details 
regarding the investors were obtained from the broking houses in the selected cities. 

 The researcher has used both the types of data – Primary and Secondary.  Primary data is collected 
through survey and interview. The researcher has used various print and online sources of secondary 
data. 

 The researcher has used SPSS research software for analysis of quantitative data. Chi-square tests and 
Z- test were applied to selected data for testing some of the hypotheses. 

CHAPTER VI 
 The collected primary data through questionnaire and personal interview have been classified, analyzed, 

tabulated and interpreted with the help of statistical tools such as percentage, average, Chi-squared test 
and Z test depending upon the need of the analysis. The observations have been considered and 
conclusion is drawn strictly adhering to the objectives and hypotheses those have been tested. 
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RESULTS REGARDING THE FULFILLMENT OF THE OBJECTIVES 

Objective No. 1: To enquire into the growth of domestic savings and investment with special reference to 
industrial securities. 

 The data reflects that after the post liberalization the savings and investment has increased considerable, 
but recently due to economic slowdown, high level of inflation and rise in consumer spending are there 
is fall in the level of savings in India, which has been set to touch a decade low. The level of total 
savings in India stood at 23.8 percent in the year 2000-01, steadily increased in the following years till it 
reached at the level of 36.8 percent of GDP in 2007-08 as a result of fiscal consolidation. It then started 
declining to reach at 30.8 percent of the GDP in the year 2011-12. Regarding financial savings, they 
stood at 12.7 percent of GDP in the year 2000-01 which decreased to 10.3 percent of GDP in 2002-03 
and then started rising so as to reach at 11.7 percent of GDP in the years 2005-06 and 2006-07, then 
they declined to 10.0 percent of GDP in 2010-2011. This decline hurts more economy. (Ref. Table No. : 
3.1Trend of saving in India as % of GDP). Thus it could be said that the purpose of the first objective is 
sufficiently satisfied. 

Objective No. 2 To assess the growth of Indian capital market with special reference to equity market. 

 The Indian equity market is also known as the Stock Market. The Indian equity market stands the third 
biggest after China and Hongkong. According to the Asian Development Bank, Indian equity market 
has a market capitalization of $600 Billion as on March 2009. The market capitalization was of the 
order of $598.3Billion (Rs. 30.13 Lakhs Crore) which was one tenth of the total valuation the Asian 
Region. 

 In the year 2001 the value of shares traded in equity markets on BSE was US $ million 100638 and of 
NSE was US $ million 147244. This further increased to US $ million 158982 on BSE and US $ million 
314689 on NSE. This means that within a span of five years BSE trading increased by 50% as of NSE 
trading has been doubled. The highest trading was seen in the year 2007 at US $ million 343776 on BSE 
and US $ million 751333 on NSE. There increased trend got a break in the year 2008 due to slowdown 
in the economy and a great set back of US SUBPRIME crisis. 

 It is observed that NSE is doing well as the trades have increased to US $ 801017 in 2010. The turnover 
ratios during 2008, 2009 and 2010 were higher in India than those in Japan, Korea, UK, USA, and 
China. The   automation of trading in stock exchange has led to the increase in the number of trades and 
the number of shares traded per day. Thus researcher has taken sufficient efforts to satisfy this objective. 

Objective No. 3 To examine the socio-economic background of respondent investor and verify the 
correlation between the investment and the demographic factors of the respondents. 

 To verify this objective, the questionnaire included nine questions relating to the demographic profile 
of the investor. The major findings  of these are as follows: 

x. Capital market is dominated by male investors as they are prepared to take risk as compared to female 
investors. 

xi. The age based classification of the present holdings reveals that investors of the age group 26-35 years 
of age dominate the investment in all asset classes followed by 46 to 55years age group. The age 
groups of 56 years and above were less investing in the capital market. 

xii. It is found that most of the respondents were married. 

xiii. More than one fourth of the sample investors were salaried in non-Government service followed by 
20% of them in Govt. Service. 

xiv. It is found that most of the sample investors had attained a bachelor’s degree as their highest level of 
education while 31% of the respondents have completed their post graduate too. This implies that it 
would be very easy to sensitize the investors about Capital Markets since most of the investors have 
attained a commendable level of education 
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xv. Nearly 62.84% of the respondents are having nuclear families, whereas 37.16 % are from joint 
families. 

xvi. About 52% of the respondents were having monthly income in the range of Rs. 50,000 to Rs. 75,000 
per month and 18.91 % of them had it Rs. 70,000 and more. Thus it can be concluded that most of the 
sample investors were from the monthly income of Rs. 50,000 and above. 

xvii. It was found that most of the respondents had monthly expenditure in the range of Rs. 50,000 and 
above. 

xviii. It was found that 72% of the respondents have less than five years experience about investing in stock 
market. Only about 4.83 percent of them have more than ten years of experience of investment in 
equity market. 

Objective No. 4. To know the existing investment pattern of respondents and their satisfaction with it. 

 To verify the objective the researcher collected the data through the questionnaire and the choice of 
respondents’ investment. Regarding investment pattern of the respondents, their higher preference i.e. 72.62 
% was for equity shares, followed by fixed deposits in banks 61.28 %, life insurance by 46.81 % of 
respondents, gold by 45.76 % and Land by 40.68 % of the respondents. Bonds and debentures are preferred 
by 33.77 % and 29.07 % respondents respectively. Medical insurance was preferred by 24.90 %. 

A Likert scale was also developed by the researcher to know the satisfaction level of investment. It is found 
that the investors are satisfied by investing in the stock market. In this way it could be said that this objective 
is served. 

Objective No. 5 To elicit the opinion of respondents on equity investment and factors encouraging it. 

 To find out ‘opinion regarding the encouraging factors to invest in the equity market’ researcher has 
developed and used a five- point likert scale, where responses are recorded on ‘Fully Agree’ to ‘Fully 
Disagree’ approach, in which 5 being the highest and one being the lowest score on response bench. The 
researcher has followed the Weighted Method to rank the ‘attention paying aspects’ according to the 
responses. The data clearly states that ‘Quick short term gain’ with 3291 points is ranked number one 
followed by ‘Improved awareness of products, process and technology’ and ‘High long term gain’ with 3154 
and 3142 points for number two and number three positions respectively. ‘Introduction of new products’ and 
‘Trading through mobile’ are ranked 4th and 5th with 2942 and 2835 points.  ‘Improved accessibility to 
trading’ and ‘Sales and marketing by brokers’ have received the least importance by the respondents with 
2757 and 2246 points each. Researcher feels that all these are in consonance of this objective. 

Objective No. 6 To study and analyze various factors that influences the investment decision making 
process of the investors. 

 To verify the objective the respondents, it was necessary to know the various factors that the 
respondents considered while investment. While making investment in equities 55.41 % of the respondents 
consider safety factor while 54.24 % of them prefer equities by tax saving purposes. Liquidity and 
reasonable returns are considered by about 26 % of the total respondents. Hence the companies issuing 
equities should take these factors into consideration for attracting maximum number of the investors. Also 
the respondents were asked to opine on how they choose their investment avenue or who motivates them to 
invest. 57.76% of the respondents are self-aware, while 27.64% of the respondents were motivated by way of 
media news and 22.82 % of them by friends or relatives advice. Financial advisors, as a factor of motivation 
accounted for 4.17% only. Thus financial advisors and brokers have tremendous scope for providing advice 
for taking right decision while investing in securities by the investors. Media news through advertisement by 
companies can attract more investors to invest in their companies.  Researcher has completed analysis of 
various factors that influences the investment decision making process of the investors. 
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TESTING OF HYPOTHESES 
Hypothesis 1- H0:  “Capital appreciation is the major objective to choose a particular line of investment by 
the investor”. 

To verify this hypothesis researcher has applied chi square test for uniformity.  Since P value is less than 
0.05, null hypothesis “Capital appreciation is the major objective to choose a particular line of investment by 
the investor” is rejected at 5% level of significance.  Researcher hypothesis “Investor gives equal weight age 
to all reasons to choose a particular line of investment” is accepted. It is found that Future security (55% 
investor) is the major objective to choose a particular line of investment by the investor. It cannot be 
concluded that “Capital appreciation is the major objective to choose a particular line of investment by the 
investor” and it is one of the reasons. 

2) H0: The majority of investors follow the mixed approach i.e. safe, reasonable returns combined with 
speculative benefits. 

To check this hypothesis researcher has applied chi square test for uniformity.  Since p value is less than 
0.05, null hypothesis   “The majority of investors follow the mixed approach i.e. safe, reasonable returns 
combined with speculative benefits” is rejected at 5% level of significance. Therefore alternative hypothesis, 
“The majority of investors do not follow the mixed approach i.e. safe, reasonable returns combined with 
speculative benefits.” is accepted at 5% level of significance. Researcher can infer that the majority of 
investors do not follow the mixed approach i.e. safe, reasonable returns combined with speculative benefits 

3) H0:  “The information furnished through prospectus by the companies is insufficient to make decision 
for investment.” 
Here researcher has applied z test of proportion. Since value is less than 0.05 null hypothesis (Ho) “The 
information furnished through prospectus by the companies is insufficient to make decision for investment” 
is rejected.  Therefore alternative hypothesis (H1) “Opinion of investors regarding the information furnished 
in prospectus by the companies is unbiased” is accepted at 5% level of significance. Hence researcher 
hypothesis “Opinion of investors regarding the information furnished in prospectus by the companies is 
unbiased or the information is sufficient” is accepted at 5% level of significance “. Researcher can infer that 
the information furnished through prospectus by the companies is sufficient to make decision for investment. 

4) H0: Equity shares are preferred as safe option by the majority. 

To check this statistically, researcher has applied chi square test of uniformity . Since p value is less than 
0.05, null hypothesis (Ho): “Equity shares are preferred as option by the majority” is rejected at 5% level of 
significance. Hence alternative hypothesis (H1) “All given options of investments are equally preferred by 
the investors” is accepted at 5% level of significance. 

5) H0: “There is a significant relationship between the age and income of the investors and investment 
portfolio.” 
Researcher has applied Chi-square test of association. It is found that there exists positive relationship 
between age and income of the investors and investment portfolio. In view of this researchers’ null 
hypothesis is accepted and alternative hypothesis is rejected. 

Findings of the Methodological & Experimental Studies 
i. While making investment in most of the respondents consider safety factor followed instruments 

savings by tax saving instruments. Liquidity and reasonable returns are the least considered factors. 

ii. The purpose of investment in equities is considered as future security by most of the respondents, 
followed by 44.98 % of the respondents invest for the purpose of getting good returns / dividends, and 
28.16% invest for capital appreciation and 24.51% of them invest for the purpose of developing 
children’s career. 

iii. Most of the respondents invest in the stock market by their own decision as they are aware of the 
market. Some of the respondents are motivated by media news followed by the friends or relatives 
advice. Only a few respondents take the advice of financial advisors or brokers. 
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iv. 37.16 % of the respondents prefer investing on monthly basis and 27.64 % of them on yearly basis. 
19.95 % and 19.56 % of the respondents prefer to invest any time and half yearly respectively. Thus 
majority of the respondents prefer to invest either on monthly basis or yearly basis. 

v. As every investment is associated with return on investment as well as risk , one third (1/3rd) of the 
respondents prefer to take advantage of price change to maximize their gains. Thus risk perception has 
influence on the equity investment decisions on the investors. 

vi. Time period of investment stands out as an important factor for maximizing benefit from the 
investment. Most of the investors preferred both to be short term and long term investor which seem to 
be a common tendency of the investors. 

vii. In order to take maximum advantage of investing in shares, there is a need of conducting market 
research to find most beneficial avenues. 66.49 % of the respondents preferred to conduct market 
research whereas the rest of them have neglected it. Although majority i.e. nearly two third (2/3rd) of 
the respondents are aware of the benefits of equity market research, still rest of them need to be made 
aware of it. 

viii. Majority of the respondents tend to be self dependent rather than taking advantage of the brokers’ 
advice. 

ix. Brokers charge commission for the services rendered by them. When inquired about whether 
brokerage charges affect investment majority of the respondents felt that brokerage charges affect 
investment. 

x. Most of the respondents prefer to invest in banking sector followed IT sector. Petroleum sector has 
been preferred by 18.25 % of the respondents and 15.76% of them prefer other sectors. Thus banking 
and IT sectors are preferred by majority (96.87%) of the total respondents. 

xi. Most of the respondents preferred secondary market as a source of good returns on their investment, 
whereas few investors preferred primary markets. 

xii. Most of the respondents fully agree that Economic slowdown is one of the major factor for disturbance 
in the stock market. Whereas the fluctuation in the NIFTY and SENSEX is ranked ‘second’ followed 
by quarterly Results of the Company is ranked as third factor for disturbing the stock market. 

xiii. ‘Provident Fund’ is rated the most favored financial instruments for investment with the highest 3234 
points. ‘Tax saving Schemes’ and ‘Fixed Deposit in Banks’ are ranked second and third ‘favored 
financial instruments’ respectively by the respondents. Respondents have rated Insurance and Mutual 
Funds as the least desired financial instrument with 2720 and 2669 points correspondingly. Thus PF 
and Tax Saving Schemes are favourable financial instruments other than shares by the investors. 

xiv. Equity shares, Gold and Silver and Real Estate were highly ranked from I to III respectively. The least 
ranked is the debt instrument. 

xv. Money would get tied for a long time’ is rated as the major barrier for investment in equity market 
with the highest  points. ‘No guaranteed returns’ and ‘Not enough money to buy to invest in capital 
market’ are ranked second and third as barriers respectively by the respondents. Respondents have said 
that ‘No loan available on investment in capital market’ and ‘Never approached by a broker / 
investment advisor’ as the least barriers with 2366 and 2348 points correspondingly. Detailed 
information about the contents of the instrument, especially return and risk need to be given in simple 
language so that even a common man can easily understand it. 

xvi. The data clearly states that ‘Quick short term gain’ is ranked number one followed by ‘Improved 
awareness of products, process and technology’ followed by ‘High long term gain’ and ‘Introduction 
of new products’ and ‘Trading through mobile’ are ranked 4th and 5th with 2942 and 2835 points.  
‘Improved accessibility to trading’ and ‘Sales and marketing by brokers’ have received the least 
importance by the respondents with 2757 and 2246 points each. 
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xvii. SEBI protects the interests of investors in securities and promotes the development of the securities 
market. The board helps in regulating the business of stock exchanges and any other securities market. 
SEBI is also responsible for registering and regulating the working of stock brokers, sub-brokers, 
share transfer agents, bankers to an issue, trustees of trust deeds, registrars to an issue, merchant 
bankers, underwriters, portfolio managers, investment advisers, and such other intermediaries who 
may be associated with securities markets in any manner. The board registers the venture capitalists 
and collective investments like mutual funds. SEBI helps in promoting and regulating self regulatory 
organizations. 

xviii. Most of the respondents were interested in attending the training programme, which indicates that 
respondents were anxious in learning about the dynamics of equity market so that they can enjoy 
maximum benefits from participating in equity markets. 

xix. The maximum number of respondents feel that SENSEX and NIFTY encourage speculation in the 
stock markets. 

xx. SEBI acts for protecting the innocent investors from the hazards of predators existing in the market by 
holding educational workshops. Up till now more than 2188 workshops have been conducted in 
around 500 cities and towns. 

Initiatives of SEBI  
SEBI has taken initiatives which have become popular. These include:- 

 Advertisements – SEBI has prepared a list of “dos and don’ts” for investors relating to various aspects 
of the securities market. Till date over 700 advertisements relating to various accepts of securities 
market has appeared in 48 different newspapers and magazines. 

 Educative material – Standardized reading material and presentation material is distributed at the 
workshops. 

 All India Radio – In order to educate investors SEBI’s officials regularly participate in all India Radio 
Programmes. 

 Website for investor Education – SEBI has set a website as  http://investor.sebi.gov.in  for investors 
education 

 Cautionary message on TV – A short cautionary message is also aired on TV specially on the business 
channels. 

 Protection of Retail Investors – SEBI also advise small investors to take adequate precaution by reading 
the Red hearing prospects of companies before investing in any IPO issues. 

 Investor Awareness programmers  
 Bombay stock exchange (BSE) and National stock exchange (NSE) conduct investor awareness 

programmers regularly because a large number of people are not still aware the benefits of 
participation in stock exchanges. Investor education enables investors to make choices of stocks and 
other product., The programme highlights on the features, benefits and risks emerging from the 
instruments, the operational aspects of stock markets, investors rights and obligations, precautionary 
messages, etc. that are required  while entering into the transactions of stocks. 

 Realizing  the need to introduce students to the importance of financial planning, NSE has 
introduced of financial planning, NSE has introduced a financial literacy campaign. The exchange in 
collaboration with higher secondary schools and college conducts programmes covering various 
aspects of investment, including need for saving up, avenues to pursue, risks in investment, analysis 
of company financials etc. 
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7.3 CONCLUSION 
The following conclusion emerges from the findings of the above study: 

i. The study is based on primary data specially collected for the purpose of creating a deeper 
understanding of the spread of equity culture, investors’ problems, needs and changing investment 
preferences, role of equity market in the Indian economy especially with regards to industrial securities 
in the Indian capital market. 

ii. The analysis of the primary data and relevant data collected through secondary sources like books, 
journals, magazines and internet help us to derive a broad picture of the study. 

iii. Factors such as demographic profile, stock fundamentals, lifestyle characteristics, psychological 
influences and personal values influence the behavior of the investor. 

iv. The retail investors is now aware of the ups and downs in the equity market but still recommendations 
made by the Broker / financial advisor, information through media and newspaper, friends and relatives 
have an influence on the behavior of the investor. 

v. The investor’s first preference for investment goes to the safety parameter. Rest there are other factors 
like tax saving, liquidity and reasonable returns which are followed by safety. 

vi. Our analysis has found that the purpose of investment by the investor is for future security. The other 
purposes are good returns, liquidity, capital appreciation and children’s career. 

vii. Stock market is a risky market. So the investor tries to keep a continues watch on their investment and 
may go for trading as the market is giving returns. 

viii. The investment made in stock market is risky but at the same time it gives high returns if the stock is 
held for long term as compared to other instruments. It is seen that most of the investors are long term 
investors and they prefer to conduct market research. 

ix. The proportion of individual portfolios allocated to risky assets depends upon the wealth possessed by 
an investor as well as the level of capital appreciation and short term gains desired by him. 

x. The study shows that most the respondents investing in the equity market are from the salaried class. 

xi. It could be concluded that too much volatility and price manipulation, dissatisfaction from the 
information and service provided by the companies and the stock brokers, brokerage fees, are the 
problems that are been faced by the retail investor. 

xii. Quick short term gain followed by ‘Improved awareness of products, process and technology’ and 
‘High long term gain’ are the driving factors for investment in equity markets. 

xiii. If the equity culture has to be increased there is a need to organize training programmes and awareness 
for the investors. BSE and NSE have already taken the initiative but it is necessary for them to reach the 
niche area of the state. 

xiv. SENSEX and NIFTY are the index of the stock exchanges of BSE and NSE. The changes in these 
indices change the state of the market i.e. Bull or Bear. This encourages the speculation in the market. 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the findings of the experimental study 
i. As regards to the objective of the investment of the investor (P=0.0000015) in terms of various factors 

(at 0.05level) it is seen that capital appreciation is one of the factors considered by the investors for 
investments. It can be concluded that Investor gives equal weightage to all reasons to choose a particular 
line of investment. 

ii. As regards to the mixed approach i.e. safe, reasonable returns combined with speculative benefits 
followed by the investors (P=0.00004 and at 5% significance level) was too less to be statistically 
significant. Thus it indicates that there investors do not follow mixed approach i.e. safe, reasonable 
returns combined with speculative benefits. It could be said that investors may follow any single 
approach according to their risk appetite. 
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iii. To find whether the information provided through the prospectus of the companies is sufficient or 
insufficient, (P=0.00001 and at 5% significance level) was found that it is statistically insignificant as P 
value is less. So it can be inferred that the information furnished through prospectus by the companies is 
sufficient to make decision for investment. 

iv. With regards to the buying option of equity shares by the majority it is found that P value is less than 
0.05, (P=0) so Ho “Equity shares are preferred as option by the majority” is rejected at 5% level of 
significance. Hence alternative hypothesis H1 “All given options of investments are equally preferred by 
the investors” is accepted at 5% level of significance. It can be concluded that Equity shares are 
preferred as option by the majority. 

7.4 RECOMMENDATIONS 
Researcher has taken due pain in bringing out inch-pinch of the various issues related to the development of 
equity culture in the Indian capital market. While doing so researcher came across with number of the 
inherent problems and issues related to the subject matter. The above stated conclusion is the result of studies 
done by this researcher. During the course of the study researcher has made observation and conclusions 
have been drawn. In view of these observation and conclusion researcher feels that if necessary efforts are 
made to overcome the various lacunas and causes or hurdles in the development of equity culture in the stock 
exchange market of India. Researcher would like to make following suggestions to get rid of these lacunas 
and will help necessary to develop equity culture in India 

SUGGESTIONS 
 The individual who want to invest in stock markets should read newspapers, journals, books and other 

publications on investment matters. 

 Investors holding shares and debentures should, as far as possible, deal only with registered members of 
recognized stock exchanges, in place where there are no stock exchanges, they may deal with sub-
brokers who have connections with registered brokers. 

 The investors have to identify the possible areas of investment, market situation and price fluctuation 
before investing in any instruments. 

 Indian stock market has a distinct pattern than its counter parts. The study of SENSEX enables us to 
conclude that, it reaches a new high after every eight years with the sustained bull period. Secondly, 
since last five years equity is showing a downward trend in giving returns.  But according to the law of 
averages, equity will get a higher preference by the retail investors. Thirdly Euro problem has been 
settled and many global investors are eager to invest in various sector of the economy and when they 
invest they tend to invest in equities. Next, India can enjoy demographic advantage which will help in 
stimulating development of consumption oriented companies. The investor’s interest in investments has 
reached a peak which indicates favorable environment for rise in demand for equities. Because of 
reduction in the transaction cost due to ease of communication   Indian markets have become cheaper. 
All these developments will result in rise in faith and hopes of retail investors into equities which will 
lead to the development of equity market in Indians.  In view of this it is suggest systematic efforts 
should be made to propagate through various means of media. It is observed that majority of the 
investors are not properly acquainted with the idea or techniques, hence it is recommended that 
necessary action plan to be drawn to educate the investor to make aware about latest information 
through various means of techniques. This will help them to understand the stock exchange mechanism 
of the capital market. 

 There is a need to develop and propagating equity culture in Indian society. So as to exploit the 
opportunity generated by favorable environment, Up till now retail investors were from tier one cities 
and tier two cities to some extent, because of the knowledge, and access to information due to internet 
motivated retail investors to take advantage of equity market.  The growth of potential investors in tier II 
and tier III cities and small towns indicate that they have become aware of equity market, hence they 
need to be motivated to prefer investing in equities rather than gold and real estates. 
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 It is suggested to  the information with help of IT and IT related services, TV motion pictures, radio and 
even mobile phones.  The present network of NSE’s satellite communication technology reaches 174 
cities of India, it needs to be extended to other cities and progressing village clusters. NSE’s  
trading system called the National Exchanges for automated trading (NEAT) in a client server based 
application having an uptime record of 99.99 percent. The technology aided telecom solution helps in 
saving time, energy and money of investors as it has made investing process safer, hassle free which 
terms to encourage small town investors to join the capital market. Once this technology is made 
available to all the regions equity market will flourish in a short time. 

 Another driver for the spread of equity culture is increasing level of returns for the members and 
growing net asset values of equity retail investors. Investors wealth measured in term of the market 
capitalization of the shares has increased during the last decade has grown from less than $ 300 billion 
to over on trillion us dollars. This is attracting small investors to invest in equity market by way taking 
advantage high return investment schemes what is needed to provide relevant information in time and 
sufficient detail about version Investment Avenue available in stock markets. 

 Public issues have been popular in India as entry paint for retail investors. Initial public offer (IPO’s) by 
various  sector finance, construction, engineering and power helped the stock markets to attract new 
retail participants to explore and give boost to trade actively in stock markets. 

 The distribution network needs to be expanded by benefitting Brokers of stock exchanges to help 
investors subscribe electronically to an IPO and increasing the reach of Application supported by 
Blocked Amounts (ASBA) by asking bankers to make the facility available at all branches, to tap latent 
demand for equities in small cities. Necessary information should be published in various newspapers 
and should even be presented on television. 

 New financial products and services & using best risk management techniques for exchange traded 
derivatives will help to attract increasing number of retail investors. 

 The government of India has introduced the Rajeev Gandhi equity saving scheme (RGESS) for 
providing incentive to small investors for investing their saving in the country’s capital market. In India 
this scheme is new, retail investor gets concession in paying income tax only once.  This scheme needs 
to be popularized by appointing volunteer to work on the basis of commission.  Social workers and 
NGOS should be involved in motivating retail investors living at distant places to be investor in 
equities. There agencies will remove the ignorance about share market and risk which discourages small 
investor and motivate them to take benefits of share markets. 

 It was also observed that, investors prefer ‘wait and watch’ policy for taking decision on receiving 
information. Investors’ decisions are largely influenced by psychological factors and behavioral 
dimensions. Investors achieving success in the capital market has to acquire knowledge about 
behavioral finance. In this view it is recommended that the investor has to study about the techniques of 
market research. 

 Financial literacy can be increased by developing new financial products, explaining complexity and 
dynamics of financial markets. Changes in political, demographic and economic factors. Earline 
financial literacy was considered as the domain of men. Considering the increase in the number of 
womens in the working culture they have started taking interest in understanding finance and 
investment channels that are simple risk and better return on investment various factors like access to 
education social sanction for women’s education and                            have brought about significant 
change in the attitudes of both men and women towards money, women by nature are generally good 
savers and clever in taking light decision. They take more time to take decision and prefer to ask lot of 
questions and prefer to involve friends and family members in the process. 

Thus investor especially women who have benefited from investing in stock market should be used to 
influence those who have not invested by way of arranging informal gathering. There is a large potential 
of working women as investors. 
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 Potential investors should be motivated to take advantage of the facilities provided by SEBI and BSE. 
College students should be made aware about the importance of financial literacy. Students market the 
product soon by mouth publicity. As word of mouth has been observed to be very effective tool for 
communicating any type of information. 

 Investors are advised to avoid common mistakes such as  behavioral biases, which are the typical trend 
observed among investors. They are not always based on sound logic and often lead to over reaction in 
terms of their investment decision. The most common bias is called the disposition effect where 
investors hold on to those stocks that are losers in the hope of future returns and selling off the winners 
quickly. The second common behavioral bias is the over confidence about their portfolio. It is suggested 
that investor has to minutely the stock exchange movements, at times seek the advisor of financial 
consultants to take the decisions to hold or sell the stocks. 

 Most of the retail investors take investment decision on the basis of their feeling about profit and loss 
rather than careful calculations. Investor should be able to take rational decisions. 

 It is seen that investors plan to grow their savings through investments. However most of them fail to 
grow their investment to their full potential on account of some lacunas as discussed above. They can 
make profitable investments by following  measures of precautions: 

i. Planning the investment  
Generally investments are made in haste and by suggestions of friends, relatives or media news. The 
investors forget the investment objective and the risk appetite he can bear. If ideal investment or 
financial plan is taken into consideration the growth objectives will be achieved after a specific period 
of time.  In this regards it is advised to consult financial planners or experts in this field. 

ii. Diversification of the investment 
Investors often invest only in one asset class there by losing the opportunity to benefit from better 
performing asset classes. For example- Most of the retail investors deposit their savings with bank in the 
form of fixed deposit; instead it is desirable to have a mix of equity shares, mutual funds and fixed 
deposits. A diversified portfolio of equity, debt and gold can provide higher returns them bank FDs over 
a period of 10 years. 

iii. Impact of inflation  
Investors often neglect the impact of inflation on their portfolio. This is important in a high growth and 
high inflation economy like India. Investor can beat inflation only by investing in diversified products 
across the asset class spectrum. 

iv. Start early  
If a person starts investing early during his life period he will able to reap the benefits of compounding of 
returns to the maximum in the future years otherwise he will miss the bus or lose the opportunity. 

v. Timing the market  
Financial market tends to move in cycles. Equities have a much shorten cycle compared to debt or other 
classes. Many investors make mistake especially in equities. If the investor follows the movement of BSE 
and NSE, he can take the advantage of the proper timings of his action. In this view it suggested to follow the 
movements of BSE and NSE and take the decision accordingly. 

vi. Investment based on Tax Planning  
Investors invest to save tax without baring it on any gold or plan 

. Investors should align their tax saving investments according to their long term investment planed. For 
example for young and relatively risk–averse investors, equity linked saving schemes are a better alternative 
them debt instruments as equities have out per formed debt over the long term. 

vii. Review and Rebalancing  
Retail investors generally fail to review and rebalance their portfolios. They should track their investments at 
regular intervals to measure the performance. Portfolios’ must be rebalanced to match the pre defined asset 
allocation reviewing also helps to weed out non performers in the portfolio. 
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